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Sergio: nudalste jar 

Arab A ·tivi ties in !Yhxir.o· ,.. 
.· . 

Those last f'aw day~ we have falt ,.1n rtlexico ·intense anti
Js·raeli and pro•Arab activity, by the office of the. Arab -
League in ooa~icn snd by· tha nffice of the PLO.· · 

1) As ma approach the date of November 29th~ the PLO_w~s 
· abl& to organize in ·the facultad de Ciancias ·Pol!ticas · 
y Socieles dela UNAM (faculty .of Political and Social 
Science of the National ·University of lllexico). and · under 
the auspices of the Center of International Relatimns.-

· a seminary which r;iill take placa November 27 through No• 
vamber 30th on the following subject: Palastine&Confl!cts 
and Perspectives. ·Among the participants to said ses:L"'1ar• 
are Univarsity Professors of the leftist wing and quite 

. pro-Arab, and one of thase. ie "'3r!D1!1n Tahblb• representa- . 
tive of the PLO in l!lexico. It ts out of the question that 
this seminary will atrract a number of studan\s and tea
·chers and will be· u9ed as an Mti-Jsraelf. platform. 

You will find ·included in · this memo a -copy of the full program •. 

2)Some newspapers _have been publishing a series of open. pro• 
Arab articles and editorials, in which is felt tha hand of 
the ·PLO . office. Among these articles, is one under the ti
tle of'a Campo navidsP.az rictieia. Unidad Arabs -contra el 
Slonismo .. (Camp Davida fictitious peace. Arab uni~y against 
Zionism)• t1Jri tten by Carlos Sanchez clrdenes and qs.- says 
in· one of the paragraphs 11 

·: •• Tel Aviv is set· .on continuing this devastating 
action that has resuttad in the· expulsion of the 
palestinians from- their oum_ lend and in the era
sing of Palestine as a nation ••••• : 

: •• Zionism is a racist. sectarian. colonizing move
ment. caracteriZed by f anatism, hatred. expansicmism 
and aggressian ••• a standing of imperialism, eRdomed 
with all kind of 111Bdia to protect the imperielistic 
monopoly and thus, exploit all the Arab region. it,s 
natural res_aurces: ar.d riches and cause di.vision aman9 
the Arab nations •••• -
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Introduction 

i , 

For many years, the need to help estaplish a Jewish state; and· to protect. 
:·it fror11 a multitude of threats to its existence ·and viability, has concentra.ted 
the a·ttenti on of the American Jewish community on the Israelis, to the vi rtua 1 · ... · 
exclusion :of ~he 100 million Arabs in the s~rrounding states. But·if . the ·recent. 
moves toward peace in the region are to .succeed, normal relationships will have 
to b~ est~blished between Israel and her Ar$b neighbors. The purpose of this 
discussion _guide is to stimulate American Jews to think about and learn. about 
the Arab peoples. · 

\ ·. Discussion leaders will find the principal themes for consideration in 
thi. s~ Introduction: Detailed questions rela~ing to .these themes follow. 

-· For most of the past 30 years, Amerfr~n Jews have thought of the Arabs as 
the ·· 11~nemy, 11 a great undifferentiated group. of nati:ons '. on the other side of the 
Arab-Israeli conflict . At least since 1973; however, it has· become clear that 
there are v~st di'fferences among the Arab states. A few -- Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, 
and 'the Arab Emfr.ates -- control the largest known petroleum reserves in · the .. 
world, a source ·not only of great wealth, btit of growi.ng political power in both 
the industrialized and less developed world. (On the other hand, this wealth · 
and power have generated serious .social and political problems for these coun-. 
tries which have suddenly been c~tapulted i6to the modern industrial ·age,) . 
Others are extremely. poor and underdeveloped·, and face eve.r-incr~asing diffi-
cul tie~ feeding · their rapidly-growing popul~tio~s. 

. ' . . 

. To understand today's Arabs, and the ·various forms of their self-identification,. 
one must examine tiow ·their history contrasts with their situation today. Who, 
the!?, are "the Arabs"? r.wo authorities on the Arabs sav: 

Alt tho~l!.. ·Me. Ma.b.6 6M. whom the c.e.nbtai. 6ac.t 06 
hi.J.d:.o!Uf -l6 the. m-l6.6ion. o 6 Moha.mme.d · a.nd ·the memol!.y
ofi . .the Ma.b Empil!.e, and who in a.ddition. c.he.wh · 
the Ma.bic. tongue an.d Lt6 c.u.ltuiµtt heJUtage ~ 
the.ii!. c.ommon. poMe.Mion.. (Mohammedanism, by : 
H.A.R. Gi~b) 

Whoeve.I!. Uv~ ·in OM c.owi:tluj, .6pealu OM language, · 
~ bl!.ought up ,ln. OM c.ul..tMe an.d· tak.u pl!.ide in. . 
au.Ji glo!Uj .iA on.e 06 U-6. (Cited by Bernard Lewis 
in . The Arabs, in History) ( , .. 

, . 

Both Gibb and Lewjs analyze several u'nifying factors which helped create 
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what· Raphael Patai, in T~e Arab Mind; calls the Arab core of the Middle East. 
Amon'.g them, two stand out: Islam, the religion which originated in the .'\rabian 
penin~ula, and Arabic, the language of the Koran, inextri cably tied to the reli
gi on:; .which became the common language of the region. Both the language and the 
religion swept through the Middle East in a wave of conquests which created 
"A Golden Age of Arab Culture 11 from the eighth to thirteenth centuries. {See 
UNESCO Courier articles attached.) 

. The role of history in shaping the modern Arab world cannot be under
estimated. S.D. Goitein, in Jews and Arabs, points out that whereas the Jews 
were" exiled from their homeland and scattered for millenia throughout the world, 
the Arabs were; in a sense, exiles on their own soil .until quite . re~en.tly.- By 
the thirteenth century, the Arab peoples -- except for some .tribes in inaccessible 
desert and mountain areas ·~- had lost their political i.ndependence and no longer · 
cont,roHed their own affair.s. The Islamic ·Empire was spli.t, ag~in ,and a9~in, 
into ·local ·dynasties, · f i.rst'under the Persii!ns, then under vario.us. Turki.sh . ,. 
rulers -- the Seljuqs, the Mamelukes, and finally the Ottomans.· . {Even though 
the Ottoman Turks wer.e Muslims, the Arabs. considered them interlope.r~ and · , 
oppressors . ) Such historic memories are one basis for the emergence of .mod~rn . · · 
Arab. n.ationalism early in this century, and for its growth to this day . 

Arab politica l aspirations emerged .at different t imes in different. places·. 
Most of today's 21 Arab states are less than 30 years old. Only the K'ingdom o'f 
s·aud·; Arabia was an independent nation before World War II; until the 1950s and 
1960s·,; ·most ·of the .others suffered some·form of ·colonial domi-nation-.(by the French 
in .. N.6rth Africa ·, Syrj_a, and Lebanon; by the British in Pale~tine), or wer~." i;>.ro- := 
tectorates of the · British (in Iraq, Egypt; Kuwait, Aden, and the P.ersiar:i:-.Gulf) .; :· 
Thfs ·,legacy 'of colonialism has markedly affected Arab ·attitudes toward W~~ter,n . , 
c·ulture -and i·deologies, as well as toward the two superpowers, .the U..S. ,and the - . 
U.S.S . R; ·(The discussion leader may ask whether Saudi. Arabia'.s pro-American .. • '• ·>' 
atti.t ude ·may :be explained by its never having been a Western colony.)- .· -.:· 

: . Rapid :·change and conflicting idea 1 s are fa~ts of 1 i fe. in th~ Arab-w~ri~ , ·. '. 
today~· where old customs and laws often .stand in the .way of. the ~ pressl!re .. to .. ·: 
reach into the twentieth century. (As an example of the "havoc .wrought· by suGh . 
tens.ions between religious tradition and modern social. and political experience, 
the· discussion leader may encourage the participants to talk about L~b~!10~L·) 

·, . 
The old morality and ·way of .life are increasingly challenged ~ - . in the 

schools and universities, on television, and through other channels -- bv · 
science, technology , and modern ideologies. Oil-rich states spend fortunes 
send·ing their promising young people to Western universities to ·1e·ar.n new tech
nologies, but in addition to substantive knowledge these students have been 
exposed to new ways of .. living. The young Saudi .who has played f ootba 11 and been 
a can:ipus leader at the University of Southern California ,will see society dif
ferently when he returns to Riy~dh than when he left. 

" . Politically, most Arab nations are looking for ways to harness competin~ 
loyalties -- to a religious group, or a village, to the army or ,to a single 
leader -- to the building. of a modern state . Hence the emphasis Qn the pan-Arab 
ideal on the one hand, and the separate nationaJism of the . i ndividual Arab states, 
each with its own political regime, on the oth~r . (Military dictatorships like 
Syria, Iran , and Yemen .are obviously not about .. to j oin politically with tradi
tio~al monarchies of Morocco, Jordan, Saudi Arabia~ and the Un~ted Arab Emirates, 

. ' 
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despite the rhetoric of unity c.ommon to all of them. In addition., there is the 
contrast between the enonnous weal th of some Arab states and the abject poverty 
of others. The rich states must decide how to use their wealth, where to dis
tribute it, and how much to lend to less fortunate neighbors. 

· · After President Anwar el Sadat's visit to Israel in November, 1977, the 
Camp David agreement in September, 1978, and the negotiations between Egypt and 
Isr~el in Washington in October, 1978, the Arab world appears, at last, to be 
comi~g to grips with a problem that has ignited four wars in the past 30 years. 
Unti.l now, modern Israel has been viewed as an unwelcome foreign presence in the 
Middle East. If peace comes, it will be necessary for both Arabs and Israelis to 
to accept one another. 

The discussion should review the differences between Israel and the sur
rounding states, especially to the political meaning of Israel's Western-type 
demo~racy, as well as the issue of Jewish identity in these surroundings, and 
con~ider how -- after 30 years of host11ity the Jews in Israel and the Arabs 
in the surrounding state~ can learn to li ve as neighbors. 



WHO ARE THE ARABS? 

Discussion Guide #1 

1. Why is it important .for us to know who the Arabs are? 

-~ Their oil reserv~s 

-- Thei r money 

·-- The Ameri·can strategic i ntere.s.t · 

-- The geographic link to oil 

-- Their great number 

-- Because the conflict ~n the Holy Land touches all peoples 

2. How do you see Arabs? What are your mental associations with them? 
(TO THE DISCUSSION LEADER: Please encourage participants to share 
personal experiences . ) Are they: 

'. . :7 Strang~ or exotic 
·. ' 

. .. . . 

Bedouin, desert nomads 

-- Ho~pitable 

-- Backward · 

~- Hypocritic~l 

-- Terrorist and v1olent 

3. :. What are the major unifying forces· ·.in- the Arab world today? .· .. 

~e1igion ~- pan-Islamism · ·· · 

Nationalism -~ pan-Ar-abism 

Culture 
.. - . ·. 

-- Historical experience .. ·. 

-- The conflict with Israel 

. .· 
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4. What are the main divisive forces in the Arab wor1d? 

Economic problems; wealth and how to use it 

Widespread poverty 

Ideology; views of the West, Marxism, Modernity 

Religion 

The quest for political power by individual states 

How have all these problems come to a head in Lebanon? 

5. What would you say are the main problems confrontinq the Arab states today? 

War 

Economic development 

Revolution 

-- Modern culture 

-- Poverty in the midst of wealth 

6. Western~educated bureaucrats serve as spurs to social chanqe in the Arab 
world. How does exposure to European and American ways of life affect 
attitudes of these young Arabs toward their societies at home? 

7. The creation of the State of Israel presented special problems to the 
Arab world, as di<l the establishment of the new independent states in 
the twentieth century. Is the essence of the A.rab-Israeli conflict a 
clash between! 

-- Different political systems? Is Israel different as a state? 

-- Conflicttnq national movements, such as the Ziontst movement, 
the Palestinian national movement, etc? 

-- Religious and cultural differences between Jews and Arabs? 
(note differences between Jews and Arab Muslims and Arab Christians.) 

8. How has the historical experience of the Jewish people as a minority 
.in Muslim Arab society affected relations with the Arabs? How does 
this compare with present relations between Jews ·and Arahs in Israel 
toda.v? 
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9. ·· what do you expect in the future? 

. Do you believe there will be real peace between Israel and her Arab 
·neighbors? 

· Can you speculate on what ki,nd of peace it w·i 11 be? 

! . 

#78-300-277 
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INTRODUCTION 

On December 15 , 1977, President Carter ~nvited 16. leader~ 
of major Arab-American organiz~ticins to the White· House to 
discuss his Middle East policy. It was ·tbe first such meeting, 
and invited leaders hoped it would initiate -an ongoing dialogue 
with the White House. 

The Arab-American spokesmen voiced support 'for Mr . Carter's 
peace efforts, but urged that he use his leverage to make 
·Israel respond to the recent overtur~ ·of the Egyptian Presi-
· dent Anwar el-Sadat. They also proposed that. the U.S. recog
nize the .Palestine .Liberation Organizat·ion (P.L.0.) and include 
it i n the peace-making process. Concerning this point, Presi
dent· Carter explained that the P.L.O. would first have ~o 
accept UN Resolution 242, ·thereby implicitly recogn izing the 
State of Israel; the Arab-Americans repl.ied that the U.S. should 
not · let itself be bound by ~srael's position vis-a-vis the 
P.L.O., but should act in its own interests to attain a just 
peace. 

The December meeting,- as well as one held quring the pre
.ceding month by Secreta.ry of State Cyrus· R. ·Vance with a 
similar group, showed Arab- Americans in a new role on the 
American political scene . The corrununity, numbering approxi
mately 2 million, is articulating its · views on U.S. Middle 
~~st policy and the Arab-Israel conflitt with · growing s9phis
tication. Its organizations, together with pro - Arab ~usiness
~en and political consultants, form the core of an evolving 
Arab lobby with cons"iderable- potential influence on American 
policy -- a new challenge· to pro-Israel sentiment in the U.S. 

Political activity by organized Arab-American groups is a re
cent phenomenon. Until a decade ago, Arab-American organiza
tions were mainly social and -cultural and were divided, for the 
most part, by relig~ous allegiances and places of origin. But 
when ihe Arab countries suffered inglorious defeat in the 1967 
war with Israel, community leaders in tbe U.S. fotind it neces
sary to counter the image of the "cowardly Arab" in the mind 
of the American public. And ·after the mass~cre of Israeli 
athletes by Arab terrorists at the Munich Olympics in 1972, 
when the U.S. Government intensified surveillance of Arab
American groups suspected of terrorist connections, concerted 
action was taken in response to what was perceived as harass
ment and political intimidation: 
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Prominent businessmen, lawyers and professors organized the 
·National Association of Arab- Americans (NAAA) to st i mul ate 
and coordinate political activity by t he existing social 
and cultural groups. The NAAA h as become increasingly 
vocal, though it is relatively moderat e in i ts attitude 
toward ·Israel; it is now one of the two most promi nent Ar ab-

· Amer ican organizations . The other i s the Association of Arab
American University Gr aduates, a mor e radical l y ant i- I s r ael 
group, which combines its political goals with a strong 
cultural emphas i s . 

The two groups, toge t her wi t h a good ma ny smal ler ones, seek 
to bridge old religious and national divisions and create a 
sense of Arab-America~ solidarity . 

Some internal friction remains; t he older settlers, Lebanese 
and Syr ian Christians whose families came here early in t he 
1900's and have since done well , do not always see eye to 
wit h more recent .arrivals: Palestinians , Egyptians and 
Syrians., mahy of them Muslims and political radi cals . However, 
.the different groups seem to ·agree on what role Arab-Americans · 
can play in promoting a more " even-handed" U. S . policy in the 
Middle East. "When you've got the Presider:it and members of 
Congress raising questions about Israeli settlements, t hen it ' s 
become respectable, " s ays John P. Richards on, the publ ic affairs 
director of the NAAA. "In the past, American Arabs, . who are 
mostly conse rvative Lebanese , bit their t ongues. " 

All of the Arab-American groups take the same approach to Zion
ism and the Arab-Israel conflict . For some time, they have 
publicized alleged human rights violations by Israel i n the 
administered territories, making the .most of Pre s ident Carter ' s 
emphas is on human rights . They have widely quoted and publicized 
speeches by prominent I s rael i s crit~cal o f the±r government--
for example, Israel Shahak, Chairman of the Israe l League for 
Human and Civil Rights , who has calleq for reorganization of 
I srael as a non- Zion i st state, and Felici a Lange r , a member of 
the Israeli Communis t Party and an attorne y who r epresent s 
many jail e d Pales tinians in Israe li cou r ts. Most recently, the 
Arab- American groups have challenged the ·wi sdom of large-sca l e 
U.S. ai d to Israel , whic h , they .s ay , e ncourages I srael to ret a in 
conque r ed terr i t ories, and have argued that Israel vio l ates 
American rules a nd conditions for the use of arms. 

Most of the groups take care to emphasize t hat they oppose on l y 
Zionism, not Judaism, and to avoid using anti- Semitic slurs . 
Instead, they t r y to weaken support fo r Israel by stressing the 

.d i fference between Zioni st political ideology and t he Jewish 
rel.igi on, thereby seeki ng to raise doubts about the· loyalty of 
American ·J ews to Israei . 
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(In this effort, they c6operate with Jewish anti-Zionists like 
Rabbi Elmer Berger, President of American Jewish Alternatives 
to Zionism, and Dr. Alfred Lilienthal, leader of the American 
Council on .the Middle East, and ad hoc federation of m'ilitant 
anti-Israel organization.) 

The more moderate· groups, such as the NAAA realize that. Israel 
is not about to disappear. However, there is widespread sympathy 
for the P.L .. 0.'s goal of a "secular demo.cratic" state in Palestine 
to replace .the existing "racist, Zionist regime." Also the 
groups u.nanimously claim that "Zionist propaganda" distorts the 
information the American public ge.ts about the Arab ..... Israel 
conflict, and are determined, through their efforts, ~o alter 
the balance. 

The listing below includes the most prominent and numerous 
among nationwide Arab-American organizations. Many ·of these 
named have local branches, or affiJiates with similar names, whicti 
are not necessarily mentioned here . Also noted are some national 
associations, not themselves Arab-American, th~t support the Arab 
cause. Groups l isted are U.S. organizations; groups registered 
with the U.S. Department of Justice as agents for foreign 
governments, such as the League of Arab States or the Arab Infor
mation Offices in American cities, are not included. 

An index of all organizations mentioned will be found at the end. 
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ARAB-AMERICAN ORGANIZATIONS . 

National Association of Arab Americans (NAAA) 
President: P."!'of . Hisham . Sharabi --
Headquarters··: Washington , .. D .. C. . . . ... . 
Founded.: 1972 . 
Publication: The Voice (monthly) 

• .. ,· • :.! 

~ J .';~ . ... • • • • 

Organized ···to· .. fill the absence of an ~:f:fective ·political action 
group 11 in the Arab-American community, the NAAA has become the 
community's chief political · voice'. · An ·timbrella organization, it 
consists of some 1,600 church, social and charitable g~oups and 
an estimated 4, 000 indivic;iuals all ·over the U. S. Acc0rd'ing to 
i t.s former presi·dent, Richard Shadyac, a Washington lawyer, the 
NAAA depends solely on membership dues for its funds (Congressional · 
Quarterly, 1975) . . Its operating budget is estimated at $200,000 
(John Ma~lean, Chicago Tribune, March 5, 1978) . 

The newly · elected president is Prof. IJ.isham .Sharabi of 
Georgetown University., A noted histpr:t~p,, . Prp;f, .. Sharabi 
holds the Umar Al-Mukhtar Chair of ~~~b Cult~re '(which 
was established with a $75Q,OOa gift ~Y t~e. ~ib~an govern- · 
ment) and -serves" on the executive committee ·of the Center . 
· for Contemporary Arab Studies. He succeeds Joseph Baroody , 
a public relations executive in Washing"ton, D.C . and a 
member of a prominent ~ .amily ·of Leban_ese origin . 

Spurred· by its new director of pu.blic affairs,' John . P. Richardson, 
recently registered as .a lobbyist, t~~ N~~~ has qf late stepped up 
its presehtatioQs to Congressmen and othe~ p~bli6 officials, hoping 
to serve as an alternative sou~6e of in1ormation to the Israel 
i'obby. . Its v~ewpoin t · is de~cri bed as "f ~rst ·and. f qremost Anier.ican . 11 

Mes~rs. Baroody and Shadyac have prai~ed President Carter ' s 
·position on the rights of Palestinians and have ·urged him to use 
available leverage on Israel to achieve peace, ':' ~ince political re
alitie~ are such that Israel could not pursue poli~ies unacceptable 
to ·this Administration. 11 ~r . . Baroody .asserts -that Israel, while 
receiving sizeable U.S . . aid "builds illegal settlements" · and . 
rejects the most generous· peace· proposal 'it may ev~r g~t from the 
Arabs .. : ." He adds: "We don't . think this situation is in America's 
national interest and ·we doubt that many ·Americans do. 11 

. " . 

The NAAA has recognized the P.L.O. as the ~ole legit~mate rep
resentatiye of the Palestinian people, and has opposed arms trans
f~rs to - Israe~. On Apri l _8, 1978, Mr. ·Richardson told the ~ashing
ton Post that the organization would seek a Feder.al Court injunction 
to stop ~uch arms deliveries •. on ·the grounds that Israel had vio
lated the Arms Export-.Control Act ' by using American weapons during 
its incursion into southern ~ebanon. 

In an editorial in The Voice (March 1978), the NAAA described its : 
str·ategy and objecti V~S: 
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It is imperative for us to organize in order to 
enable United States policymakers tp act toward 
achieving a just settlement in the Middle East 
without the fear of domestic reaction ... in order 
to provide a healthier climate in the United 
States for freedom of expression on ·issues 
.relating to the Middle East. President Carter 

· hesitates· to utter one word: · "self-determ'ination," 
~ .. because financially-potent Zionist . organizations 
wil+ not tolerate the ennunciation .... 

Besides political activities ~uch as · mounting letter-writing 
campaigns and encouraging Arab-An)ericans to run for public . 
office, the NAAA sponsors workshops and cultural events de
signed to generate pride in the Arib heriti~e and to combat 
anti-Arab prejudice. The organization .recently sued the 
Marriott . Corporation for alleged discrimination against Arab 
employees; the ~ase was settled out of court .. 

One of the NAAA's most active chapters is the Greater Cleve
land Association of .Ara9 Americans (GCAAA). Joanne McKenna is 
the group's president . . According to The News Circle, an Arab
Amer~can publication in Los Angeles (December 1977), GCAAA is 
a vo.~unteer organization with no salaried per.sqnn.el.. It claims 
to represent 25,000 Greater Clevelanders of Arabic desc~nt; 
Christian~, Musiims artd Druz~s~ Lebanese, · Syrians, Palestinians, 
Egypt~ans, Iraqis . and Jordanians. · · 

The .·st~ted pur~o~e of the organization is ~o ~xpress pr~de · in 
the ancestral -laQguage and culture and to give voice to 
discontent with U.S. Middle East policy: "We declare the 
~nd~pendence of the U.S~A? . from allegian~e . to a foreign .Power 
or foreign - interest lobby .. . and are d~dicated to peace with 

I .Justice, to America's geopolitical and economic ' inter~sts and 
to .intern·ational understanding : " · · cx;AAA h~s r~cently partici
pated in a workshop sponsored by t~e U.S . Department of State 
and th.e Council on Worl'd -Affairs. It presents programs on 
Middle Eastern culture in local churches and has been featured 
in interviews on radio and TV. . . 

Association of Arab-American University Graduates (AAVG) 
President: · Fouad Moughrabi, Associate Professor of 

Poli.tical Science, Universtty of Tenn~ssee 
N~ti.o·n.ci.1 · 0.f.f~ce: Detroit, Mich. 
Founded.: .. - 1967 
Publi.cation·s: Information Papers ser.ies; nionogr;iphs; 

Bulletin (morithly) 

AAUG, ·. wi"t'Jl .. 15 .chapters across the country, .fs one of the most 
influential secular Arab organizat.ions·. · Its 1, 40.0 members are 

·mail)_ly . professors and other ac~demic:s, · "ia.wye:rs, ·doctors and 
engi~eers. 

' . 
- ·- - --- ·---- ~- : . - ---· _______ .• '.!!..._ · -
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The AAUG sponsors symposia, speakers and publications that 
profess to "correct distortions and bias" and provide "alternative 
sources of information and knowledge" · about the Middle East. Its 
monographs and information bulletins, often written by respected 
scholars such as Professor Ibrahim Ap~-Lughod of Northwestern 
University, deal with . issues like the assimilation of Arabs in 
the United States, or the negative ste~eotypes of Arabs · as 
"backward and Oriental despots." But there also · are anti-Israel 
propaganda papers with titles 1 i~e "Legal St·atus of Israel and 
the Occupied Territories," which depict Israel as a "racist, 
colonial state,'' and Zionism as "the enemy." 

The AAUG strongly supports the P~L . O., reflecting, perhaps , the 
large number of Pal est·inians among Arab intellectuals. It has 
endorsed· the use of for ce in !' l iberati·ng" Pal estine as well as 
the creation o f a secu l ar democrat i c state ther e, and has often 
invited P . L.O. officials to address its conventions. At its 
October 1977 convent i on, ~he organization went oh record agaipst 
"pressures of reactionary Arab regimes pressing for American 
liquidat i on i st solutions." 

Several prominent AAUG members met with Secretary of ·State Vance 
on · November 18, 1977, to discuss U.S . peacemaking efforts in the 
Middle ·East . Professor Moughrabi, its president, and Abdeen 
Jabara, a ·Detroit lawyer and pro- Palestinian activi·st , presented 
a summary of AAUG's position which condemned Israeli . air raids 
in Lebanon as ".wanton and unjustifiable IJ1Urder, "· called for a 
moratorium on arms shipfuents, assailed Israel's continued founding 
of settlements in the administered territories,. and called on the 
U.S. ·to recognize the P . L. O. as the sole representative of the 
Palestinian people "without prior conditfons, '' i.e., without 
recognition of Israel by the P.L.O . 

American Lebanese League (ALL) 
President: Paul · Corey 
Chairman: Dr. Elias Saadi 
Founded: 1976 
Headquarters: Col~mbus, Ohio 

Formed during the Lebanese War, ALL seeks to "influence U.S. 
pol.icy to foster the continued independence of Lebanon and to 
secure the unity of al 1 its people·." It is chartered as . an 
educational and. charitable nonprofit organization. 

ALL's president, Paul Corey, is a businessman; its chairman, 
Dr. Elias Saadi, is a physician. Both have repeatedly met 
with President Carter. In public statement, they have stressed 
that the unique political and social character of Lebanon must be 
maintain~d. A statement supporting. the joint U.S.-Soviet 
communique of October 1, 1977, . which called for resumption of the 
Geneva Conference on the Middle East, declared: 
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'.' .. Firm steps taken now to resolve the Palestinian problems 
will also help · secure Lebanon's territorial integrity, thus 
stabilizing the entire Middle East and protecting America's 
vi.tal interest there." 

The organization has been careful not to spell out its position 
on the Arab-Israel conflict. However, in connection with reports 
of cooperation between the Lebanese Christian militias and 
Israel, it has by implication recognized a congruence of 
interests between Israel and Lebanon. The nature of ALL's ties 
with other Arab organizations is unclear; after participating in 
the December meeting with President Carter, Dr. Saadi and Mr. 
Corey would not join in the statement released to the press by 
the other groups, but issued a statement of their own, without 
mention of the P . L.O . 

National Federation of Amer ican Syrian Lebanese Clubs (NFASLC) 
President:--sim Saad (LaGrange, Il l . ) 
Founded: 1950 

The NFASLC, an umbrel la organ i zation current l y encompassing 
there region a l federations (Midwest, Southern , Western) ~nd 200 
local Syrian-Lebanese clubs, was political l y active during the 
1950'~ $ending memoranda on aid to Lebanon and Israel to the 
State Department, inviting Arab ambassadors to speak at meetings, 
and organizing tours to Syria and Lebanon. Howe~er, it was then · 
unable to mobilize the Arab- American community to sustained 
political action, .and its efforts in that field gradually fell 
dormant. During the past ye.ar , the group has tried to resume 
political action; its president Sam Saad; took part in the 
December meeting with President Carter. 

One of the leading members of the .NFASLC's Midwest Federation 
is Minor George, an Ohio businessman with outspoken pro-Palestinian 
views, who declared at a press conference in 1975: "There never 
was a more saintly, god l y man than Yasir Arafat." Mr. George 
is a past president of ~he NAAA and current l y heads its membership 
drive. 

The local clubs affiliated with NFASLC were set up during the 
1920s and 1930s to raise funds for needy Syrian Lebanese in the 
U.S. Their activities are mostly charitable and cultural. Lately, 
they have sent funds to the Middle East -- among other purposes, 
for exchange scholarships to bring Arab students to American 
universities. · 

American Ramallah Federation (ARF) 
President : Mike Saab (Falls Church, Va.) 
Headquarters: Detroit, Mich. 
Founded: 1959 
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Primarily a cultural, educational and social organizationL 
the Federation consists of 15 local clubs, represent~ng 
approximately 12,000 "Ramallahites"--Christians who trace 
their origins to the city of Ra~allah in the West Bank~ 
territory, and who have emigrated fro~ their old homes, many 
after 1948. The clubs maintain links with ~amallah by raising 
money to support needy families, hospitals, and scholarships . for 
study abroad. The ARF sponsors workshops, films and lectures in 
the hope of " contributing to the understanding of the Palestinian 
problem." 

. . . 
Action Committee on American-Arab Relations (ACAAR) 
Secretary General: Dr. M.T. Mehdi 
Headquarters: New York, N.Y. 
Publication: Action (bi-weekly) 

Although the ACAAR claims to have 20,000 members, it is a two
man operation by . Dr. Mehdi and Dr . William Small, Professor of 
Mathematics at the State University at Geneseo, N.Y., and is 
currently having financial troubles. Dr. Mehdi, an Iraqi, is 
a skilled professional propagandist, who. lecturers before church 
groups and has appeared on local radio and TV spots as an "Arab 
expert." Dr. Small describes himself as an "American Palestinian 
Arabist"; he .has called for the dismantling of Israel. 

The organization's newspaper, Action, prints vicious attacks on 
Israel and Zionism . A recent editorial ~aid Menahem ~egin's 
becoming Prime Minister of the Jewish State was "as obnoxious as 
if. Eichman~ :had become the Chancellor of West Germany ," and added 
that Mr. Begin should be tried as a war criminal for his Irgun 
activities. When President Sadat vi·si ted Israel, Dr. Mehdi 
labelled him "a well-meaning fool," who misunderstands "the 
insatiable appetite of the Zionists." Dr. Mehdi has insisted on 
the right of Palestinians to repatriation in Pal~stine, and has 
asserted that recognition of Israel by the Arab states would be 
"preswnptuous" and not binding on the Palestinians. He has also 
blasted a new Holocaust study program in the New York City public 
schools as "an attempt by the Zionists to use the city educational 
system for their evil propag~nda purposes." 

Dr. Mehdi was not invited to the meetings with Secretary Vance 
and President Carter, but in July 1977 met with William Quandt of · 
the National Security Council and left several· messages for the 
President , urging U.S. recognition of the P.L.O . . and suspensi9~ 
of military aid to Israel. 

Hous~d in the same off ice as the ACAAR is a group called Feder
ation of American-Arab Organizations, of which Dr. Mehdi is 
Executive Director. · 
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Federation of Islamic Associations in the U.S. and Canada (FIA) 
National Pre'sident: Dawud Assad (New Jersey) 
Headquarters: Dearborn and Pontiac, Mich . 
Founded: 1953 
Publications: The Muslim Star; books 
Publication Chairman: Nihad Hamed (Michigan) 

An umbrella for approximately 200 Muslim group9, the Federation 
is primarily a religtous anq educational organization. It 
sponsors youth programs and scholarships for the study ·of Islam, 
and its president, Dawud Assad, who is a ~echanical engineer, 
reportedly plans to ·build an Arabic school in New Jersey with 
support from Saudi Arabia. 

The FIA has always had close ~onnect i6ns with Arab governments. 
It has held receptions for Arab a~bassadors and has sponsored 
talks by Arab League representatives through the Arab Information 
Center (the public relations arm of the League of Arab States, 
registered as a foreign agent). · In January 1978, the organization 
reaffirmed its recognition of. the P . L.O. and its support for the 
"just cause of the Arabs," including the right to l iberate their 
land by any means from the "expansionist:, settler Zionist regime." 
President Carter was urged "to scrutinize efforts by the Israeli 
lobby and Zionist alien element that may be detrimental to the 
good and welfare of our United States." 

Muslim Students Association of the U.S. and Canada (MSA) 
Headquarters: Plainfield, Ind. 
Founded: 1962 
Publications: Islamic Horizons (monthly); Al-Ittihad (quarterly) 

Though a student organization, the MSA works outside the univer
sities. It has 166 chapters in the U.S. and Canada, claims to 
represent 6,500 persons, and seeks to promote Islamic knowledge, 
attitudes and commitment. Its activities are mainly religious, 
charitable and social. Recent conferences sponsored by its 
regional uni ts have focused on themes such as ''Becoming Better 
Muslims" and "The Muslim Family." 

Affiliated with the MSA are several professional bodies: Associ
ation of Muslim Scientists and Engineers; Association of Muslim 

· Social ·scientists; Islamic Medical, Association. »These groups a;re 
planning to build a new Islamic Center in Plainfield, Ind. which 
would include the MSA's headquarters. 

The Association'' s monthly, Islamic Horizons, includes news briefs 
dealing with international politics. An editorial in February 
1978 disapproved of Egyptian President Sadat's peace ·efforts, and 
went on: "The nature of · the ( Arab-israel) conf 1 ict is ide.ological 
and the only guarantee for a just ~nd lasting solution is the 
Islamization of the societies in Muslim lands." The editorial 

. further said it was a "historical fact". that European powers and 
Zionists had conspired to dismember the Musl~m lands and obliterate 
the Muslim urrubah .. (nation): Other edi-torials have protested 
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"racist Zionism" and the "Judaization of Jerusalem.'' ·· . . 

An article in Islamic Horizons reported on an International 
Students' Corifererice held in Libya, in which an MSA represent
ative participated as an observe.r: " The del~gates unanimously 
condemned President Sadat's visit to occupied Jerusalem (as) a 
humiliating gesture that bore shame to Arabs." There was no 
mention of Israel, only of "Zionism in Palestine." 

Palestine Human Rights Campaign (PHRC) 
Chairperson: Prof. James Zogby · 
Headquarters: Washington; D.C.; Walnut Bottom, Pa. 
Founded: 1976 
Publication: P~lestine Human Rights Bulletin (monthly) 

The PHRC's stated objectives are "to promote investigation . and 
publication of incidents and lend support to -victims ... (to) 
secure enforcement of existing internationally recognized norms 
.of human rights and .fundamental freedoms for the Palestinian 
people . " All of the group's activities are calculated to 
publicize allegations of torture and human rights violations by 
Israel. 

The PHRC's chairperson, Dr. James Zogby, Professor of 'Religion 
at Shippensburg State College in · Shippensbu-rg, Pa., is also 
a vice-president of the AAUG and an outspoken advocate of 
Palestinian self-determination. The group has the support of 
some noted dissidents, such as Daniel Berrigan, former priest 
and anti-war activist, who has criticized Israel as a ' 'colonialist 
settler state." 

Besides publishing its own monthly, tqe PH.RC distributes materials 
suitable for propaganda use to NAAA, AAUG and other organizations, 
which in turn circulate it to their membership. A recent item of 
this kind was an article from the London Sunday Times alleging 
torture of Arab prisoners in Israel. 

In October 1977, the PHRC sponsored an appearance by Israel Shahak, 
head of the League for Human and Civil Rights in Israel, before 
the U.S. Senate Judiary Subcommittee on Refugees. br. Shahak 
denounced Israel's policies in the occupied territories as ''racist 
exploitation." Most recently the group has taken up the case of 
Sarni Esmai.l, an American citizen of Palestinian origin. He was 
arrested iri lsra~i on December 21, 1977, and is being tried there 
on charges 9f attending a terrorist training camp in Libya as a 
P.L.O. member. (Israel .has outlawed such activities and maintains 
the right to prosecute them even if carried on outside ber 
territory). A defense committee has been organized at Michigan 
State University, where.Esmail had be~n a graduate student. 
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Organization of Arab .Students (OAS) 
· Founded: 1951 
Publication: Arab Student Bulletin 

With branches at most· major universities, the OAS claims to re
present all Arab undergraduate and graduate students ip the U.S. 
some 18,000 as of 1976-77, according to an estimate of the 
American Friends of the -Middle East. Though it ostensibly is an 
academic and cultural organization designed to assist students, 
its chapters have always engaged in political activities -- among 
other things, serving as distributors for propaganda published 
by the Arab Information Center. 

Several hundred OAS members demonstrated in Washington against 
President Sadat's visit to Israel and .denounced his recognition 
Qf the "Zionist" state. Chapters conduct campus forums and dis
cussiori groups in which the Arab cause is advocated, organize 
letter writing campaigns opposing Israel and her policies, and 
distribute posters and other materials equating Israeiis with 
Nazis. These tactics have . led to some violent confrontations 
with activist Jewish students, most recently on the University of 
Michigan campus at Dearborn .. 

The OAS is often joined jn its propaganda activities by Solidarity 
groups and "liberation front" organizations opposed to what is 
called the "imperialist -:reactionary-Zi_onist alliance" -- for 
exaqiple, the Black Panther Party, and Eritreans for Liberation. 

Arab American Association (AMARA) 
Fresident: Frank Mari~ 
Headquarters: Bo"ston, Mass., Chapters in Lowell and Lawrence~ Mass ; ; 

Providence, R.I.; Mancheste~, N·.H. 
Founded:. 1961 

AMARA was formed through reorganization of the dormant Eastern 
Federation of American Syrian Lebanese .Clubs. Its main activity 
has been fund-raising for Project Ryaiat and the Musa Alami Project 
in Jeri6ho: __ Palestinian charities ~hich aid orphans, hospitals 
and schools. The group has set up a United American Arab Appeal, 
in imitati6n of the United Jewish Appeil. 

AMARA' .s president, Frank Maria, a management consultant, is al-
so head cif the Department Qf Middle· East Affairs of the Antiochian 
Orthodox Christian Archdiocese of Nor~h America. He has used this 
position to solicit sympathy for the P.L.O. i-n church conferences 
and to spread anti-Israel propaganda at meetings of the National 
Council of Churches. His talks reiterate the theme that the · 
Palestians were driven from their horries by Israeli guns in 19.4.~ 
and 1967 ._ In a recent TV inter\'.'iew in Boston, . he declared: 
"Palestinian ext;rem.ism at its worst pales . into · insignif fcance before 
Israeli 'terrorism . '" 
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Palestine .Solidarity Committee (PSC) 
Headquarters: New York, N.Y. 
Found~d: 1976 · 
Publication: Palestine! 

The size and organization of -the PSC are not known. The prime 
movers, Sheila Ryan and Milt Taam, appear to be pro-P.L.0. 
activists with Communist connections. Handbills and other lit
erature distributed by the g~oup (including items from the PHRC) 
score "U.S. imperialism in the Middle East" and endorse "the 
struggle of .. the armed masses in Palest'ine." 

The. PSC's main activities have been to sponsor a counter-march 
to the Salute to I srael Parade and to feature P.L.O. speakers. 
The group has been joined in a ''Palestine Action Coalition" and 
in anti-Israel demonstrations by radical groups such as the 
Socialist Woiker's Party, Youth Against War and Fascism, the Puerto 
Rican Socialist Party, the Native American Solidarity group and 
a nur~ber ·of rr.ish Republican clubs. 

AMER ICAN .ORGANIZATIONS SYMPATHETIC TO THE ARAB CAUSE 

American : Friends o;f the Middle East (AFME) 
President: Virgil C~ Crippin 
Headquarters: Washington, D.C . 
Foµnded: 1951 

· P~bl ica t ion: . AMIDEAST 

American Friends of the . Middle East is the oldest U.S.-Arab 
mutual-understanding group. It has about 1,000 members and 
maintains offices in both ·the U.S. and the Mid~ast. 

AFME's purpose is to improve U.S. -Arab relations through edu
cation and information programs. It supervises student . exchanges, 
prepares Arab exchange students in its overseas offices, and 
offers .counseling services for Arab student~ in several cities here. 
Its newsletter describes these educational programs. 

AFME is anti-Zionist and publishes pamphlets purporting to 
counter Zionist "misinformation." Its spokesmen have attacked 
"special interest groups" for political activities on behalf of 
Israel. · · 

Americans for Justice in the Middle East ' (AJME) 
Acting _President: Charles Oliver 
Headquarters: Beirut, Lebanon 
Publ.ication: AJME News 

AJME, described as a "voluntary organization of concerned citi-
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zens" in Beirut, promotes American sympa.thy with the P. L. O. in 
order to change "misguided" U.S. policies. It was founded 
after the 1967 Middle East War, and its first president, Father. 
Joseph Ryan, an American Jesuit, was an . outspoken ant i-Zion'ist. 
Charles Oliver, the cur:rent acting president, is an American 
businessman ·in Beirut. The group says the bulk of its funds is 
provided by memberships and contributions from the U.S. and the 
Middle East. 

AJME arranges meet in gs bet ween P. L. 0. lea.der·s and Americans 
touring the Middle East. Its newsletter prominently features 
interviews with Palestinian leaders, especially Marxist-leaning 
"progressives." The organization also ct·istributes the Journal 
of Palestine Studies, a quarterly published by an Arab research 
organization, the Institute for Palestine Studies, which contains 

. articles by noted scholars on the Middle &ast as well as P.L.0. 
sympathizers. · 

· The literature distributed by AJME · consistently describes Zionism 
in such terms as "a European nationalist ai;id colonizing movement 

. (w~ich) precludes·· the possibility of peace based on any notion 
of justice for the indigenous Arab inhabit~nt~ of the .State of 
Israel . and its occupied territories." An article . in the Spring, 
1978, AJME News equated South African apartheid· with Zionism. 

·Another recent article, on the efforts of· Z·ionist lead.ers to 
rescue Jews during the Second World War, depicted the would-be 
r~scuers as collaborators with the Nazts, 

In· ads and in open letters to President Carter, AJME ha,s lately 
~~oposed that arms aid to Israel be stopp~~. ha~ urged the U.S. 
Government to recognize the P.L:o., .and cal'led on it to resist 
the pressures of the "Zionist lobby." · 

American for Middle East Understanding (AMEU) 
Executive Director: John Sutton 
Headquarters: New York, N.Y. 
Founded: 1966 
Publication: The Link (bimonthly) .· 

AMEU is a non-profit organization whose stated aim is to create 
better understanding of how Middle East affairs aff~ct the 
iriteFest of the U.S. Its jotirnal, The Link (estimated circulaticin 
40, 000) reprints articles sympathetic to the Arab view v·is a yi .. s 
Israel.. Thus, in a recent issue Rabbi Elmer Berget extolled a 
book containing an Arab critique of Zionism;. The· volume . dis-.· . 

. tinguished between a "re)igious or genuinely messianic variety" 
of -Zionism, which the autQ.or found unobje~tionable, and "pol- · 

.iticil/nationality ideology codified in Israeli law and prac~ 
tice," which was labelled '.'racist." . Such books are offered 
to · readers at a discount, in order to balance what is scored 
as biased .and superficial media coverage of Middle Ea~t riews. 
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AMEU is linked to church groups through its directors, who are 
associated, for example, with the Presbyterian -Synod and with 
the C~tholic Near East Welfare Association, a mLssionary and 
refugee relief orga~ization. Between 1968 and 197-3, AMEU 
reportedly received over $400,000 from the Arabian-American Oil 
Company (ARAMCO) to support its pro~Arab public relations 
activities (.The Washington Post, ·January 9, 1975). 

American Near .East Refugee ·Aid (ANERA) 
President: Peter Gubser 
Headquarters: Washington, D.C. 
Founded: 1967 
Publication: ANERA 

ANERA was organized to serve as a national coordinating agency 
for nongovernmental -American contributions to Arab refugee relief~ 
It has absorbed several earlier relief groups, such as American 
Middle East Rehabilitation, Inc., and Pal-Aid Interna·tional. 

In its newsletter, ANERA describes itself as a nonprofit chari
table organization, which seeks to broaden American assistance 
"in cash and kind'' to "Palestinian refugees and other needy 
individuals in the Arab world," as well as "to increase Amer
ican understanding of the Palestinian refugee problem." To 
the latter end, ANE~A officers have taken part in seminars, 
given publ~c lectures and published articles stressing the 
suffering of the uprooted Palestinians. Anti-Israel propa
ganda is generally avoided. John P. Richardson, noted earlier 
as public aff•irs director of the NAAA, is a former president 
of ANERA . The current president, Peter Gubser, is a social 
scientist and former assistant of the Ford Foundation in Lebanon. 

A large portion of ANERA's support comes from major oil companies 
in the form of tax-free charitable contributions. In 1973, six 
days after the oil. embargo began, Gulf Oil Corporation con
tributed $2.2 million -- ANERA's largest corporate gift to 
date. An investigation by a Senate Foreign Relations subcom
mittee in 1975 found that other gifts had come from Standard 
Oil of California, Standard of New Jersey, Mobil and ARAMCO. 
ANERA has issued no detailed accounting of how it used these 
funds; the main recipient was the Palestine Red Crescent Society 
(the Arab counterpart of the Red Cross), together with orphan
ages, hospitals, vocational training institutions, and Birzeit 
College on the West Bank. 

American Palestine Committee (APC) 
Chairman: Norman Dacey 
Headquarters: Bridgeport, Conn. 
Founded: 1971 

The APC is a personal vehicle of Norman Dacey, the well-known 
nonfiction author (How to Avoid Probate), and appears to have been 
formed to give added status to his frequent letters to editors and 
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his paid ads in newspapers. Names of members are nqt· disclos~d, · 
piirportedly fo~ fe~r of harrass~ent by pro~~srael intere~ts. 

Mr.. Dac~y has· been extremely active in support of the Arab 
c~ftse and has ~6operated with leadint Ar~b and pro-Arab propa
gandists in the U. S. His mater{aL has appeared in journals 
that endorse Palestinian terroris~, sU~h as Free Pale~tine 
(~ monthl~ published in Washington, D.C., by Friends of Free 
Palest~~e, the unoffipial mouthpiece ·tor the P.L.O. in this 
·country) ax:id Mfddle East Perspective (published by Alfred 
L~·lienthal, a long-time pro-Arab ~polo"gist in the U.S.). 

rhe APC's most recent ·action was to publish three -CIA reports . 
which .i ~ · had obtain-~d through the Freeci"orn of Information Act, 
qealing .with Israel's inadvertent attack on the u.s.s. "Liberty" 
during the 1967 war (Chris~ ian Science Monitor, November 3, . 
1977) .. Iq a series of large ads, Dac~y · accused the American 
goyer~me~t of concealing ~he truth and charged .that the Isra-. 
elis' action had been deliberate. He fail~d to publish a 
fourth ,. crucial CIA .document he had obtained, wh-ich concluded 
that the attack ha~ been accidental. · 

Mr. Dacey recentl.y joine~ Dr. ·M. T. Mehdi and Mr. Lilienthal 
in a _stat~ment .to President Carter, ~rging that ajd to Israel · 
be cut off' because of alleged humap rights violations. 
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SUMMARY 

As the data just -reported clearly show, the newly awak~ned 
political activism of Arab-Americans bears watching. Groups 
that once served purely charitable or cultural aims are in
creasingly functioning as catalysts for cpmmunity ~ction on 
political issues. No longer conte.nt just to collect donations 
for the Lebanese or Palestinian homeland, Arab-Americans have 
begun to inundate their. Congressmen with letters anq telegrams 

· on issues like the Palestinian's human rights, the P.L.O., 
arms sales to I srael and the -Arab states, I sraeli settlements, 
and anti-Arab discrimination in the U.S. They seek meetings 
with the President and his· aides and contribute to the ·election 
campaigns of sympathetic candidates: 

These activities, combined with concerted loc~l effbrtsi·could 
create an effective Arab lobby. True, the Arab-American com
munity is numerically small; but its political clout is en
hanced by the _power and money of American businesses· which, 
out ·of self-interest, advocate a pro-Arab posture for . the. U.S .. 
Thus, the Jewi 9h community in the U.S. must ·reckon with increas
ed compet ition from Arab-Americans and their friends over ·the 
formulation of American policy . 

Prepared by Sheba G. Mittelman 

May 1978 
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THE :AMERICAN" JEWISH COMMITTEE . 

date 

to Area Directors and Executive Assistants 

from Ira Silverman 

subject 
Programming GiP.delines for Jewish-Lebanese Christian Dialogue · 

BACKGROUND 

Several AJC chapters have already become ~·nvolved in org~i.zed dialogues l'l_ith 
local American-Lebanese Christian groups o:t individuals in tiieir communities. · 
Others have expressed a desire t ·o begin programming i_n this area . It is impor-· 
tant to clarify AJC goals ~d J.nterests in this relati'onship. 

We have a genuine humanitarian concern· _to ei:isure the ·survival of the Christian 
. corranuni ty in Lebanon and to provide relief to. those who ·have suffered · from the 
tragic violence in that country. We have ·a general interest in overcoming stereo
types and ingrained prejudice - and, of course, anti-Jewish .hostility - through 
encounter and dialogue with a variety of ethnic groups in ·the United States, · 

--· :including Arab Americ~s. A substantial segment of the lat:ter are Christians of 
\/, . Lebanese origin. · · 

The AJC also has specific goals relating t6 the security qf Israel. We hope that 
voices in the Arab American community will speak out forcefully against Palestinian 

·extremism, and help counter what appears to be the growing respectability of the . 
PLO in American public opinion. We believe it ' important t:o expose the destructive 
role of the so-called Syrian "peacekeeping" iorces in Lebanon. · We ·want to demon
strate that Arab Arrerican opinion on the Middle East is far from unified in advo
cacy of the PLO, as PLO supporters .in the U.S. seek to have .Americ~s beiieve, but 
.is in significant neasure anti-PLO. 

It is this general humanitarian concern for the future of the Lebanese Christian 
community and our rrore specific goals relating to Israel's security that afford the 
opportunity for exploring cooperation wi~h Lebanese Christians in the United States. 

American Lebanese Christians have their own agenda. Obviously, they are ·p"ximarily 
concerned with preserving the physical safety and poii ti cal continuity of the 
Christian communlt;y in Lebanon, under attack by the PLO and Syria. They, too, are 
interested in providing relief aid to their co-religionists s~ffering from the 

·· violence in Lebanon. 

Al thc;JUgh the goals of American Je~1s and American Lebanese Christians converge on a 
number of issues, we must recognize that while some Lebanese Christians look upon 
.Israel and American Jer,.1s as allies in the context of the conflict in Lebanon, others 

· see Israel as a major source for that country's trouble. ·Thus, one cannot assume 
that all Lebanese Christians are necessarily pro~Israel. 

Moreover, it must be kept in mind that a sudden change in the political and ~litary 

/more/ 
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.situation in Lebanon could alter prospects for continued dialogue and cooperation. 
F.or example, roan9 of the Christians believe that ·they will not be s~fe unless some
thing is done to neutralize the disruptive power of the 400 ,000 Palestinian.s ·in 
Lebanon. They may, therefore, support proposals to pressure Isr~el ·to accept the 
return of 110st of the Palestinians either to Israel itself, or to a Palestinian 
West Bank-Gaza state. This would be _resisted by Israel and most A~rican Jews. 

It is for these reasons we . believe that dialogue with American Leb<;lI)ese Christians 
should be undertaken, but we must be careful , in our choice of ~banese partners. 
AJC should seek to maintain a low profile, and .develop th~ dialogue under inter
religious, rather than political auspices. While AJC may be helpful in getting media 
attention or providing a forum for the public positions or .. statements of pro-Israel 
or ·anti - Syrian and anti-PLO Lebanese, we should avoid both the api)earance cµld the 
reality of manipulation by either group . · We should ~lso be _cauvious ~out deve1- · 
oping organizational or fund-rais~ng skills which may, in . future circumstances, be 

.used .against us . 

ACTION PROPOSALS 

With the above in mi.nd, the following action proposals and guidelines are recommended 
for consideration by chapter leaders and staff: 

.] . Asserrble information about the Ar~ Christi an community in your area. 
("Arab-Americans and Their Organizations," by Sheba J.µttelman, _is 
enclosed.) 

a. Data should include: Size of community; its visibility; 
specific religious affiliations; ethnic corrposition; civic 
structure; economic and social str~cture; leadership compo
sition; local affiliation with national organizations. 
(Judi Banki's description of pro-Arab sentiment in the 
Christian Church will soon be forwarded to you.) 

b. Ascertain whether any AJC chapter leaders or their . Jewi~h 

friends have busi~ess or social contacts · wi'th Chris.tian 
Lebanese .. 

c. Review what we have learned from·previous local encounters 
with Christian Arabs . 

2. Initiate quj,et, unpublicized interaction with Lebanese leaders, utilizing 
available contacts.. Exploratory conversations should identify ·specific 
areas of common concern . 

3. Discuss possibilities for cooperation such as: 

a. Sharing expressions of concern for the security of the Christian 
community in Lebanon. (Encourage supportive statements py . other 
religious leaders, Christians and Jews.)-

b. Cooperating in efforts to raise funds for food, clothing and 
medicine for displaced Christians in Lebanon. 

c. Dialoguing in regard to Israel's role in d~fending the security 
of Lebanese Christians. 

I 

/more/ 
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d. Encouraging letters-to-the-editor by Lebanese deploring role 
of PLO and Sy.ria. 

e. Exploring the possibility of an interfidth visit to Israel: 
Visit .to the Good Fence; meetings with government and Christian 
leaders regarding .plight of Lebanese Christians. 

*Before launching any activity, please provide m~ with the folLowing information: 
Na.mes of Arab Christi ails; how contact was established; how ·.you expect to proceed • . 
Suggested new programs and publLc activities that emerge from local i;lialogues should 
be referred to me for discussion with Foreign Affairs Department and Interreligious 
Affairs D~partrrent staff • 

. A chapter Response Sheet is attached for your convenience. 

IS/br 

Enclosures: "Arab-Americans and Their Organizations" and attachments; 
Excerpts from "A Guide to interreligious Dialogue"; Excerpts 
from Kanter memo; Summary of Malik speech to Interreligious 
Affairs Commission. 

cc: Harold Applebaum 
George Gruen 
Sheba Mi tte.lman 

Judi Banki 
Susie Schub 
Marc Brandriss 

#78-310-94 



AMERICAN LEBANESE LEAGUE 

President (1978-79) - Robert Basil, a forme~ Pentagon official, · 
now a private consuitant. 

- Executive Director - Monsignor Eli~s el-Hayek~ Maronite priest, 
formerly Professor of Law at University of Notre Dame . 

Formed in 1976 during the Lebanese War and c6attered as an 
educational charitable non-profit orga_nization, A.L.L. now claims 
9,000 members and 75 affiliated groups ·in 40 states (Washingtoti 
Post,- 7/6/78; 8/20/78). Following Basil's election in May, · the 
A.L.L. began a nation-wide campaign to expand its membership and· 
activities in the .Lebanese-American community which is estimated 
to be 85 _per cent Christian. A.L.L. now ~uns a Lebanese
American Information Office in Wa,shington, D. C. ·under the . 
direction of Msgr. el-Hayek. · 

The A.L.Lr has, in the past year, repeatedly urged President 
Carter to "take emergency acti on throug the UN and other channels 
to stop Syrian actions in Lebanon "which they vie~v as an attempt 
bi Syria to establish hegemony over Lebanon and its Christian 
-communities. The A.L.L. has close ties. with the Maronite 
community _ in the U.S. and has arranged meetings beteen Dory . 
Chamoun (so'n of Camille Chamoun, leader of the National Front in 
Lebanon), Charles Malik, former Lebanese Ambassador to the U.S. 
and U.S. Congressmen . Because of its political stance on 
L~banon, A.L.L. has come into conflict with the NAAA and Senator 
James Abourezk (an Orthodox. Christian) who have publicly supported 

· the Syrians in their battle against · Israel and the "private 
. militias." (see attached articles) 

Unlike other Arab-American groups, A.L . L. has supported the Camp · 
David accords. The A.L.L. perceives Syria and the P.L .O. as 
threats to a "free, open and -pluralistic society in Lebanon," a 
viewpoint which has led to limited cooperation with the American
Israel ·Public Affairs Committee (the Israel lobby) in Washington. 
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actors have made Arab.Americans Con.,ress. A lawsuit filed in Federal · · 
nore visible and outspoken. One was cour t .In .Washington by t~e National .. r . . . . .• 
he credible showing of Arab ar . i · :Assoc1at1on of Arab Americans a lleg. l !ts.iam Slia~ a~1 1s prc:.1dent of t!:c I;Ja· 

. mies n ~ • · ·· · .. · • · , 4 t1011al Assoc1at1on of Arab Americans. . . .. 

NEW YORK TIMES Jun·e 27, · 1978 

~ 

NEW YORK TIMES July 13 , 1978 

~ . 
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. . . ' . . . . . . . ·. . \ . . · 
:.~elow are the full texts of Senatoi: Jim.Abourezk's . ,.,. - " · 
-;,tatement to Syrian President Assad, and.Attorney . · ... . . 
:.awrence Lataif's crttica~ letter.in .response to -.· .:.·~ ::_·:. '. ; 
·.::,ourezk: ~ · . · · .· . . :. 

. . . ' ' :· ' ' . . . . ·: ·'. ;; :~ ":; . 
.;;ra tement of Senator.James Abourezk to Syrian President 
:·~a fez Al-A~sad-July ( '.1978- .. , _ 

I ... 
! fully recognize tl)e burden tha~ has been placed on·.--. _· ~. ·· 

/our coui:itry in its role as peacekeeper in· Lebanon,< ."":. · . 
:~specially in view of the continuous threat to .the peace·. · 
\vhich results from the provocation by Israel and the .. :,.·:·>'.
~·;rtvate militias. with which they are allied in Lebanon,· '.'. · 
:~sdting in- the difficulties presently faced by the .. . 
'.".!a cekeeping force. . . 
Understanding this, I make this urgent plea that you 
~:se your good offices· to prevent the injury and death of· 
:nnocer.t civ!lian·s in the areas of combat in Lebanon .· .- .. ·. 
"·,1here peacekeeping forces are using arms agairl:s t those 
;:irl.vate mi_litias who are seeking to .upset the truce. · . 

:)enll tor James Abourezk 
~321 Dirksen Senate Office Building 
-.vashlngton·,D.C. 20S10 'J 

Dear Jim: . .. · . . , .. .. 
I read with dismay· your statement of .July 5, 19'18. ·to .: '. 
President As.sad of Syria. I was distressed by your . · " 
cttempt to justl:fy,the Syrian slaughter of the Christian '~ 
population of East Beirut by referring to 11 provocation -.~. ".:-.: 
bf Israel and i:he private mHitia s " . ';l'o ·accuse. the.: . · • · 
prl.v~te mHitias in Lebanon of ·"seeking to upse~ the :. ·J:. '. '. 
truce II at the very mo·ment-when Syrla wa.s '., . . ' . I 

decimating the civilian population of ·East Be!ru"t iS:.,i~ ... -.. . : 

In making this statement,· you have betrayed the trust 
placed in· you by the thousands of Lebanese-Americans. . .. 
from whom you and your supporters sought .and accepted 

·tens · of thousands of dollars for your political campaign • . 
.· You have aligned yourself with those forces who are 
seeking fo destroy Lebanon for their own pu~poses. 
All Lebanese people -both Christians· and.Moslems . ·· 

. need expressions of su?port' for their national _ reconcil
iation which mus,t take place. Their cause is only 
harmed when public figures such as rou make statements 
designed .to discredit those who .are attempting t9 preserve! 
their country. Israel has caused much havoc and agony I 

I 

in the Middle East. H~wever,it was particularly dist- I 
asteful for you to take a slap at the only fqrce in the 1 

world which can ,and did, stop the massacre of the 
· civilian residents of East Beirut. Is t.1ere any trope for 
- peace in'. the Middle -East if Arabs insist on unrelating 
. ·and irrational hatred of Israel? · 

The Lebanese, particularly the Lebanese Christians, . , 
• - I 

have traditionally been supportive ofthe legitimate rights : 
of the Palestinian peo;:>le and of Pan-Arab unity. But - · 

. the Lebanese people cannot and should not tolerate the 
supremacy of Pan- Arabism or Palestinian rights over their 
own unquestioned national rights to seovereignty and 

· independence. 
Your statement is the most recent evidenc~ that, as one 

.who clc:iims to be ·a leader of the Arab-American communUy 
you have been tragically out of step with the legitimate 
interests and aspirations of the people of Lebanon and 

-of Lebanese-Americans. 
I urge you to reconsider your position on this matter and 

to make a public statement in support of the ~ebanese 
people and their national rights. · 

rr..y view, unconscii;na"ble. · · · · , 
.signed 

Lawrence P .Lata if o 

\\ "· 
·, 

• .. 



GROUND RULES FOR .DISCUSSION 

.(Reprint from A Gu;i"de to Interreligious Dial:ogue, 
by the American Jewish Committe~ ' · 1966) 

1. Make i t your busin~ss to know your own beliefs. 

· 2. 1Jo all you can to understand the viewpoint of the people oil 
the other side . 

3. Assume that the others are speaking in good faith. Interpret 
their beliefs and attitudes in the best possible light·, not 
the :worst. 

·. 4. Frankly face issues that divide the two sides. Try to under
stand them; don ' t pretend they don ' .t exist. 

5. Keep an open mi.ndi don't ·let your ideas about the other .side 
get frozen at any point . 

6. Within the limits of relevance, let t he discussion go where 
it needs to go. Don't try to decide in ?dvance just whet:e it 
should lead. 

··NOTE: 

Apart from religion, the more the .participants ' interests and 
backgrounds reserrible one another, the better. Experience has 
shown that persons who have much in common are least likely 
to get sidetracked· into controversies over extran.eous matters. 

·For the same reason, it's a good idea to make sure that the 
two sides will be reasonably similar in education, social 
status and life style. 

78-310-91 
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EXCERPTS FROM SANFORD KANTER'S OCTOBER i4, 197°8 MEMO TO MEMBERS OF THE 
HOUSTON CHAPTER EXECUTIVE BOARD RE: ,'.iJ:.'ETING OF CHAPTER BOARD MEMBERS WITH 
HOUSTON LEBANESE LEADERS. 

The meeting on October 20, 1978, was a success and is scheduled to be 
' followed up by a meeting of from 15-20 from eaqh community, Jewish 

. and Lebanese, aroun.d the middle of, November - at st. George Orthodox . 
Church. The foundation for ongoing joint action was laid on October 20 1 

and the objectives of. the November 14 ·meeting are to broaden the base in
each community and to lay out §Pecifi c organizational and acti9n plans. 

Noei Graubart initiated the discussions, and the whole venture is 
founded upon Noel's long-time, personal relationship with ~nfluentiai 
Houston Lebanese. Trust betr'1een indj vi dual human beings was the heart 
and soul of the meeting. 

The Lebanese pres,~nt were: Ron Mafrige, in real estate; Ralph- .Aberi:::ia1 
attorney; and Ellis Antone, in real estate. Initially, until they 
can develop the i df:!a within their own community, the Lebanese present 
did not want their names used in press releas.es. · 

As background for the October 20 meeting, I had supplied Noel with 
the "Statement by Robert A. Basil, President American Lebanese League. 
Before the Subcommittee on Near Eastern and south Asian Affairs of 
the Committee on Foreign Relations United States Senate" and "Behind 
the Sterotypes in Lebanon," a background memorandum from the National . 
AJC. Each of the participants had a copy of the documents before: him. 

Noel Graubart started off ·the meeting with introductions and a state
ment of his perso~al feelings about the Lebanese situation, finishing 
with a reading of several paragraphs of Robert Basil's statement be-

· fore the Senate Corranittee which expressed particularly well what all 
in the room felt. Thereafter, for three hours, the. exchange of opinion 
and expression of emotion flowed openly and deeply .• · 

There was no agenda. The di'scussion did not foll<YoN a line · of reason
ing from point to point. What can be called the chemistry of human 

. beings, interacting with heart and soul as well as mind, was moie im
portant than any partic:Ular statement. The Je~1s . expressed their con
cern,· their empathy, and extended a helping hand. The "Lebanese re
sponded as follows: 

Ellis Antone stressed the need to concentrate on the " Human 
Rights" issue, the human rights of all the Lebanese, without 
discrimination as to Christian or Muslim. Even though the 
American Lebanese have an organization, they · have an organi~ 
zational problem, and b ecause of their political fragmentation, 
it being forbidden to discuss politics at American Lebanese meet
ings, so we must avoid the "political" issues. Mr . Antone said, 
"We have a big ·thing here today." 

Ron Mafrige stressed the communications need, the need of the 
American Lebanese to use the media to get a hearing before the 
American public and elec ted representatives. He asked· for "a well- · 
publicized joint effort." Mafrige also comrrented on the organi
zational problem, using as an· example the inabilit~ of American 
Lebanese to get aid ·through to their people. He cited the case 

·/mbre/ 
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of the collection ·and donation of money, food, clothing, etc. and 
the fact that only about one tenth ever got through to the people, 
with the rest ending up in the .black market. Again, when the · 

,Arreri can I.ebal'.les~ tried to help ~,i th money, they were forced to 
. physically send an American to bring it directly to the people 
. ·in need. Mafrige said that he was "very enthusiastic about our 

meeting" and that "this is what has been needed." . 

. Ralph Jlbercia, ~ith tears in his eyes, also stressed t;he need 
for help in connections to the media. He believes that local 
action in Houston can get att.ention and serve as an example for 
other communities. He aiso stressed that it must be a Human 
Rights campaign and must not, although Christians dominate the 
Houston Lebanese corrununi ty, turn out to be anti-Moslim. Abercia 

· said that "the spirit of cooperation shown here can bf!? an example" 
and "at the vex:y least we shall improve relations here in Houston." 

. Jlbercia, with great emotion, also said that "the Houston Lebanese 
can be of help to you in the future. We do not make a temporary 
alliance, but when we make friends, it is frieIJds for life. This 
is an historic meeting." 

Noel ·craubart was asked by the Lebanese to bring their greetings . 
. and a token of respect from them to Charles Malik, former Arribassador 

from Lebanon to the UN. Mr. Malik will be attending the AJC NEC ' 
meeting in Boston. (I have informed. the Interreligious Affairs 
Department at National AJC; they are sponsoring Mr. Malik, to inform 
them and to ask them to facilitate the meeting between Noel and 
Malik.) 

Ralph ADercia and I were delegated to coordinate the developing re
lationship. A specific ti~ and place for the ·expanded meeting 
was set at the October 20 meeting, but Abercia called this morning 
to say that a conflicting church meeting on the same day, which he 
had mentioned on October 20 but dismissed as unimportant, he had· 
underestimated, and that we had best settle on the next day or the 
day after. Mr. Jlbercia promise.a to call me tooorrow . 

·78-310-92 
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THE AMERICAN JEWISH ·coMMITIEE 

NATIONAL EXECUTIVE COUNCIL MEETING 

INTERRELIGIOUS AFFAIRS COMMISSION DINNER 

October 26, 1978 

Not For.·rubl i.cation 

. 
· Under . the Chairmanship of Miles Jaffe, the Interreli'gious Affairs 

Commission of AJC, at its dinner meeting on Thursday, October 26, 1'978, 
was witness to another historic breakthrough in ecumeri ical relations. 
(beginning ·with what was probably the first American Je\'liSh dinner ever' 
to have grace said in Arabic) . One of its two .speakers, Monsignor Elias 
el-Hayek, Executive Director of the American Lebanese League, delivered · 
the brief prayer . Dr. Charles Malik, former President of the General . · . 
Assembly of the United Nations and former Foreign Minister of Lebanon, · 
spoke as ·a Lebanese Christian, .concerned with the destruction of hi s 
people and his nation, in the face of almost universal indifference and 

··silence. He remarked that it was ·ironic that the first Middle East 
leader to speak out about this destruction was the Prime Minister of 
Israel, Menachem Begin, foliowed only recently by President An.,.1ar Sada~ 
of Egypt. Or. Malik said th~t Lebanon, since 1840, has been the con- . 

. stant object of attack, and that the present tragedy is the result of 
~irect outside intervention. He asked whethet it was not strange that : 
Christians in Am·erica ·and in Europe were silent about this destruction, 
and suggested that two responsible factors were the economic · interest of 
the West in · Arab .oi l , and a feeling that Christians in .the Middle East 
are expendabl e. · 

Dr. · Malik went· on to say that certain forces have poured ~illio~s 
of dollars into America and Uestern Euro.pe to support publicity molding 
public opinion of the forces trying to destroy his nation. He did not 
name these forces because, he said,' everyone knew who they were. Dr. 
Malik stated ·that no society in the Middle East, wi th the exception of 
Israel, was free or democratic, that it was the .only nation other than 
Israel to have a prosperous middle cl as.s, that before the present cycle 

. of destruction Beirut had been the leading center of intellectual develop
ment and commerce in the Middle East, and that it was Christian Lebanese 
who translated the Bible into -Arabic. He asked the questi~n, does the 
United States, at the zenith of its power and influence in the Middle E~st~ 
take the responsibility, "at one of the most mysterious and significant 
moments in the history of the world'~ to let slip away th.e opportunity for 
making peace bet\teen all the children of Abraham, and not only between 
Moslems and Jews. Only when Jews, Christians, and Moslems are secure; and 
the whole region is Abrahamic~ can there be peace in the world • . 
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Dr. Malik concluded by saying that the land area from Turkey to 
Egypt is the most important land bridge in the history of the world; . 
that it contains five peoples· (Israe,lis, Palestinians,Lebanese, Jor
danians, and Syrians}, and that a· just solution for all of them on 
this one valuable piece .of real estate must be found through . American~ 
British and French leadership. He particularly called on President . 
Carter to l~ad . the way in this, as he did recently at Camp David. 

Monsignor Hayek, in his brief but impassioned remarks, charged . 
Syria and its President Assad, in the guise of an .Arab peace-keeping 
.force, of seeking ti destroy the nation of Lebanon, and absorb it into 
a Greater Syria. In one recent week, Monsignor Hayek stated, 800 
people were killed in Lebanon; 200 wounded; and 350,000 became refugees. 
In the face of this savage behavior, he said, the American media was 
hesitant, perplexed and disinterested. The Syrian Army, he added, 
entered Leba.non with American consent, fought against the rebui 1 dirig 
of an independent Lebanese army, violated all Lebanese laws, as well 
as the United Nat{ons Declaration of Human Rights, and ha~ beaten, 
imprisoned a.nd assassinated hundreds of Lebanese civilians. 

After remarks by Mr. Jaffe, expressing what was obviously the 
overwhelming· sentiment of the packed room, w.hich received Dr. Malik 
with a standing ovation, Rabbi Marc H. Tanenbau~ , Director of AJC's 
lnterreligious Affairs, summed up his sense of the evening by stating 
that American Jews would not sit by \·Jhile· the innocent men, women 
and children of Lebanon were being annihilated. He compared th~ in- · 
difference of the .world to Lebanon's plight to fhe past slaughter 
of Armenians, the Holocaust, and the present fate . of the Cambodians · 
and Vietnamese ·boat people. He also announced that the Interreligious 
Affairs Department would be sponsoring in the Spring of 1979, the 
first national conference bringing together leaders of American and 
Arab Christian, Jewish and Moslem communities and institOtions in th~ 
United States and that it was his ·hope that this would be on1y the . 
beginning of a process \~hich would help to impress .on American Moslems 
the importance for a climate conduc ive to religious pluralism and 

·freedom in the entire Middle East. 

AJC cnapters will be asked to help organize similar dialogues 
with Arab Christians and Moslems in their ' loca1 communities, based on 
background materials provided by the IAC. 

fl . # # # 

10/27 /78 
Reported by Inge Lederer Gibel 

78-700-79 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR ARAB INFORMATIOO SERIES 

I . Who are the Arabs? 

Peter Iseman, "The. Arabian Ethos," Harper's Magazine, 
February, 1978 ' 

Chai.in Even-Zohar, "The Image of the Enemy: ·an exploration 
of ·some' psyChological _a5pects of the Arab-Israeli conflict 
as .they. affect policy," .Analysis #42 
November 30, 1973 / · 

W. M:>ntgomery Watt and Pierre Cachia, · ''Who is an Arab," 
Worldview 
January/February 1976 . . . . . 

Harold Glidden, "The Arab World," Middle East Review 
Winter 1974/1975 

Victor Sanua, "The Psychology of the Arab Peasantry and its 
Implications for the Israeli-Arab Conflict," Middle East 
Review 
Wlll~r · 1974/1975 . 

UNESCO Courier: A Golden Age of Arab Culture,* 
··Deyember 1977 

Adam Smith, "The Arabs, Their Money ••. and Ours," The 
Atlantic MOnthly · 
February 1978 

"'Retormneri.ded Reading: 

. -
Supplements: 

The Arabs; Pe op le and Power. 
Prepared by the Editors of Encyclopedia 
Britannica, 1978 (Bantam paper) 

Raphael P~tai, The Arab Mind, 1973 · 
(available in your Chapter office) 

MJrroe Berger, The Arab World Today, 1964 · 

*CNE TO AN OFFICE PLEASE SHARE 

,. 
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II . History 

All basic readings below are from Don Peretz, The Middle East 
Today, 3rd Edition. 

A. The early period, from the rise of Islam to Ottoman 
domination: . 

Peretz, Chapter 2. 

Recommended Readi~g: 

or: 

Bernard Lewis, The Arabs in History 
(Harper paperback, revised edition 1967) 
Philip Hitti, The Arabs, A Shor't History 
(St. Martin's Press, 1968) 

B. · The Ottoman Empire: 
Peretz, Chapter 3. 

Supplements: . 

C. Arab Nationalism: 
Peretz, Chapter 6. 

Reconnnended Reading: George Antonius, The Arab Awakenin1 
(Capricorn paperback edition, 1968 

Supplement: Sylvia Haim, Arab-Nationalism, an Anthology 
(University of California Press, 1974, paper) 

D. The Rise of Zionism and its Impact: 
Peretz, Chapter 10 (First Part) 

Recommended Reading: .Neville Mandel, The Arabs and Zionism Before 
World War I, (University of California Press, 
1977) 

Supplements: Walter Laqueur, A History of Zionism (Schocken 
paperback, 1972) 
Aharon Cohen, Israel and the Arab World , 
Funk & Wagnalls, 1970) . 
Howard Sachar, A History of Israel from the 
Rise of Zionism to our Time, (Kropf, 1976) 

E. The Middle East and the West, Before and After World War II : 
Peretz, Chapters 4, 5 

Recommended Reading: 

Suppl~ents: 

Bernard Lewis, The Middle East and the West, 
(Harper paperback, 1964) 

Albert Hourani, Arabic Thought in the Liberal Age 
1789-1939 (Oxford University Press, 1970) 
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-iii-

Jon Kimche, The Second Arab Awakening 1914-1972, 
(Holt Rinehart Win.ston paper ~ition, 1972) 
Peter Mansfield, The Arab World, (T.Y. Crowell, 
1976). 

F. The Arab-Israel Conflict, 1919 - present 
Peretz, Chapters S, 10, 11. 

Recorrunended Reading: 

Doctunents: 

Christopher .Sykes; Crossroads to Israel, 
Palestine from Balfour to Bevin (Indiana 
University· Press, paper 1973). 

J.C. Hurewitz, The Struggle for Palestine, 
(Schocken paperback, 1976 ~dition). 

Yehoshua Porath, The Emergence. of the 
Palestinian Arab National MQvement 1918-1929 

, The Palestinian Arab 
~N~a~t~1-o~n~a~1~t"1o~·-~~e=m~e=n~t~, From Riots to Rebellion, 
1929~ 193_9 lF. Cass Co. , · 1977) 

Howard Sachar , noted above 
Aharon Cohen, noted above 

Walter Laqueur, 'fhe Arab- Israel Reader, 
(Bantam paperback, 1976) 



III. Islam 

Peretz, Chapter 2 
Middle East Today 

Reconnnended Reading: 

-iv-

Sir H.A.R. Gibb,. Moharnmecianism, 
(Oxford University Press, p~perback, 1973) 

Events magazine, "Islam Today" 

Supplementary Reading: 

Phillip Hitti, Islam, A Way of -Life · 
(St. Martin's Press, 1970) 

Pamphlets fi:om the Islamic Center, 
Washington, D • . c. · · 

Proctor, ed., Islam and International Relations 

Cambridge H istAnh of Islam, ed. ·by 
P.M. Holt and Lambton 

Vol. 213 - Islamic Society and Civilization, 
(Cambridge UI'i1vers1ty Press, 1977, paper) 

Vol. 1A - Central Islamic Lands from pre-Islamic Times 
to World War 1 
(Cambridge UI'iiversity Press, 1977) 

Vol. lB - Central Islamic Lands since World War 1 
(Cambridge Uiuvers1ty fress, i977) 
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IV. Political Structures 

Peretz, The Middle East Today, Chapters 7-17 

Alternatives : . 

Michael ·Hudson, Arab Politics (Yale 1977) 

James Bill and Carl Leiden, The Middle East, politics and power 
(Allyn 197 4) 

Supplements: 

Hisham Sharabi, Nationalism & Revolution in the Ara~ World 
(Van Nostand Reiiihold, PaperbaCk, 1966) 

Manfred Halpern, The Politics of Social Change in the Middle East 
& in Africa 
(Princeton 1963) 

Malcolm Kerr, The Arab Cold War 1958-64 
(Oxford u . . Press, Paper, 1971) 

Kemal Karpat, ed. Political and Socj.al Thought -in the Contemporary 
Middle East 
(New ·York, 1978) - Writings and statements by prominent Arabs. 

V. Modernization and Its Problems - Articles available from AJC 

:Middle East Review (MER) - Winter 1974/75 Articles: 

Mark Tessler, "Nationalism & Development in North Africa" 

Shafiq Zaher, "Reflections on the Arab Disaster" 

Ailon Shiloh, "Egypt-demography, ecology & the Lumpenproletariat" 

· Graziani, "The Status of women in the contemporary Muslim Arab Fam_~ly" 
Supplements: · lW''~ '16-11) 

Landau, Man, State and Society in the Contemporary Middle East 
(1972) 

Milson, Society & Political Structure in the Arab World 
(1973) 
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VI. Jews & Arabs 

A.. General History: 

S. D. Goitein, Jews and Arabs, Their Contacts ~ough 
the Ages 
(SchOken paperback, 197( edition) 

B. The Judeo-Islamic .Age: 

A. Halkin, "The Judeo-Islamic Age" in Great .Ages and Ideas 
of the Jewish Peotle, ed. _by Leo Schwartz 
(RaridOJri House 195 ) 

C. Jews in Arab Cmmtries: 

Recommended: 

Albert M~i, Jews and ·Arabs, 
(O'Hara paperback, 1975) 

Supplements: 

Andre Chouraqi, Letter to an Arab Friend 
(University of Massachusetts Press, 1912) 

, Between East and West: A History of the Jews _o_f __ NO_r..,...t .... h_Af ____ r_i_ca 
(Jewish Pllblication Society, 1968) 

Hayim Cohen, The Jews of the Middle East 1860-1972 
(Israel University Press, 1973) 

Maurice RolDllaili, "The Case of the Jews from Arab C01.mtries, .A 
'Neglected Isstie." (Pamphlet published by WOJAC, World 
Organization of Jews from Arab Cotmtries, available through AJC) . . 

D. Arabs and Israel: 

Recommended: 

Arie Eliav, Land of the Hart 
(Jewish Publication Society, 1974) 

Shlamo Avineri, ed. Israel and the Palestinians, Reflections 
on the Clash of Two Na b .onal M:>vemen ts 
(St . Mart111 1s Press, 1971) 

Supplements: 

Yehoshafat Harkabi, Arab Attitudes to Israel 
(Israel University Press, 1972) 

Amos Elon and Sana Hassan, Between Enemies, a compassionate dialogue 
(Random House, 1974) 
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Supplements continued 

Saul Friedlander and Mahmoud Hussein, Arbas & Israelis, a Dialogue 
(Holmes & Meier, 1975) 

James Zogby, Ed. Perspectives on Palestinians, Arabs and Israeli Jews 
(Arab American l.hli versi ty Graduates, MOnograph #7, Medma Press 1977) 

VII. Palestinians 

Recormnended : 

Michael Curtis, ed. The Palestinians, People, History and Politics 
(Transaction Books, paper, 1975) 

Fawaz Turki, The Disinherited: Journal of a Palestinian Exile 
(monthly Review Press, 1972) 

Supplements: 

Sabri Jiryis, Arabs in Israel 
(Monthly Review 1977 paper) 

Quar.dt, Lesch, Jabber, The Poli.tics of Palestinian Nationalism 
(University of California Press 1973 - paper) 

Bernard Lewis, "The Palestinians and the PLO," 
(Cornnentary, January 1975) 
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VIII. Oil 

Recomnended Reading: 

Daedalus, "The Oil Crisis in Perspective" 
(Fall, 1975) - Collection of articles outlining the crisis of 

1973-74 and analysis by major scholars of the actions of the 
cotmtries, the oil companies, and OPEC (contributors include 
Raymond Vei:non, Edith Penrose, Zuhayr Mikdashi and Joel Darmstadler) 

Supplements: 

Udovitch, The Middle East, Oil Conflict and Hope (1976 

Abir, Oil Power and Politics (1974) 

VIcker, The Kingdom of Oil (1974) 

Sampson, The Seven Sisters (paperback 1975) 

Blair, The Control of Oil (1976) 

Shwadran, The Middle East, Oil and the Great Pow~rs, 
1973. LengthY but good history of the petroleum 
industry in the Middle East, by cotmtry. 
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THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE 
Conununity Services and Membership Departme.nt 

CONDUCTING .AN AJC DISCUSSIQN PROGRAM 

NOTE 

'. 

. . ·. 

AJC discussions take place in a number of settings, e.g! , ex~c-
. utive board meetings, workshop or round table sessions at annual . . 

meetings. Th~ present manual, however, deals only wjth "home'i·. · .: . 
· . dfScussion group programs .- . .. 

· .. 

. I. PURPOSE 

·AJC'.s policies and the pro.gram that implem~nts them are devoted to ·gai!')i:ng se
. q.1.rfty ·far Jews in America ·and abroad on a bas.is of full equality and accep:
t~·rce. · AJ.C.'s dis~ussion program is one means by ~hich. it: .. · .. 

· Informs . members and prospective members about. its policies and 
program and heightens . their understanding of them. · · 

.. 
Prepares members .for an active role in the communities through 
chapters . and units. 

DevelOps new leadership within chapters and units and, by .the. 
same token, within AJC nationally. 

. .. 
This· i's not 11 indoctrination . 11 Indoctrination produces doctrinaires who imagine 
they have a monopoly on the "truth" about Jewish life as a whole or about any 

·of its aspects. AJC is interested in prod'ucing responsible community workers 
a·nd leapers whose convictions are continually tested in "the free market place" 
of ideas. A discussion is such a free market place by definition. Hence no 
effort is made to 11 sell 11 a particular point of view. Discussion guides and 
other materials provided by the. national office try to give a fair picture 
of the various points of vie~ on the topic so that discussion participants 
may make their own judgments . AJC believes that such judgments will favor 
AJC policies and its programs if the latter are sound and effective. 

Many prospective members attend AJC di scuss·ions and a major Hy of them do 
become members. But this is a by-product of the discussion program and not 
one of its major purposes ~ · It should be made clear at the outset that AJC's 
discussions are an educational, not a recruitment proqram. (But see more on 

· this below.) 
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Two of the three purposes listed ("prepare members for an active role" ·and 
"develop new leadership") cannot be carried throuqh by the discussion program 
itself . Chapters .and units should enlist discussion participants i n chapter 
committees and programs . Otherwise discussion programs take on the nature 
of ·taTk ·for :talk's s·ake .. On this basis, they cannot .be success·ful.. 

IL PARTICIPANTS 

.AJC has found in practice that educational needs vary wi-th age plus previous 
·exper'i'ence in Jewish community affairs. ·Indeed, more sophisti .~ated members 
are -apt to reject any program designated as "educationa·l . 11 'They are ·more 
interes1;ed in ·discussing policies and programs on an "executive·" ·1ev~"l ·for 
the purpose ·of :making decisions on them :than i~ receiving high· lev~.1 --training 
in soci"a.l action for dealing with intergroup relations problems . The .best 
setting for this is the executi.ve board meeting, meetings of various· func
tional committees or AJC's Leadership Traininq Institutes. Thus, discussion 
prograrrming that mixes .. more infonned members with less informed is apt to 
work ·at cross ·purposes. More informed members are d"i ssati sfied with the 
"elementary" level of the proqram. Younger members are non-plussed ·by dis
.cuss·tons th·at take for granted a great deal of information and i'nsiqht that 
they do not ·as yet _possess. 

'Of course , a number of older members in every chapter ·and un-it ·ma)/ not. )~-" 
ac·tive ··:in cmnmunal affair.s, Jewish or general, and their educat_io11aJ r~qµjre-

. ·ments can :and ·should be met by ·regular discussion programminq. Most programs., 
·espedaTly those ·consisting of more than one discuss} on .grqup, in,vite these 
:6l~er members ·to participate -along with younqer people~ In this cas~~ ther~ 
l s ·homo.geneity ·of educati ona 1 need. But other programs set up groups for ·the 
.benefit of o"lder members exclusive 1 y. · 

.In several chapters, women members ·of AJC conduct their own discussion groups . 
'This i s ~n aspect of a special effort to enhance the participation of .women 
in AJC programming. · 

·occas'ionally the need for homoqeneity among discussion participants gives 
-rise to fears that people of simflar backgrounds will be t90 "like-minded" . 
for ·a successfu·l discussion expertence. In pract'ice, you wiTl find that th i s 
li'ke•mi:ndedness exists only on a superficial level. Any discussfon that 

'.probes beneath the surface of opi nions will reveal an astonishing amount ·o"f' 
"different m·indedness. 11 

• 

111·. ORGANIZATION 

Membership Edu~ation Committee 

-Organization of an AJC discussion program be~ins with the establi~hment of ~ 
.spedffo ch·apter ·or unit committee ·which assumes ov~rall respons.ibility for 
setti-ng ·up the program and administering it . For this purpose a nu_mber of 
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chapters have created membership education conunittees or have assigned member
ship ·education to program conunittees as one of their ma-jor responsfbilities. 

More speci.fically-, the membership education or program comm.ittee acts to: 

(1) Select the home where the first organizational discu~sion 
meeting is to take place and the people who are to invite . the 
participants. Thereafter, it aids in the selection of .homes 
for subsequent meetings. 

(2) Select at least the first topic to be discussed ~nd tbere~ 
after proposes additional topics for .consideration by th~ 
group. Or it may set forth all the topics for .an entire sea
s~n of meetings. Whether the one approach or the other is 
used depends on the nature and needs of the group or qroups 
that are organized. In either case, selection is primarily 
based qn the discussion topics for which · materials are pro
vided by the national office or which are to be found in the 
Checklist of Additional Discussibn Guides. But selection . is 
not rigidly limited to such ·topics. Groups must feel free .to 

. discµss what is of greatest interest to them. However se
lected, topics must have relevance to AJC's general area of 
concern as well as to the local concerns of chapters and units. 

(3) Choose the. discussi.on leaders', Here again the ·choice may 
be for the first meeting only ana the committee may thereafter 
take a hand in helping the group select leaders for subsequent 
discussions from amonq its own members. However this is done, 
the conunittee's basic concern for effective discussion leader
ship must not be lost to view. Hence the corranittee should, 
if possible, evaluate in advance discussion leadership pros
pects likely to be avaflable in any group. 

In this · connection experienced outside discussion leadership 
should be considered - particularly for the first meeting. 
Don ' t hesitate to do this if you are in doubt as to the avail
ability of effective leadership within your committee, the 
discussion participants, ot the chapter as a whole. After all, 
effective discussion leadership is produced by experience in 
discussions, not by reading manuals. It should also be borne 
in mind that a discussion leader is essentially an expert on 
leading discussions and not on the topic under discussion. 
The leader will ·acquire the ri~cessary topical knowledge from 
the discussion guidP.. 

(4) Arrange for the training of discussion le~ders : (See below.) 

(5) Select a leader or knowledgeable member of the ahapter to 
attend discussion meetings to answer specific questions · on AJC 
or chapter policies and operations as well ~s to .act as a 
resource person on the topic itself. 
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(6) Publkiie .the rogtam, follow-through on securing atten~&nce;· 
keep an a tten ance recor • .· ... : . . :··. . · · 

(7) Make · ce.rtair\ that the ·proper physical arrangements are .made .. ·. ·' 
and the right procedures followed for the comfort and ease of · 
operation of the discussion group. This task may be assigri'ed to 
a member of the committee who attends discussion meetings for 
this purpose or to the discussion leader. · 

(8) Evaluate the ·stron7 ·points and ·weak ·points of ·each 'discussion 
·meeting as a guide to uture ope.rations. This task, which p~rtly 
depends on discussion group reactions to questionnaires, can also 
be assigned to the co1TUT1ittee member responsible for proper physical 
arrangements and procedure. Final· evaluation includes the reac
tions of the d.iscussion leader as well as the resource person and 
is a task for the committee as a whole performed, among other 
tasks, at its regularly scheduled meetings. 

(9) Determine how npn-members are to ·be given an opportunity to 
· ·so1n ·AJC. Although discussion programs are not a membership 

recruitment device, in practice many non-members do wish to join. 
They can be given the opportunity to do so without in any· way com
promising the basic educational character of the program ... (Note 
the reference· to the need of a resource person to answer specific 
questions about AJC. These questions are inevitable -&nd represent 
a step towards ~mbership.) Ways of doitig this include: 

(a) · Informal, personal di.scussion on membership with . · 
indtviduals by the hostess or host, ·a member of the 
memb~rship education or program committee, or the 
discussion leader . This is most often done in re~ 
sponse to interest shown by the prospective member . ... · 

(b} Devoting a portion of a regular discussion meet
ing to explaining AJC, with major emphasis on its 
local chapter or unit activities, and the role of 
members in conducting and supporting these acti vi.ties. 
This, too, is done in response t~ an articulated or 
felt need and 1.s never dogmatically imposed on the 
group. 

·(c) Devoting an entire session t~ the above pro-
. cedure - under the same conditions. In this . and 
the· previous case, it is often best to ask some · 
chapter leader, well acquainted with AJC nat~ onally 
as well as locally, to make the presentation and 
conduct the questioning and discussion. 

(!n connection w~th the above, make !ta practice to have applica
tion cards and literature on AJC available at every meeting.) 

(lo} ·Re Ort ·on ·the regress and roblems of ·the ·di'scussion rogram 
to t e c ap er or unit executive oar an en ist its a1 ln 
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stimulating further growth and in creating opportunities for bring
ing the more active elements of the discussion program into tbe 

· ·Chapter or unit framework for community operations. · · · .. ~ · :: · " 

(11) Maintain continuous ·liaison on needed services (materials, 
training, dealing with operational problems , field consultation · 
with CSD's membership educational specialist.) · ~ 

Starting the Discussion Group 

("Word of Mouth" invitations) 

Typically , discussion groups are initiated by one or two individuals or cou
.ples (which often includes the hostess of the house where the group will 
meet) who invite their friends . (*) They also extend invitations on the basis 
of a chapter or unit membership list. This latter selection is made in accord 
with the ·neighborhood in which the group will customarily meet, homogeneous 
age levels and interests. Invitations should be made personally as far as 
possibl,e · {personal encounters, telephone calls) backed by mail. · · 

(Mail) 

By "word of mouth" or by mail, invitations feature participation in discussion 
of a specific topic of vital interest • . (Selection of this topic is one of the 
duties of a membership education or program committee. See above . ) A bid to 
discussion in general ·tenns will not arouse · much i·nterest. Neither, in many 
cases, will an invitation to participate in forming an ongoing discussion 
group. (Tne desire to do so is produced by a successful discussion experience 
at the first meeting plus a description of the nature, procedure and topical 
range of the discussion program.) · 

Keep the mailed invitation brief. It should: (a) Announce the topic; (b) Give 
some idea ~f the implications of the topic -- usually by asking two or three 
subsidiary questions; (c) Indicate date, time and. place of the .meeting plus 
names of the discussion leader and hostes·s; (d) Enclose a return card; (e) En
close background material for discussion in cases where such material is 
available. 

(Follow-up) 

The return card enclosed in the mailed invitation is one form of follow-up. 
Telephone follow-up is even more important and calls should be made both to 
those who haven't responded and those who have. These calls should' be sched
uled for the week during which the meeting is to be held . · A second, "reminder" 
mailing -- usually a post-card -- .can also be used. · It is worth notin~ that 
·most · fail utes ·to tutti · out · a good · attendance · at · a discussion ·meet fog~ · t e first 
· ot ·subsequent · ones~ are due · t? poor "se 11 fog" · and · hap.haiatd admfoi stration . 

*Such invitations ordinarily reach more non-members than members. 
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(The Organization Meeting) 

The following agenda and procedure is recommended on the basis .of ·past expe
rience: 

(1) oeen.· the meeting with a few words of welcome by ' the hostess or host who 
then introduces one of the conveners of the meeting o·r a member of your mem
bership education or program committee to set forth the nature of the meeting. 
(If a chapter leade'. is present, he or she should also be introduced.) 

. . 

(2) In a brief talk (5 minutes maximum) describe the program aion~:l"the fof
lowing suggested lines: 

(a) For more than 50 years, AJC - both here and abroad .,- has : . 
devoted itself to achieving a secure, creative Jewish life by 
«:;ombating anti-Semitism; removing any bars to the full social 
acc~ptanc~ and economic opportunity of Jews, building in.ter-
9.roup understanding among all sections of the populat·ion, 
aiding Jews to heighte~ their understanding of the problems · . · 
that confront them from without as well as their understanding. 
from within of themselves as Jews . 

(b) As one means of achieving this two fold understanding, 
AJC conducts discussion programs throughout the. country under 
the aegis of its chapters and units. (An average of 30 su~h : 
groups operate year after year . ) These programs .are not· 
~' institutional. 11 Our purpose is not to indoctrinate but to 
educ.ate ~ Thus, AJC's discussion proqram is a service, offered 
to membe.rs and non·-members al i·ke, and conducted as imparti'a11y.:. : . 

.. as we know how. . . 

(c) Consequently, when a discussion group is dealing with any 
topic concerning which AJC has a viewpoint, it gets informa- · 
tion on this, but it also is informed about competing view
points. With these before it, the group exchanges opinjons 
~nd tries to formulate a viewpoint of its own. AJC .believes · .. 
that its viewpoints are sound, of course, and that what it 
does to implement these viewpoints in action is effective. 
If this is so, your own judgments will confirm it. 

(d) Another distinctive quality of AJC discussions is the 
fact that they are not -- cannot be -- mere "bull sessions" 
or a mere exchange of "curbstone" opinions. On most subjects 
discuss~d, AJC contributes its long working -- and thinking .-
experience. 

(e) AJC discussions are as informal as they can be without 
becoming chaotic. Participants are not talked at except · 
to set the stage for discussion, and then only briefly . 
They are expected and encouraged to do the talki'ng them
selves with the aid of the discussion leader. 
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(f) The only restriction, if so it can really be called, is 
that discussion topics must be concerned with Jewish life · ~
the life of the Jewish community, here and abroad, and your 
own 1 ife as Jews. · · 

(g) What is· t~e goal of AJC discussions? · In geheral tb ; · 
enhance your understanding of Jewish affairs and your· self:.. 
understanding as· a Jew as well as to give you an opportunity 
to ~xamine your convict ions about these .things .. in ·the · 1 i ght 
of the convictions held by others and under the test of .. 
'informed points of view (and the data on ·which they're ·· . 
based) . held by AJC and other organizations, leaders, students, 
and so on. For some members of the discussion- group, it 

. may specifically lead to ~ desire to engage in social action 
'. on . the ·basis of convictions and information sharpened and 

increased in the discussiQns. · · 

(h) But the best way of describing our discussion program · 
. is to have a discussion. After we have finished, you'll 

have a ch<mce to express your reactions and to deci d~. on 
wh~thet youJd like to continue such disc~s~ions. 

(i1:A$ your discuss~on leader on the topic of --..,..----
. ... . , I introduce 

( G i ve some pa rt i cul a rs about th_e_d._1 .... s_c_u_s s_i __ o_n_l e-a-a,....e-r .... ' s~b-a_c_k-~ 
.: ground.) 

(3) .The discuss·ion_ is o~»ened by the leader . 

(4) About midway in the. discuss.iqn, a recess of about IS minutes ·is · taken for 
refreshments .. . The hostes-s announces th1 s. 

(5) After. conclu.s·ior:i of the discussion, the meeting is taken over again by 
the membership education or program committee member who gave the preliminary 
talk . The task now is to se~ure. decisions on the following: 

(a) Does the gro·u wish .to meet re ularl for the type of 
discuss10n e· · t lS eve·n1:ng. on t use up too much time 
for answers to this question or there wil1 .be little · or 
none for handling the remaining business. Judge when pro 
and ~bn opinions appear to be fairly representative ~nd · 
announce the consensus.) · · . 

' (b) Where should the next meeting be held? When? . 

(c) What is to be the topic? (Offer topic suggestions 
from the discus~1on guides already sent. to you in the 
11 paclC'age 11 and from the Checklist of Aqd j tional Discussion: 
Guid~s . Don 1 t simply throw titles at the group .' Ex.plain 
the content of each discussion in a few words. · If pos
sible, try to get the group .to select ·several discuss1on 
topics . This will make your committee's future planning 
a great deal easier . ) 
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(d) Who is to be the discussion leader? (Shall he be .selected 
from the group itself? Provided by the membership educa.tion 
or program committee? Selected from the conmunity at .la.rge? 
In any of these cases, but especially the first, does the 
group prefer to have its discussion leader rotated for each 

. meeting?) 

(e) Would the group like to have an 11ex~ert11 (on subject mat~ 
ter) present to conduct or participat«· in some of its discus
sions? (Such experts would be obtained from the chapter· or 
unit, the national organization, or the local Jewish and 
general community.) · 

. (f) How are invitations to meetings and follow:-u s ·to ·pe··han
dled. y t e mem ers ip e ucation or program committee. y 
members of the group? (It is important to clarify these 
responsibilities.) 

(g) How large should the group be? (Explain why 25 - 30 'is 
regarded as normal by most groups -- because it allows ·for 
maximum participation and avoids the danger of becoming a 
lecturer-audience type of meetinq. Determine, on the basis 
of local experience, how large a reqistration is needed to 
guarantee an average attendance of 25 - 30. If present 
registration is not adequate, ask for suggestions as to . 
additional participants to be approached on a personal basis. 
In this connection two questions typically arise. One of .. i . 

them is: What shall we do if our group ooes beyond ttie · ·· · _, 
ideal maximum of thirty? Suggest that if it goes far . , .. 

· · enough beyond, orqanization of an additional qroup· will be . .:. .. ~ : :_ -
considered. And the other one is: Can I invite my Genti"le : :. · 
friends? Suggest that such participation, certainly o~ a . . ~ .. . .. 
. co·nti nuing basis, imposes considerable restraint qn discus'- .· .· · . :., 
sions -- most of all on those dealing with. Jewish attitudes" ·-. · 
towards Gentiles. Our groups's success depends on our · · 
ability to really 11 let our hair down. 11 But there is no 
rule ab~ut this. The group sho~~d make its decision on 
the basis of common sense.) 

(h) How often shall we meet? (Explain that monthly meetfngs 
have proven the best practice in most chapters. More fre
quent meetings are burdensome. Participants have other meet
ings to attend. Less frequent meetin,gs lose .continuity and 
interest. ) 

(i) Should refreshments ~e served? (The answer is yes, but 
emphasize the need for limiting refreshments pretty much to 
coffee, tea and cake. Some discussion programs have been 
wr~cked because of culinary rivalry, which soora becomes a 
great burden to hostesses.) 
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IV . . RUNNING THE DISCUSSION 

(1) Preearation bl the Discussi6n Leader. As already indic~ted, ~discussion 
leader 1s not, primarily, an expert on the topic under discussion: H~s t~~k 
is, rather, encouraging participants to air their opinions and to keep the 
discussion in progressive motion from a definite beginning to at least a 
reasonably definite conclusion. To do this, a discussion leader does need a 
gen·eral kn~wledge of the topic and a particular knowledge of its several . . 
parts, including the major and subsidiary questions that need to be cons.idered 
by participants and the various facts and points of view that .must enter .int,o 
this consideration. · 

·the discussion uides an~ 
y nat1ona . ome 

or its listed ' iteri)s should. 

A~C's guides are designed to help the leader set forth the probl em as a whole 
('Introduction) and thereafter to .deal with all the major areas of the problem 
in -~ logical progression. Each major area also embraces a number of subsid
iary· questions, designed to develop the discussion on ·major areas·, to broaden 
and _deepen the discussion, and sometimes to probe ·the atti.tudes that underl i.e 

· 9pjnions. ~ach major area also contains, -when necessary, factual data and pro 
and con viewpoints for consideration by discussion participants. 

Unavoi~ably the guides oo not contain any material on local conditions or 
problems. These are always of paramount interest to any group. They normally 

·contain t.oo m~ch material for discussion at any one meeting, and .groups, par
ticularly those new~y organized, are· not always willin9 to stay with one sub
ject. Finally, AJC does not regard itself as the repository of all possible 
wisdom on any subject and the guides, no matter how much material they con
tain, may have overlooked some questions that need asking, some data that 
needs presenting. 

A vi ta 1 

In some chapter programs, this part of the discussion leader ' s preparation is 
carried on at a committee meeting -- this could be your membership education 
or program committee or a special subcommittee established by them -- whi ch is 
held before the discu~sion meeting . This is a· very effective procedure, not 
only for getting the ~uide into the exact shape wanted, but also for briefing 
the chapter leader or member who is to act as discussion resource person, and 
_for assigning discussion 11 kick-off11 and stimulator roles to members of the 
committee who may also participate in the discussion meeting. 

Whether ·the ·leader ·prepares himself ·individually or in consultation ·with a 
. committee, ·he -should: · (a) ·decide ·on a · rovoc:.a:tive · 11 kick offlt · uestlon ·or' 
statement; a e ·1t ota and c:onte~ otaneous · fa a s~1 - ~~ and· 
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decided on for easy use, relyinq on the AJc ·guide itself for ·introductory 
ma teri a 1 ~ ·fat tu a 1 · s ta temen ts~ ·pro ··and · ton ·views. 

(2) Running the Discussion. He·re are some things for the AJC discussion 
leader to ear in mind: · 

(Length of Meeting) 

Start meetings promptly even if all participants have not yet arrived. T~e 
average meeting runs about two hours, including about 15 to 20 minutes fbr ·. 
a refreshment break. If the interest of the group warrants it, the: · d.iscu~- ·' 
sion can be prolonged somewhat. But only somewhat. The old stage niaxiin .. · ·. 
11 leave them laughing 11 is very sound practice. If the desire to continue "the 
dis~ussion is insistent, suggest that the next meeting also be devoted to . 
the . topic. · 

(Use of the Resourc~ Person) . 

The knowledgeable chapter member or leader attending you~ meeting -- and it 
is-. important that such a person do attend -- .is there to deal with. questions 
concerning AJC (or the topic itself if he has special knowledge about it.) · 
:In some cases, a local or national expert, professional or .lay, on the topic 
discussed will also be present. Refer all relevant questiq.ns · to them; but 
remember that these persons are not present to give speeche~ or to run ·the :. · 
discussion. It is important, therefore, to discuss his ro·1e with a .resourGe 
person prior to the meeting. ·. · ' 

. . 
If no resource person is present, do not feel compelled to know the answers 

· to all questions. Refer to the participants the!!lselv.es for ~.nswers. If .non.e 
are forthcominQ, promise to get the information needed for a report to the · 
group at its next meetin9. 

(Ti~ina the Discussion) 

Apportion the time for discussing each area on the basis of your judgment as 
to their relative importance or interest potential. There is no need to be 
rigid about this scheduling in practice, but avoid overemphasis on any ore 
point, particularly if the discussion is becoming repetitive and is· dealing 
with minutiae. Introduce new questions or ·tonsiderations and k~ep the ·dis
cussion moving. 

(Managing the Discussion) 

There is no need to be dogmatic, either, as to whether discuss.io·~ participants 
should talk to each other or whether they should direct all their remarks to 
you. In practice, you will find that participants will do both: Your crite~ 
ria should be: Is the discussion progressing? Are all participants getting 
a chance to talk? · 

(Summarizing) 

. It i·s worth repeating: · Summarize the discussion wi.tt)in each area cor,-sidered 
and summarize the discussion as a whole at the ·end. This is one. of the ·most 
effective tools at your disp_osal for preventing "circuiar" discussion ·-- · the 
discussion that participants say "got nowhere." Occasionally, participants 

,;. 
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are apt to feel ·this way even if the discussion, objectively evaluated, did 
produce a strong educational outcome . When this happens, it is because par
ticipants .have .not been given a .picture (or 11 feed-back 11

) qf what they have 
actu~lly said and learried . · · ' · 

(Problem Participants). 

In every discussion· there are participants who tend to monopolize or derail 
the discussion • . Here are some brief suggestions for dealinq with _them 
according to the types most frequently encountered: 

{a) The Indefati9able Repeater. This type "gets into the act" 
as often as possible -- his vocal orgaris are tireless and ·his 
supply of opininns inexhaustible. To prevent him and others 
like him from making the discussion re~olve about themselves 
exclusively, simp·ly call on others. Bu·t don 1 t do this· unti 1 
it is quite clear that they have had their due share of dis
cussion time. 

(b) Th~ Listener . But .what ~f oth~r participants· do nat offer 
to talk up? Pick out one of these known by you to possess 
infQrma .. tion or convictions on the top.ic. and a~k for his opinion. 

·. Otherwise~ .. ask for other expressions of opinion from the group 
in general. · But do not insist or prod too much -- this can · · 
result in embarrassment and even deeper· silence . Those who " · ,,·. 
r~main silent no matter what you do, should be ta 1 ked to inf or_. 
mally during th~ refreshment break. Often you will .find that 
they do have definite views ·and you can then encoura·ge them 
to speak up when discussion resumes . 

(c) The Orator. This type tends to ·make speeches 'instead -of 
statements and is, perhaps, the most common problem -encountered 
by discussion leaders ·~ Also the most vex·ing, because cutting 
him off l oaks like gaggi no him.· Let him speak for a time; then 
seize on one of his statements for an opportunity to interrupt 
on .the basis that the statement is an important one that should 
not be passed by but considered -- right no.w -- by the qroup. 
(This may occasionally require you to exercise some ingenuity 
in interpreting the actual statements as something that ad
vances the .discussion.) Orators are far more apt to feel flat
tered than 11 gagged 11 by this procedure . 

(d) The Rambler . Essentially, this is another orator but one 
who specializes in wandering from the point . Handle him the 
same way. Bring the discussion back to the topic. 

(e) The Purveyor of Dubious Information . This type cites 
facts, statistics and other points of information which seem 
incomplete, doubtful , or downright erroneous. Question him 
closely about the sources of his information. Call on other 
participants to confirm or challenge him. But note: it is 
not always possible to determine matters of fact . When there 
is & reasonable question about it, avoid arqument. A fact 
is a fact or it isn't, and no amount of opinion can decide 
this~ It must be researched. If the fact in question is 
important enough, offer to have this done . 
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V. NATIONAl SERVICES 
;: . ~ : ... . . " ... ~ 

''", •: .· . '; . 

. . ;)~, :}. · . .-!. ' . 

(1) The National Corrmunity Services & Membership Department is eager to .. 
serve your discussion program by: 

Providing the guides and other materials yo~ need. 
:.· ., .... 

Consul ting wi·th you· on pr~blems encountered in organii:in_g . .. 
discussion groups, administering them, and maintaining a 
high interest level . 

. Maintaining a flow of inter-chapter and unit information 
on AJC ·discussion pro~rams (e.g., what procedures have 

· proved successful? What tools have been most useful? 
What topics do groups want to discuss and what materials 

: ~O they need? How have problems been solved?) . 

Helping to set up training sessi6ns for discussion 
leaders under expert leadership select~d locally or 

. provided by CSO's membership education specialist· .. · 
. . . 

·(2) · :ro· make ·it pos·sibl.e for the Community Services. Co.ninittee to ~provide 
these services, your own membership education or program coimlittee must, 
in additfon to keeping in constant touch with us: · : ... 

l.. S. Breier 
July, 1960 

. ., , 

Furnish a complete list of membership· education or ·pr.ogram 
: committee officers and members, a.nd keep it up to date . : 

Furnish basic data on its discussion group or groups ~ , 
(Leaders . Size . . Character of participants. Topics . di~~ 

·cussed or scheduled for discuss·ion. Type of discussiOn 
·procedure followed -- rotating 1 ay di s.cussion leaders?· . 
Expert leaders from outside? Expert resource. people from 
other organizations? Lecture plus discussion? Use of 

· audio-visual materials?) 

Transmit evaluations of discussion group performance. 

Make suggestions for improving national services. 

Rev. January 1977 
#77-310.:.06 
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'RE'PtJ~'? 
From the Israel Off ice of the American Jewish Committee 
Aehov Ethiopia 9, Jeru~lem 95 149 Tel. 228882, 233661 Cable: Wi~om, Jerusalem 

\)t.Qht, j 

VAN LEER INS'fiTUTE SEMINAR ON THE POSSIBILl'l'Y OF A .FUTURE ARAB-ISRAEL WAR 

After the late President Anwar Sadat came to Jerusalem in 1977, the danger of 
another Aratrinitiated war appeared to be receding. Sadat, in his famous speech 
before the Knesset, said that he was ready· to accept Israel as a permanent neighbor, 
and that if was hjs desire to see to it that the Yorn Kippur war would. be the last war 
in the Middle East. When the Camp David Accords were finally signed after lorig and 
difficult negotiations, every· Israeli saw Sadat, Begin. and Carter sha~ing hands on 
television, and heard their vows that peace "would last forever" anq that there would 
be no more bloodshed in the Middl~ East. · 

Israeli commentators and analysts had noted that ever since 1948 every war with the 
·Arabs had been initiated and led by Egypt. Egypt was t'he leading Arab .power, and 
assuming that Egypt would no longer go to war with Israei, it was safe to assume that 
there YJas ·no substantial danger of other Arab countries initiating hostiliti~s. The 
analysis of Sadat's motives _. for coming. to Israel in order ~o en~ the state of war 
between Egypt and Israel led to the same conclusion: it was assumed that Sadat had 
finally realized that Egypt could never hope to defeat Israel by military force, for 
Israel is simply too strong. Iil any case, the Upited States would see to it that Israel 
maintained her military edge over the Arab states. Even the Soviet Union was not 
opposed in principle to Israel's existence. True, in every war except the 1948 one 
(when the Isra~lis obtained military equipment frpm . Czechoslovakia through the 
initfative of the Soviet Union) the Arabs had fought with Soviet · weaponry. 
Nevertheless, this had never produced a military victory for them. So Sadat had 
given up tlle the hope of defeating Israel by sheer military force . . 

However, after the peace agreements were signed, as the months and years went by, 
it became clear to Israelis that the autonomy tal~ were stalled, with very little hope 
for eventual agreement. . Each side had a completely different definition of 
autonomy. This meant that the West Bank problem 'would remain unsolved, and 
doubtS began to grow about whether it would be possi~le to do so in the future. 'This 
also meant that Palestinian hostility to Israel would continue unabated, and so would 
Palestinian terrorism. Furthermore, Syrian and Iraqi hostility to Israel would. persist, 
and, with Egypt at peace, Israelis began to see t.he potential danger of what is called 
"the eastern front." Jordan became even more hostile and concluded a de. facto 
alliance with the PLO because of developments 9n the West Bank. As Israel began to 
develop a civilian administration · under Professor Milson, Jordan and the PLO 
combined in fierce opposition to the new Israeli policy. At the same time, _the 
terrorists in southern Lebanon increased their military strength, which had b~en 
growing since the ceasefire of July 1981. · It became clear to Israelis that sometime, 
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sooner or later, and perhaps rather sooner than later, the ceasefire would be broken 
by the terrorists either on the Lebanese-Israeli frontier, or on the Jordanian frontier, 
or somewhere in Europe or e~ewhere in the world, and Israel would have no choice 
but to hit hard at the terrorist bases in Lebanon. This might provoke the Syrians to 
join in the fray, the more so since it became clear that the long-term Israeli 
.objective in Lebanon was to remove both Palestinians and Syrians so that Christians 
and Lebanese nationalists could take ov~r the government of that country once again. 

Then came Sadat's murder and President Mubarak's assumption of power. Since he 
took office, he has been seen by Israelis to be returning to .the Ar~b fold. Mubarak 
made hostile remarks with regard to Palestinianism and the future of the West Bank. 
Israelis began to foresee a freeze in the Egyptian-Israeli peace pr9cess after April 
1982 when the last bit of the Sinai would be ~eturned to Egypt. ·· 

The result of these developments has been some new ttiinking in Israel to the effect 
that another war may loom in the fu.ture, perh.aps not immediately, but with a fair 
degree of certainty within the next 5-8 years. 

The Van Leer lnstftute in Jerusale.m brought together 'some of the best Israeli experts 
on the Arab world, Middle East strategy and international affairs to discuss the 
possibility of another war and of the circumstances, inasmuch as one can predict 
them at this time, in whi~h such a. war might be fought • . 

Professor ltamar Rabinovich, head of Tel Aviv Unive.rsity's. Shiloach Institute, noted 
that the Arabs had launched the 1973 war beca~e of their frustration with what they 
perceived as a deadlock in diplomatic efforts :to get Israel to withdraw from Arab 
territories. The major purpose of the Arab offensive on Yorn Kippur had been not to 
reach Tel Aviv-though that wollld have been a welcome success if it had proved 
possit?le-but rather to create enough military momentum to get the stalled political 
process moving in the Arabs' direction. Professor Rabinovich believed that should a 
similar situation arise in the · future, the Arabs might undertake the same type of 
initiative. If the Arabs perceive a complete deadlock over autonomy, the future of 
Palestinian self-determination, the future of the West Bank, .and the future of East 
Jerusalem, then it is quite possible they would decide that a military confrontation is 
their only option to get the political process moving again, in the hope that the 
United States and the Soviet Union would finally impose a solution to ·the Arab-Israel 
conflict which would favor the Arabs. · 

Ex- Chief of Staff of the Israel Defense Forces .. and pr.esent Member of the Knesset 
Mordechaj. Gur agreed that in the event of a future military conflagration, the U .~. 
and the USSR, frightened that.hostilities might escalate into nuclear war, would unite 
in enforcing a . solution which would not be to Israel's advantage. This situation will 
come abouf if Israel . continues to believe that . a Palestinian state must replace 
Jordan, if Israel continues to strive for the: establishment of Lebanon as an 
exclusively Christian state, and if there i!; no real progress in the . direction of a fair 
solution of the Palestinian problem. ·. 

Professor Gabriel Ben-Dor of the Political Science Department of. Haifa University 
commented .that the prophesy .of a future war may be se~f-fulfilling. If we assume 
that there is going to be another round of Arab-Israeli fighting, then we shall behave 
in such a way as to make this more and more likely. He also argued that it is 
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a mistake to equate peace with normalization of relations. Israel had asked for far 
too much from Egypt in the area of normalization, as though mutual tourism, joint 
sports events, etc. were really of decisive importance. A strategic balance between 
Israel and any one of her neighbors, based on agreed security arrangements, is far 
more important for the preservation of peace than all the various elements. that are 
now called "normalization." He believed, optimistically, th.at as a result of future 
war, both sides, Israelis and Arabs, might become more realistic and more 
compromising. ·He felt that the Yorn Kippur War had produced such a development. 

Professor Yehoshua Porat of the Hebrew University, an expert · on the Palestinian 
Arabs, believes that present government policy on 'the West. Bank is bound to lead to 
war. The very limited municipal autonomy proposed by the present government gives 
no serious, constructive outlet to Palestinian nationalism on the West Bank; 
therefore, civil disobedience is ·bound to grow, and repression is bound to increase, 
too. If the present government eventually annexes the whole of the West Bank, a real 
casus belli will be created • . In any case, the annexation of the West Bank will produce 
a Rhodesian situation whereby the minority will rule through the national parliament 
whereas the majority _(the Arabs) will have only municipal autonomy. 

A. Har-Even, the Middle East expert of the Van Leer Institute, an~yzed the Arab 
military coalition which was created to wage· war with Israel in 1948, 1967 and 1973. 
The decision to go to war had always been taken by the Arab states on political 
rather than military grounds. Each time they had hoped in their heart of hearts to 
def eat Israel, but they knew that if they could get some political .benefit from the 
war, that woUld be s·ufficient. Israel had always relied on deterrence, but they ha9 
never been successful. in preventing Arab attacks. The success of Israeli deterrence 
had been partial, such as the prevention of all-out air attacks on Israeli civilian 
centers, etc. If will be difficult for a new Arab military coalition to come into being 
'because Egypt is out of the picture just now. However, if, at the end of two years or 
so, the political process reaches a complete impasse, then it is possible that the other 
Arab states might establish a military coalition even without Egypt. The question· is, 
which Arab country might lead such a coalition. Har-Even noted that Saudi Arabia 
has a great deal of political influence but little military strength. Syria's leader, 

.. Hafez Assad, as the head of a minority group within his own country, was not in a 
position to undertake a military i_nitiative. Iraq was probably ruled out as long as she 
was engaged in war with Iran. 'fo. everybody's surprise, the conclusion was that 

.. Jordan might take the initiative1 in setting up an anti- Israel military· coalition, 

. because of her geographic situation; the fact that she is ·relatively close to Israel's 
· .population centers and to the West Bank and Gaza; .which are the main centers of the 
. Palestinian probl~m . ·and · the . Pales~inian resistance to Israel. - In his view, Jordan is 
the key state .for peace· or for "war.' Without her, and without Egypt, it will riot be · 
possible to construct a pan-Arab .military front. 

General Shlomo Gazit, former head of Military Intelligence and currently President 
of Ben Gurfon University in Beer Sheba, thinks that Egypt must still be regarded as 
the exception to the · Arab consensus. That Arab consensus is still no peace, no 
recognition, no negotiations, . until and . unless Israel agrees in advance to· return to 
the pre-1967 borders, and to the establishm·ent of a Palestiniai(Arab state in the now 
occupied territories and at least half of Jerusalem. At the same· time, Gazit thought 

· that the danger of war breaking oi.It "is not high as long as Egypt remains outside the 
Arab military coalition. The Egyptian armed forces. are in the midst of the prolonged 
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process of changing from Soviet to western military equipment and they will not be in 
a position to fight for a considerable period of time. Syria will not wish to initiate a 
war the military results of which are not clear to her in advance, the more so since 
the present regime is not very firmly based. Iraq will be in trouble with Iran and the 
Persian Gulf states for quite some time to come. If war does occur, the country that 
stands to lose most is Jo.rdan. There is no political or military incentive for Israel to 
occupy by conquest any Arab capital, with the exception of Amman - since there are 
important people in the present Israel government who believe that Israel should help 
Mr. Arafat to establish his Palestinian state in Jordan with Amman as its capital. 
Israel, too, is bound to suffer considerably from another war, which is likely to 
produce very many casualties. The Israeli capacity for absorbing relatively large 
numbers of casualties is in serious doubt. The Arabs know this and they will wish to 
hit as many Israeli civilian population centers as possible • . The political purpose of 
Arab warfare, if it does happen, will be to create a breach between Israel and the 
United States, and, from their point of view, the chance of a solution being imposed, 
a solution which will favor the Arabs. 

General Aharon Yariv, another former head of Israel Military Intelligence, and at 
present Director of the Center for Strategic Studies at Tel Aviv University, noted 
that there are two things Israel must 9o: She must maintain her present defense 
budget for the foreseeable future, and she must attempt to promote a solution to the 
Palestinian problem. He felt that unless those two things are done, Syria, rather than 
Jordan, would take the initiative in constructing an Arab military coalition for the 
purpose of initiating a new round of warfare. He thought it quite possible that within 
the next five years Syria would take this initiative, and Israel, as in the past, would 
have ·no choice but to launch a pre-emptive strike. Israel would do this only if there 
is absolute certainty that Syria and her military allies are about to attack. The 
Israeli pre-emptive strike would take the form of a total air attack on every Arab 
country preparing for war against Israel. Yariv observed that the Syrian army has 
been seriously strengthened in the last few years. In case of war, ~rael would suffer 
relatively high numbers of casualties, and the 40 Israeli villages on the Golan Heights 
would provide an easy target for the Syrians. Moreover, once the all-out war ends in 
the same kind of United Nation5 ceasefire, the Syrians were quite likely to continue 
fighting a war of attrition, as did the Egyptians some years ago. Israel must be 
careful a.bove all to see to it that a Yorn Kippur War-type situation-an Arab surprise 
attack-is not repeated, for such a sneak attack not only would have dangerous 
military consequences, but would make it possible for the Arabs to achieve political 
progress in spite of a military defeat on the battlefield. 

Simcha Dinitz, ex-1'.mbassador to Washington and presently Vice-President of the 
Hebrew University, and Dr. Amnon Selal), the expert on Soviet affairs at the Hebrew 
University, both concluded that Israel must do whatever she can to prevent renewed 
fighting by being as flexible as possible in regard to the outstanding controversies 
with the Arab world, so that, if the Arabs did start a new war against her, it would 
generally be accepted in the .Western world that Israel was not guilty of total 
intransigence and of providing a provocation for war. There is the very concret_e 
danger that as a result of renewed Arab-Israeli warfare, whatever the result, the 
United States would join with the Soviet Union in imposing a solution which will not 
be to Israel's liking. As shown after every round of warfare in the past, even an 
overwhelming military victory is no guarantee of progress in the direction of political 
positions that Israel favors. 
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Dr. Zvi Lanir of the Tel Aviv University Center for Stategic Studies analyzed the 
projected balance of power between Israel and potential Arab confrontation states. 
He mentioned the three elements which are generally regarded as becoming critical 
for Israel: (l)_ The quantity of arms: economic constraints are bound to lin:iit ~rael's 
acquisition of arms severely, in comparison with quantities likely to be obtained by 
Arab states. (2) As the Arab states acquire sophisticated We~tern arms, Israe~~s 
qualitative advantage is being eroded, because she has always been in poss~ssion of 
superior Western equipment whereas the Arab states had· Soviet weapons. (3) As 
military strategy and technology become more sophisticated and complicated, the 
quality of the individual soldier becomes less important in terms of the outcome of a 
war, and thus another Israeli advantage is likely to be blunted during the next few 
years. However, Dr. Lanir disagreed with these pessimistic forecasts. In his opinion, 
even if one side did not have a quantitive advantage, but had sophisticated, Ul.tra
mod~rn military equipment and even if the other side has equally modern equipment, 
the outcome of a war during the l 980's will still be decided by the performance of the 
military command, both in the overall picture and in specific battle areas. Dr. Lanir 
believes that in this vital area, Israel is likely to maintain a decisive advantage. 
Furthermore, he believes in the effectiveness of small units with tremendous mobility 
and fire-power, and in -this area Israel excels. Also, Dr. Lanir is convinced that the 
maintenance of ultra-modern technological systems is of decisive importance. In this 
area, the Americans come to Israel to learn how to maintain such systems, and Israel 
is bound to retain this edge over the Arab countries. As another positive element 
from Israel's point of view, Dr. Lanir mentioned that in his view, the transition from 
Soviet to Western weaponry is bound to take quite a good number of years, though he 
believes that in many areas Soviet equipment was not in fact inferior to the western 
equivalent. For some years the Russians have been as good as the West in the area of 
artillery and tanks, and at the present time the MIG-21 is as good as the 
American F- 15. 

As increasingly sophisticated weaponry accelerates the speed of battle, the quality of 
the individual soldier is not becoming less important, as is so often argued. This is 
particularly true in relation to the lower and middle echelon officers, and this Israeli 
advantage has already been mentioned. The manifold aspects of computerized 

I . 
warfare bestow a tremendous advantage on Israel, at least in the 1980's. 

Dr. Lanir then compared differing military strategies the Arab states are by and 
large riveted to the strategy of immobility which implies maximum use of artillery 
and missiles. Israel stresses. mobility, speed and punch, which implies maximum use 
of the air force, tanks and special units. The Israeli strategy gives the Israeli local 
commander the edge over his· Arab counterpart. 

From this point of view, Israel will have to avoid making the mistakes she made in 
the past, the major example of which was the Bar.-Lev Line at the Suez Canal where 
Israel adopted the strategy of immobility. When you maintain such a line, you cannot 
hope to disturb the enemy's military balance, and that is what Israel will always have 
to do~ and where her military success lay in past wars ever since 1948. 

During the Yorn Kippur war the Egyptians crossed the Canal, an exercise which they 
had rehearsed hundreds of times. Once they were on the other side, they engaged in 
defensive warfare, in terms of their doctrine of immobility. As a result of this, they 
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finally succumbed to the mobile tactics of our tanks, once we had gotten over the 
surprise, and to the constant pounding of the Israeli air force, which made it possible 
for General Sharon to cross the Canal in the eastern direction and approach Cairo. 
These battles basically demonstrated the advantage of Israeli strategy and expertise 
over that of the Arabs at that time. If Israel continues to develop her special 
expertise and hel' particular advantage in warfare over the Arab states, there is every 
reason to believe that in the 1980's, too, she will be able to defeat any Arab 
combination. 

April 22, 1982 

Gershon Avner 
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'SUMMARY 

. To assess Arab i~flUence in the United States, in the spring 

of 1984 the American Jewish Cqmmittee arranged for intensive in- · 

terviews with a cross - section of the business, civic, and polit 

* ical leadership of Atlanta. For comparison, leaders in ten 

cities where Arab influence is less likely to be found were like-

wise interviewed . Questions were asked about U.S . ·foreign policy, 

tP,e Middle.· East, Israel , and American Jews, as well as about the 

Arab states, business with Arabs, and Arab pr esence and influence 

locally. 

Our findings ~o not confirm a hypothesis t hat there is sub-

stantial Arab influence, preference for the Arab ~ause, or belief 

that trade with the Arabs is of· major economic consequence .for 

the United S·tates. 

In Atlanta an Arab presence in the commercial life of the city 

is felt, but is not seen as .especially significant. 

In all eleven cities the most serious worry was over a pos-

sible nuclear confrontation ·with the Soviet Union ~nd anything 

t hat might tend to lead to such a confrontation, such as a Middle 

East eris is . · 

Atlantans were less enthusia~tic than other elites about United 

States involvement abroad in general. This may help to account 

for a certain degree of coolness on the part of white A~lantans to-

ward Israel and toward the closeness of American Jews with Israel. 

* · The Committee aiso commissioned two other, related Atlanta 
studies, the first of opinion gener_ally and the second of Jewish 
elite opinion. These will be repprted on subsequently. 

i 
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More than a third of white ~lites in all eleven cities t~ink 

that the close feeling of American Jews for .Israel is bad--probably 

pecause the elites also th.ink that Is.rael and American Jews di.spro

portionately ~ffect United Siates policy on ~he Middle East. On 

the other hand, · the majority rate .Israel as the United States' 

most reliable ally in the Middle East and belie~e we should give 

high priority to Israel's security. 

A third of our Atlanta elites were black., a~d blacks are known 

to have a special affinity for Third-World nations~ .We found, a~ 

other studies have also . found~ that blacks are pro-Israel b~t less 

so than whites, and more pro-Arab than whites. Blacks are more 

·inclined than whites to . see Jews as having disproportionate local 

·influence. But blacks, too, see Is~ael as · a more reliable ally 

than the Arabs. And more than whites, blacks think it good that 

American Jews have close ti"es with Israel. 

ii 
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Arab Influence? 

What Elites in Atlanta and Ten Other Cities Think 

Introduction 

Since the Arab oil boycott of 1974, prudence has · required 

American Jews to be concerned about Arab influence. To determine 

whether ,. Jews were adversely affected, in that year the American 

Jewish Conimi t tee resumed systematic opinion polling. We also com·-
. . 

missioned polling of strategic subgroups: foreign-policy . Pro~es-

sionals, tr~de-assoc~ation officers, black grass-roots leaders. 

Still , an answer to the question of Arab in~luence in· ·the 

United States has remained ~lusive . . In the sprihg· of 1984, re-

spending to concerns expressed by AJC members in Atlanta, we com-

missioned the Kane & Parsons polling organiza~ion to ask various 

elites in that city about the presence or absence of Arab influ

ence. Atlanta has been called the capit~l of Black Ameri~a; its 

mayor, Andrew . Young, has courted Arab investment, and Arabs are 

a felt iinancial presence there. In ord~r to determine whether 

what was discovered. in· Atlanta was specific to jt, Kane & Parsons 

also -interviewed elites in other cities throughout the United 

States where there is a smaller likelihood of Arab influence. 

The · sa.mple 

During March and April 1984, 122 face-to-face interviews were 

tonducted in Atlanta, .and 53 in ten control cities1 throughout 

the country. The people interviewed were leaders in business, 

1. 
Albuquerque, Birmingham, Dallas-Ft. Worth, Denver, Hartford, 

Memphis, Milwaukee, Pittsburgh, St. Loµis, and San Diego. 
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trade and finance, the. media, law, ed·u~ation, religion, politics, 

·1abor, and various public-policy and civic grqups. 

In Atlanta two thirds of the leaders were w_hi te a,Iid a third 

black. · More . than half; were b.etween the ages of 35 .. and 49. One 

of four blacks but only one of ten whites was a woman. Of whites 

the. greatest number were in business and finance, while of blacks 

most were in political, civic, and other non~profit fields. Most 
' ' 

Atlanta whites identified themselves as Republicans and tended 

toward conservatism in domestic matters, while blacks, all Demo

crats, tended toward liberalism. 
. . 

The 53 leaders in other cities were somewhat older on average. 

More were in the media, few ~ere black, and one _of eight was a 

woman. The greater number called themselves Democrats. In domes-

tic affairs they ranged from mildly conservative to mildly liber~l ~ 

. The Ques tio'ns 2 

In addition to probing for feelings about an Arab presence 

locally, the intervi~ws · sought to ascertain attitudes toward Ameri-

can Middle East policy, foreign policy in general, Israel, and 

American Jews. 

Foreign influence loc~lly 

Asked about the importance of various countries or regions for 

their communities, Atlanta and the control cities differed some-

what in their responses. For the elites of all cities,. Japan ~nd 

Western Europe were most important. For Atlanta, Latin America 

was less important than the Arab worid. 

2. 
A 'copy of the questionnaire is appended. 
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As to the future, most Atlanta elites wanted closer business· 

ties with Japan and Africa, while blacks more than whites expressed 

interest in the Arab world. In the control . cities Japan and West

ern ~urope wete .rated as mbre desirable· busiriess targets th~n the 

Arab world 6~ Africa. Btit when it came to cultural and civic life, 

it was Western Europe that had the gteatest . presence everywhere 

(Tables 1, 2, 3). 

Arab world 

J~pan 

Ta'Qle 1 

· I '4 like you -to evalu.ate the i_mportance 

tb ·the Atlant~ (other city) area of in- : 

v~stments by ~nd trade with the following: 

Atlanta Other 

Somewhat Very 
Very im:Eortant 1mEoI'tant imEortaJ1.t; 

Wh. B.l. Wh. Bl. 

Per cent -- ---
32 57 .. 58 '38 32 

74 75 22 25 74 . 

Western Europe 77 62 .18 35 59 

Latin America 26 54 62 41 34 

cities 

Somewhat 
1mEortant 

49 

23 

32 

55 
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Table 2 

Where should the political and business 

leadership put its e~phasis if it wishes 
to establish closer ti~s to . foreign in- . 

·vestors and/or markets? Ra~k countries 

in descending order, 1 to s. 

Atl_a:r:it_a 

Wh. Bl. 
Other cities 

Median rating 
Japan 2.70 2.43 1.92 

.Western Europe 

Latin America 
Africa 

Arab World . 

Tab'le 3 

2~84 3.57 

3.05 3.32 

3.16 2 . . 57 

3.27 3.11 

From your personal experience which has 

the ~reatest pre~ence in your civic and 

cultural life? 

2.38 

3.02 

4.06 

3.54 

Atlanta 

Wh. Bl . . 

Other c-ities 

Areas recei vi-ng over -10 ~. cent 

Western Europe 
Latin America 

77 
8 

68 

16 

59 

30 
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· Perception·s of Arab influence 

Arab 
Japan 

The Atlanta elites' attitudes toward Arab influence were 

neutral. The top leadership did not . feel Arabs were taking over, 

nor was it uncomfoitable with Arab investment in .the Atlanta 

economy. Whites gave a low rati.ng to Arabs as foreign investqrs ~ 

while blacks ~ppeared to be considerably more convinced of the 

growth of Arab investment. Atlantans were generally more con-

vinced about a growing local economic significance of all areas, 

including the Arab world, than were elites in the control ci~ies. 

I.I1vestment by Arab countries was seen by the · latter as much less 

important or evident than investment by Japan or Latin America 

(_Table 4). 

world, 

Table ·4 

Has th~ economic signif ~cance of (each M 

of the following) within the . Atlanta 

(other city) area 

about the s·ame, · or 

Atlanta 

·~.rowing Same · 

Wh . .Bl. Wh. Bl. 

54 74 34 24 

89 69 11 31 

been growing, 
decreasing? 

De-
creasing 

Wh. Bl. 

Per cent -- ---
8 

staying 

Other cities 

De
Growing Same creasiJ1g 

29 60 10 

71 28 2 

Western Europe 54 46 . 42 49 4 3 31 58 8 

Lat.in America 43 33 49 49 s 15 44 51 2 
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Foreign-policy concerns 

The primary foreign-policy concern of all elites wa5 the threat 

of Sovie.t-U.S. conflict :and possible nuclear war, 3 f9llowed by 

energy ~ependence on the Middle East, an unfavorable trade imbalance, 

and Third World instability and dependency. 

While relations with Israel, as such, are not judged to be of 

major i~portance for the United States, the Middle. East is regarded 

warily as a possible source of major conflict involving . the U.~. 

Atlantans (blacks more than whites) are ~ore likely to see U.S. 

involvement jn "the Middle East as a source of trouble than are 

leaders ifi other cities. Th~ situat~on is reversed i~ ie~ard to 

the threat of Commun:ism, which · Atlantans (blacks even less than 

whites) are somewhat less likely to see as an important issue than 

are elites in other cities (Table~). 

Table 5 · 

What would you say are the two or three 

most imp~rtant international issues the 

United States is facing today? 

Atlanta Other cities 

Wh. Bl. 

Per cent -----
U.S. involvement in Middle East 8 18 29. 

U.S. relations with third World 9 7 21 

Communist threat generally 15 ·10 3 

Nuclear war, arms race 57 45 34 

3. 
This is also the main concern of foreign-policy ~pecialists. 

See United States Policy and the Middle East, Council on Foreign 
Relations, 1982, and Amerrcin---p\iblic OpiilIOil and U.S. Foreign Policy 
1983, Chicago Council on Foreign Relations, 1983.--
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.. Still,, elites generally endorse strong opposition to Communist 

expansion,, support a stronger A.merican defense capability, and 

. -believe that shared democratic. values should be an important con

sideration ·in dealings wiih other countries. 

As · to pro.tect:j.ng American jobs and qusines~es agai_nst foreign 

imports, there was a clear split between blacks ahd whites. Whites, 

by a margin of 2 to 1 in Atlanta a~d 3 to 2 elsewhere, rejected 

protectionism. Atlanta blacks favored 'it, even to the extent of 

import quotas and tariffs (Table 6). 

Table .6 

Foreign policy goals for the Uni te·d States 

American jobs and businesses 
should be protected more, even 
by quotas· and· tariffs 

We should keep ahead of Russians 
in strategic nuclear weapons 

It is in our national interest to 
contain spread of Communism 

The sharing of dem.ocratic values 
should be an important considera
tion in guiding our relationships . 
with other countries 

Our interests are global. To pro
tect them and to prevent con
flicts from expanding, we must 
be prepared for involvement 
virtually anywhere . 

Atlantci Other 
Wh. "Bl. 

Per' cent --

19 SS 

77 S3 

91 ' 68 

82 92 

S7 40 

cities 

40 

60 

85 

72 
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United Nations 

Asked whether they agreed with the United States' detision · 

to withdraw from UNESCO at the· end of 1984, half of all leaders 

said yes. In Atlanta three quarte~s of blacks said noJ in con

trast to fewer than a quarter of ~he ~hites. Only one of thr~e 

Atlanta whites thought the U.N·. wa·s dominated by . Third Worid 

countries, and only one of eight blacks thought so. 

Isra·e1 

In Atlanta and " th~ control cities half of ihe white~ placed 

the blame for ihe fa.ilure to achieve la Palestinian/Israeli -solu-

tion equally on bot~ Israel and the Arabs. The other half, by 

2 or 3 to 1, blamed the Arabs more than Israel. Blacks were less 

willing to blame· the Arabs (Table 7) . -

Table 7 

On balance, and -~gain jecognizing the 

complexity of the issues involved, are 
the Israelis or the Arabs more to blame 

for the absence of a permanent "peacefui 

solution to the Middle Eastern crisis? 

Atla.nta Other cities 

Wh. Bl. 

Per cent 

Isra~lis are more to blame 16 13 13 

Arabs are more to blame 35 13 36 

Both (vol.) 45 66 ·4.7 

Shown a list of. explanations for "the severity of the problems 

in the Middle East," 8 of 10 respondents chose "the Palestinian 
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issue." Oth~r frequently-mentioned reasons were Arab . radicalism, 

Islamic fundamentalis·m, and the in.ul tiplici ty of religious and 

ethnic groups in Lebanon. Black respondents . blamed Is~ael more, 

and the Arabs somewh~t less, ·on the. whole, than white respondents 

did. · White· Atlantans blamed "Israelis" more (Table 7), ·but 

"Israel.i intransigence ... less (Table 8), than elites in· other cities. 

Table 8 

I am going to pose several circumstances 

that hav~ been suigested as ~xplanations 

for the severity of the pr9blems in the 

Middle East and would like your assessment 
as · to the significance of each. 

Atlanta Other cities 

Wh. Bl. 
Per cent 

Palestine issue 84 84 86 

Arab radicalism 80 74 81 

Islamic fundamentalism 77 66 ·7 4 

Multiplicity of competing 
groups in Lebanon 76 90 74 

Israeli intransigence 
and ambitions 60 84 68 

PLO hardline position 53 58 60 

United ·states poli~y 

There was general agreement th~t the three major United States 

conceins in the Middle East ~hould be avoiding war with the Soviet 

Union, · securing a just peace between Israel and the Arabs, and 

keeping opefi the Suez Canal and the other shipping lan~s. 
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Most were critical of Pnited States policy as too one-sided 

in favor .of Israel, blacks 15 per cent :mor~ than ~hites (Table 9). 

Table 9 

Some people have suggested that the U.S . 

is riot ~ven-handed and balanced "ih its 

Middle Eastern rela,tionships. In your 
view has the U.S. been too one-sided 'in 

favot of Israel, too orie-~ided . in favor 
of the Arabs, or falr to both? 

Atlanta Other cities 

wh. _·Bl. 

Per cent . 

One-sided toward Isrc1el 64 7 <; 60 

One-sided toward Arabs - -
Fair to · bot_h 29 18 34 

. · On the other hand, when aske4 to name the most reliable ~11} 
of the United States from ~moni four - M~de~stern countries, three 

fifths (blacks, three quart~rs) put Israel at the head of the .list. : 

None of the Arab countries came close (Tabie 10). 

' 
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: of the countries on the card, which. on~ 

·do you feel is now or is · potentially the 

most !eliable ally 0£ the U.S.? 

Table 10 
Atlanta Other cities 

Wh. 'Bl. 

Per cent -----
Egyp·t 10 13 9 

Israel 61 74 72 
Jordan 1 3 . 4 

Saudi Arabia 24 74 1 :3 

Fo~r of fiv~ b l ack elites ~ailed maintaining the s~turity 

of Israel a prioiity or ' importint goal for the Uriited States, 

somewhat more than white elites (Table .11). 

Table · ll 

Please rate--as i priority concern or as an 
important but not a ·priority--the following 

17 objectives regar4ing ·the Mid4le ~as~! 
(Five . highest ratings re.port.ed.) 

Atlanta 
Other 
cities Atla11ta, 

Other 
cities 

Prior:i,ty 

Wh. Bl. 

Important 
. Wh. .Bl. 

Avoiding U.S. -Soviet m.i.litary 
conflicts arising from local 
wars 72 84 

Keeping Red Sea, Mediterranean, · 
Persian Gulf, & Sue"z Canal 
shipping ianes operi ~8 76 

Securing a just peace between 
Israel and the Arabs 53 63 

Maintaining security of Israel 37 40 . 

. 79 

62 

53 

47 

Pe·r cent 

22 

34 

41 

8 

13 

45 

21 

28 

34 

26 
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Palestinian question_ 

. No ~ore than the foreign-policy experts (iee note 2, p. ~) 

could the elites of this study agree on a soluti9n to the Palestinian 

question. Of the various alternat~ves presented, a small plurality-

less than a third--chos·e a connection with Jordan and self-government . 

in the West Bank and Gaza. Two of five blacks chose a binational 

state, to include present-day Israel. 

As to bringing Palestini~ns and Israelis togetheri Leaders were 

almost · equ ally divided on what ~ou~~.work: an international con

ference, dire~t. c9psultations with the PLO, ~ asking Hussein of Jordan 
' . 

to act as intermediary, pressuring Israel, or pressuring the PLO . 
, • .. 

About half feit tli:~t Arafat's defeat in Lebanon had created a better . . . 

climate for mor~ mod~rate Arabs to negotiate . 

.... . ) .. .. · . . 
American J·.ews· : · -:-· - . '. 

. . . ,, .... ~ 
In Middle .. Eas 't ·policy, the elites attributed greatest influence 

to the rnedl.a, Israel', and ~erican ·J~ws. But . in .foreign policy 
. 

. generally afid in - local affairs, elites in all cities consid~red the 

most influential · grou~s to be the ~edia and business. 

ln Atlanta local affairs, whites saw Jews •s less influential 

than blacks, and blacks saw Jews as slightly more influe~tial than 

blacks (Table 12). · 
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Table 12 

Many. groups, 4 both domestic and foreign, ·are 

perceived to have varying degrees of influence 
in the formulation of governmental policies. 
We are interested i .n YC?Ur · views a's to who in

flu~nces U.S. foreign policy generally, ~ho 

influerices our Middle Eastern policy specifi.
cally, and who has special influence within 
the (name of city) area. Rate from 10 to 1 

in descendiIJ._$ o.rder. 

Atlanta Other cities 

Foreign M.E. Local Foreign M.E. 
policy policy affairs policy policy 

Wh. Bl. Wh. .Bl. Wh. · Bl. 

Median ranking of 9 highest groups 

7 .93 ' 8.38 7.97 8.11 8.01 8.59 8.17 7.70 

7.84 8.09 7.42 · 7.71 7.86 7.78 8.08 7.42 
7 . 42 8.24 6:63 7.38 7.62 8.11 7 .. 7 4 7.11 

ISRAELI GOVERNMENT 7.39 7.78 8.35 8.19 5.75 5 .69 7.15 8 . 04 
West European 

· governrnen ts 7.15 7.78 6. 51. 7.19 5.32 5.30 6.74 6.25 
u. s. JEWS 6.83 7.35 8.39 8.33 5.90 7 .00 6.40 7.66 
Political parties 6.53 7 .03 6.37 6.69 S.88 6.46 6.45 6.43 
Arab governments 6.46 6.38 7. SS 7.14 5.00 4.84 5.94 7.06 
U.S. l?lacks 4.33 4.27 3 ". 69 3.54 6.67 6.78 4.13 3.42 

4. 

Local 
affairs 

7.94 

7.98 

7 . 89 

5·.11 

4.75 

5.98 

6.17 

4.15 

5.00 

The media, major unions, major corporations, major financial 
institutions, political parties, Western European governments, Arab 
gove-rnments, the Israeli government, the Japanese government, Latin 
American governments, African governments, U.S. Catholics, U.S. Jews, 
U. S. blacks. U.S. Hispanics, U.S. women. · 
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. . 
In past Am~rican Jewish Commit-tee opinion polls, Jews 

have consist~ntly fi~ured well below Arab interests and below the 

Catholic Church on· the list of groups considered to have too much 

power in the United States. About 9 per cent of Americans think 

Jews have too much power (Table 12A) . 

'.fable 12.A 

Which, if any, of the groups listed do -you 

believe have too much power in the Unite4 

States? 

Oil companies 

News media--TV and n~wspapers . 
Labor. unions · 

Business coiporations 
Arab interests. 
Blacks 

Anti-abortion groups. 
Pro-abortion groups 
Catholic C.hurch 
Evangelicai Protestants 
JEWS 

Hispanics 

ZIONISTS 
None of thes·e 

Don't know 

* . 

Oct. 
1980 

** 
** 
45 

. 42 

** 
16 

14 

13 
13 

11 

8 

s 
4 

9 

14 

No.v; 
1981 

70 

** 
46 

** 
30 

14 

** 
** 

9 

10 

11 

** 
** 

4 

9 

* Mar. 
1982 

Per· .cent 

** . 
** 

. 43 

42 

~4 

12 

** 
** 

8 

9 

9 

** 
** 

8 

13 

.. 
J.an. 
1983 

60 

** 
so 
38 

36 

12 
** 
** 
11 

6' 

10 

** 
** 

.10 

1 

March 1982 "political influence" inst~ad of 'power." 
** . Not asked. 

Jan. 
1984 

** 
so 
so 
51 

30 

13 

** 
** 
10 

** 
8 

4 

** 
6 

6 
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To deter~in~ perceptions of conflicts of loyalty, the elites 

were asked about the attachm~nt of various groups to their "home-

lands" (Table 13 }» 

Table ll_ 

We'd like to kn~w your sense of the tloseness of 

some ethnic groups with their "homelands,"· actual 

or symbolic. For e•ch group I name, which of these 

categories best repre$ents your view: they have 

closci ties to ( ) an~ that is good ' f6r the U.S.; 

they b~ve ~lose ties to ( ) and that is bad for 

the .U.S.; they don't have close ties to ( ) . and 

that is good for the U.S.; i~ey do~'t have close ties 

to ( ) and that is bad for the U.S.; or, it 

doesn't matter one way or the other. 

Not Not Does 
Close/ Close/ cl·ose/ close/ not Not 

good bad good ·. bad matter sure 

Atlanta 

Blacks-Africa 

Greeks-Greece 

Irish-Ireland 

Italians-Italy 

JEWS-1srael 

Poles-Poland 

Other cities 

Blacks-Africa 

Greeks-·Greece · 

Irish-Ireland 

Italians-Italy 

JEWS-Israel 

Poles-Poland 

Wh .. 

36 

58 

36 

45 

44 

45 

19 

. 49 

47 
48 

59 

59 

Bl. Wh. 

34 6 

58 ·4 

58 19 

58 3 

66 . 43 

58 4 

6 

9 

25 

· 14 

34 

15 

Bl. . Wh. 'Bl. 

Per 

3 16 l], 

3 4 3 

5 18 5 

5 15 3 

26 3 

3 14 . 8 

23 

4 

2 

9 

Wh. Bl. Wh. Bl. Wh. Bl. 

~ent 

8 45 33 8 1 

4 3 25 29 .6 5 

1 23 24 3 · 8 

3 3 30 29 4 3 

1 3 7 5 3 

7 11 23 21 7 

is 28 9 

2 26 9 

4 19 6 

4 25 8 

4 4 

13 4 
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Note that two fifths of the Atlanta whi~e elite and a third 

of the elites in the other cities considere·d Americ.an Jewish ties 

with Israel to be bad. In 1974 only an eighth thought that those 

close ties were bad (Table 13A). The rise between 1974 and 1984 

may well be linked to the el~tes' domi,n,ant feeling that American 

Jews have too much influence -0n United States policy on. the 

dangerous Mi4dle · East. 

* Table ).3A 

We'd like to know your sense of closeness of some 
. . 

ethnic groups with their "homelands," actual or 

symbolic. For e~ch group I .name, which of these 

categories best represents your view: they have 

clo~e ties to ( ) and that is gaod for the U.S.; 

they have close ties to ( ) and that is bad for 

the U.S.; they don't . have close ties to ( ) and 
tha~ is ' good for the u;s.; they don't have close ~ies 

to ( ) ~nd that is bad for the U.S.; or, it 

doesn't matter one way or the other. 

Not· Not 
Close/ Close/ close/ close Does not 

good bad good bad matter 
·Per cent -----

Blacks-Africa 22 lQ 10 8 46 

Greeks-Greece 22 9 .lo 6 so 
Irish-Ireland 31 5 9 4 49 

Italians-Italy 30 8 9 3 48 

JEws:..rsrael 29 . .. 13 8 4 43 

foles-Poiand 22 5 · 9 5 56 

* . 
1974. 
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Th~~gh blaGks were less 'pro-Israel than whit~~' they were more 

approving · of a Jewish tie to Israel, two thirds thihking it _ good 

for the U.S. and only a little mor~ · than a quarter seein~ it as bad. 

Is · it that blacks ~dmire the rel~tionship between Jews and 1srael 

and see it as a d~si~able model for a relationship between American 

blacks and Africa? 

Concluding note · 

The Atlanta white elite is somewhat more cool than elites in 

other cities toward Israel and American Jewish closeness to Israel. 

That may b~ because the Atlanta white elite is more subject to Arab 

influence. A likelier explanat~on ·is that the Atlanta white elite 

is also somewhat more isolationist--more opposed to. involvement 

abroad in general-~than other elites. 

About blac~ eiites, what we have found in Atlanta ~grees with 

what has been found in other studies. Blacks feel a kinship with 

Africa and the Third World. Wnile blacks are more pro-Israel than 

.Pro-Arab, . they are less pro- Israel and more pro-Arab than whi t~s. 

On the other hand, in .Atla~ta the black elite ~elieves more 

than the white that the closeness of Jews to Israel is a good thing, 

that Israel is a reliable ally of the United States, and that the 

United States must consider the security of Israel to b~ a pr~ority. 

Geraldine Rosenfield 
November 1984 
84/180/20 
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Kane, · Parsons & Associate~ 
199~ Broadway 
New York , New York l002j 
(212) 799-4100 ' 

CARD 
SEX: ~ale------ 5-l 

Fem·a le---- 2 

RACE: White---- 6-1 
Black---- 2 

GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION: 
Albuquerque-------
At lanta------,..---..;.
B1nnin9ham--------
Dallas-Forth Worth-
Denver-------------

8-Y 
x 
0 
1 
2 

( 1-Jl 

Hartford---
Memphis----
Hilwaukee--
Pittsburgh-
St. Louis--
San Diego---

3 
4 
5 
6 
1 
8 

P.N. 01356 

SECTOR: 
Bus.1 ness/trade..;. ___ _ 
Financial----------
Hedia--------------
Political-~~..;.--~--
Religion-----------
Law-----..;.-·---------
Educ~t ion---------
Civic/social ser-

vice/protessional/ 
public poi icy 
organizations----

Labor---.,..---------,.. 
Misc. o~her--------

March, 1984 

7-1 
2 

. 3 
4 
5 
6 
1 

8 
9 
0 

Good morning/afternoon/evening. Thank you for agree i ng to meet with me to 
discuss important international issues. To begin . •• 

l. What' would you say are the t wo or three most important inter-
national issues the United States is facing today?· <PROBE FOR FULL RESPONSE 
INCLUDING SIGNIFICANCE Of' ISSUES ANO WHAT SHOULD BE DONE ~BOUT THE!'O 

Issue tl 

ISSUE' 12 

ls.sue o 3 

9-

10-

11-

2a. As a matter of national policy our political .leaders a~sign 
priorities to our relations with particular countr~es and/or regions. We 
are interested in your assessment of what those priorities ought to be from 
strategic/political as well as from economic perspectives. (HAND RESPON
DENT SELF-ADMINISTERED FORM Il The torm I have JUSt handed you contains a 
listing of countries and regions. Please indicate the priority you would 
ass1g~ to e~ch by circling th~ resp6nse ~ategories that best reflect your 
views. Keep in mind that there are two headinQs: str~tegic/political and 
economic • 
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2b. Hany Americans have expressed .concern that local or regional · 

ant~gonisms run the risk of involving the super powers • . and that the 
danger of nuclear confrontation {s ever-present. (HANO RESPONDENT SHOW 
CARD Al . Please rate the regions oh the card in . descending order . ~f 
potential for major· powu conftontation. Start with the . area you fe'el is 
the most dangerous and conclude witn the one you feel is · least likely to 
blow up. 

a. Mexico 

b. Southeast Asia 

c. £astern Europe (Poland, 
Hungary, Czechoslovakia, 
e.tc.) 

d. The Middle East 

e. Central America 

f. _China/~aiwan 

g. South America 

h. South Asia (India, Pakistan, 
etc.) 

i. Western Europe 

j. Greece/Turkey 

RANK 

12-

13- : 

14-

15-

16-

l 7--
18--
19-

20-

21,.. 

2c. t . am going to read a pst o~ possible foreign policy goals for 
the United States in the form of statements. For each, please tell me 
whether you agree st~~ngly, agree , tiut with rese~vations, · disagree, but 
wit h reservations, ~r disagree . strongly. 

Dis-
Aqree agree 

Agree W~th With 
Strong• ~eser- Reser

ly vations vations 
Ame~ican jobs and businesses should 

oe protected more than they now are, 
~ven if that means imposing cestric
:1ve import quotas and/or tariffs---22-1 

We should keep ahead of the Russians 
in strategic nucleac weapons--------23-l 

It would be a mistake to make a 
major effort to improve relations 
with those countries that are 
unfriendly to us-•--------·-~-------24-1 

It i s in our national interest to 
contain the spread of Communism-----25-1 

The sharing of democratic values 
should be an important considera
~ 1on ~n 9uidin9 our · re i~tionships 
with other countries----------------26-1 

We should do whatever is necessary 
to insure access to ener9y 
supplies----------------------------27-1 

Our interests are 9lobal: to protect 
them and to prevent conflicts from 
expan~1n9, we must be prepare~ for 
involvement vi rtually everywhere----28-1 

2 3 

2 3 

2 3 

2 3 

·. 
2 3 

3 

2 3 

Ois
· a9ree 
.Stron9-

ly 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

Not 
sure/ 

De
pends/ 
Neu
tral 

{VOI...) 

s 

s 

s 

5 

5 

s 

2d. The U.S. has announced its . intention to withdraw from UNESCO at 
the close of 1984 and to provide no further funds to tha~ organization after 
this year. Do you agree or disaqre~ with the U.S. move? 

A9ree------------------------------29-l 
Disaqree----------------------L---~ 2 
Not sure------~-------------------- 3 
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2e. ln assessing U.N. operations and procedures some people contend 
tnat lt is now dominated by the Third World at the expense of the 
industrialized nations, while others believe that the superpowers continue 
to preaominate and that Third World influence is more apparen.t tnan real : 
Whicn position comes closer to your view of the U.N. --- is it dominated 
more by the Third World ·or by the superpowers? 

Third World-----------------~------------30-1 
Superpowers----------------------~------- 2 
Other (VOL.) 3 

(WRITE IN') 
Not sure--------------~------------------ 4 

Let's turn now to a discussion of · the situation in the Middle East. 

3. In your judgment, what are the underlying causes of the 
continuing tensions and instabilities w~thin the Middle Eastern ~egion? 
(PROBE FOR CLEAR AND FULL RESPONSE> 

31-

32-

. 33-

4a. 1 am going to pose several circumstances that have been suggested 
as explanat.ions for the severity of the problems in the Middle East and 
would like your assessment as to the signif.icance of each. <HAND RESPON
D!: NT CARD Bl Please select one of the categories on the card for each 
tactor I pose. 

The 
Single 

·Most 
Imper-
tant 

fact.or 

Arab radicalism (Libya,· Iraq, etc.)-- ---.--34-1 
Arab Fundamental.ism (Ir.an, etc. >----------.35-1 · 
Israeli int.tans~~ence a~d a~bitions~------36-1 
Tne war between Iran and lraq-----------~-37-J 
The Palestini~n issue--~------------------38-1 
Soviet expansionism--~--------------------39-i 
Syrian territorial amoitions--~-----------40-1 
Soviet interference-----------------------41-1 
The inability ·af the Arabs to cooper.ate 

with one another------------------------42-1 
The unwillingness of moderate Arab · leaders 

to. take risks---------------------------43-1 
The hard· line posit.ion of the PLo---~----44-l 
Tne mul~iplicity of religious and other 
· competing groups in Lebanon-------------45-1 
U.S. interference------------------------46-1 

One Of 
Several 

Major 
Factors 

2 
2 
2 
2 
.2 
2 
2 
2 

2 

2 
2 

2 
2 

A Con-
trib-
ut.ing 
But 
Not 

Major 
factor 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
J · 
3 

3 

·3 
3 

3 
3 

4~. On balance, and again recogni~ing the .complexity of 
involved, are the Israeli s or the Arabs more to blame for the 
permanent peaceful solµtion to the Middle Eastern crisis? 

Israelis are more to blame-------------------47-1 
A~aDs are more to blame----~----------------- 2 
Both (VOL.)---------------------------------- 3 
Neither (VOL.1------------------------------- 4 
Not sure/depends, etc~--~-----------~-------- 5 

Not An 
Impor-
tant Not 

Factor sure 

4 5 
4 5 
4 5 
4 5 
4 5 
4 5 
4 5 
4 s 

4 5 

4 5 
4 s 

4 s 
4 5 

the issues 
absence of a 

4c. Whicn conditio~ is . most likely to insure peace within the Middle 
East lsraeli military superiority over the Arabs , . Arab military 
superioril.J'. over the lsrael1s or a balance of m1litarr power between . the two 
.sides? 

Is~aeli military superiority------~------------48-1 
Arab military superiority---------------------- 2 · 
A balance ot military powe.r between the 

the two sides-------------~----------~------- 3 
Not sure/depends CVOL.J-----------------~------ 4 
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S~. What do you see as the primary role, if any, toi tne United States 
today in the Middle East? 

49-

so-
51- . 

Sb. I 'd like you to rate each of the following objectives regarding 
tne Middle East as you feel they should apply to tne U.S. for each, please 
tell me whether it should be .a priority concern, an important but not 
priority goal, only a secondary consideration or none of our business. 

Priority 
Concern 

Sec'Jring a just peace :·l?etveen . 
Israel and ·the ·Ar~b~--~-----~-----52-1 

Containing the il'.'·f.luence of 
individuals such as Khomeini 
and Kadhafi----~~------~----------53-1 

Pr~serving solidarity with our 
N~TO allies and J3pan-~-----------S4-l 

Avo1d1n9 the danger of u.s.-soviet 
milita ry conflicts arising from 
local wars------------------------55-1 

Keeping Mediterranean, Red Sea and 
Persian Gulf shipping lanes 
and the Suez Canal open-----------56-l 

Putting pressur• on Israel to 
negotiate with the PL0-~----------57-l 

Restricting Soviet influence in 
tne region------------------------58-l 

Sec~ring adequate supplies of Saudi 
and Pe~s1an Gulf oil at stable 
prices----------------------------59-1 

Ma1~taining the security of 
I.srael----------------------------60-l 

Aia1ng in the emergence of a 
Palestinian national homeland-----61-1 

Supplying detensive arms to Israel--62-1 
Helping to resolve the dispute 
b~tween Iran and Iraq-------------63-l 

Bringin~ together the antagonists 
in Lebanon to ~elp achieve 
peace and staoility---------------64-l 

Preventing instability in and the 
radicalization of ~ey Arao 
states----------------------------65-1 

Returning territories taken by 
Israel i n the 1967 var------------66-1 

Internationalizing Jerusalem--------67-1 
Supplying oe~ens1ve afiiis to 

tri~ndly Arab ~tates--------------68-1 

Impor
tant 

But· Not 
Priority 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 
2 

2 

2 

2 

2 
2 · 

2 

Only A 
Second

ary 
Consider
erat ion 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 
3 

· 3 

3 

3 

3 
3 

3 

None 
Of Our Not 

Business Sure 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 
4 

4 

4 

4 

4 
4 

4 

5 . 

s 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 
5 

5 

5 

s 

s· 
s 
5 

Sc . The situation in Lebanon has deteriorated into what most 
o bservers regard a s a ~ebacle. (HAND RESPONDENT SHOW CARD~.) In your 
view, which one ot the expl~nations listed on this c ard is most responsi
ble for the present st.ate of affairs? And which one of the explanat ions 
would you say is second . in importance? 

Host 
Important 

a. 

b. 

c. 

Syria's determination to maintain a maJor 
military presence in LeDanon and/or its 
support tor left-wing Lebanese tactions--69-1 

Israel• s 1982 incursion into Lebano·n which 
was the catalyst for the events that 
folloved------~-------------------------- . 2 

The weakness of the Lebanese government and 
its lnability to reconcile tne conilict
ing . demands of the country's many 
fact1o~s--------------------------------- 3 

Second Most 
Important 

70-1 

3 
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~c . <continued) 

d . 

Most 
Important 

The ~acillatin; Middle Easte~n policy of 

Second Most 
Im;>or t an t 

e. 

g. 

the Reagan AOministration-----~---------- 4 
The military and economic support ·provided 

by the USSR for Syria's expansionist aims 
in Lebanon------------------------------- 5 

The fa i lure of moderate Arab governments to 
esta~lish and ma i ntain a legitimatw 
Lebanese government---------------------- 6 

Th~ irreconc1laole objectives of the 
multiplicity of ~eoanese . constituencies-- 7 

Other (VOL.) ------ 8 
[WRITE lN) 

Not sure/ depends/miscellaneous vague 
responses/ all, etc. (VOL.)------~-------- 9 

4 

5 

6 

7 
8 

9 

6i. S~me people have suggested that th• c.s. i~ not even-~anded and 
ba l anced in its ~iddle Eastern relationships . In your view, ha s the U.S. 
b~ ~n too one-sided in favor of ls~~el, too one-sid~d i n favor of %he Arabs 
or fa i r to Doth? 

One-sided toward Israel----71-1 
une-s1oed toward Arabs----- 2 

Fair to both~-------------
Not sure/depends <VO~. ; ----

3 
4 

6b. A share::! commitment to Westerr.· democratic values, strategic ·con-
siderat i ons an~ domestic _politics have oeen the bases of our support fo~ 
I s rael since its inception. Some have suggested that econom•c realities 
Just.i fy a reexam1n~t;::>n o~ our relat1onsh1ps in the Middle £ast• How d -:> -you 
t ~el a~oµt tnis? wn~re snould we be headed? (PROBE FOR EXPLANATION BEHIND 
RESPONDENT'S P£RSP£C71VES). 

72-

73-

74-

6c. Of t he countries on the card (HAND RESPONDENT CARD DJ , which one 
oo you feel is now or is potentially the most relia~le ally of the G.S.? 
And which one is no• or is potentially the leas~ reliable U.S. ally? 

. Most . 
Rel iabl~ 

a. Egypt--------·----------------------·7 5-l 
b. Israel----------------------------- 2 
c. Joroan----------------------------- ~ 
d. Lebanon---------------------------- 4 
e. Sauoi Ara~1a-----------~----------- 5 

None (VOL. > ----------------------~- 6 
No t sure--------------------------- 7 

Least 
Reliable 
76-1 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

7a . Let' s turn now ~or a moment to the issue of the Palestinians. 
One o f the chiet points of contention between the Palestinians and the 
lsrael1s is the Palestinian as?1rat1on tor a homel~nd. Whlch of the 
s t atements on the card CHAND RESPoNDENT SHOW CARO El most closely 
approximates your view on this subject? 

a . An independent Palestinian state should be created in 
the West Bank and Gaza------------------------------------------77-J 

b . Palestin-ians of the West ttanlt and Caza should be granted self
government in association with ~ordan---~----------------------· 2 

c. A b1-nationa ! state should be created, including present~day 
Israel , 1n wn1ch Palest1n1an Arabs and Jews would share 
power--------------- - ------------------------------------------- 3 

d . Israel should ~eep t he west sank anj Gaza and present-day Jordan 
should become the Palestinian state----------------------------- 4 

e. The issue has been exaggerated and will even~ually be resol ved 
peacetull y ~ithdut_ creat1on ot a Palest·inian state-------------- · 5 

Miscellaneous other !VOL! I--------------~------------------------- · 6 
Not sure / depends <VOL.>----·--------------------------------------- · 7 
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7o. Ho~ might the United States seek to bring aoout a peaceful 
solution to the Arao-Israeli conflict? (HAND RESPONDENT SHOW CARD F) 

a. Start direct consultations with the PLO. paralleling those with 
moderate Arab· states and Israel. airaed at persuading it to . 
negotiate with lsrael-------------------------------------------78-1 

o. Urge an Arab consensus for King Hussein of Jordan to serve as 
representative of the Palestinians in negotiations with Israel-- 2 

c. Press Israel to negotiate with the PLO for a settlement----------- 3 
d. Refuse to deal with the PLO until it recognizes Israel ' .s right to 

a secure existence---------------------------------------------- 4 
e. Deal directly with Jordan and Palesfinian leaders other than the 

PLO------------------------------------------------------------- 5 
t. · convene a broad international conference including the Soviet 

Union and PLO representatives. to work tovard a comprehensive 
Middle East agreement---~--------------------------------------- 6 

Miscellaneous other (VOL.)------------------------------~--------- 7 
Not sure/depends (VOL.1------------------------------------------- B 

· 1c. As you know, there have been convulsions in recent months within 
the PLO, and Yasir Arafat's leadership has Deen strongly challenged. Does 
the splinterin~ within the PLO represent increased or decreased opportu
nities for an accord to be reached involving tgypt, Lebanon, Israel, Jordan 
and ultimately Syria? 

Increased-----------------79-1 
Oecreaseo----------------- 2 
No difference------------- 3 
Not sure------------------ 4 

(ASK O. 7d) 
(ASK O. 7d) 
(SKJP TO 0· Bal 
(SI.IP TO Q• Bal 

(If .INCREASED. OR ·DECREASED. IN o. 7c. ASK o. 7d: OTHERS SKIP TO o. Ba) 
7o. Wny do you say that? What are the likely consequences of tnese 

developments? CARD II 

---------------------'----------------------------------------~------...;._---------------~5-___ 
--------------------------------.;.__:.....:..... __ _.:_ __ .;._~---,;._..:..,__...:....:.....~;...:...------------~6-___ 
____________________________ ;__ __ ....;.. ____ ....;.. ____ .;....;._..;.... ____ ....;.. __________________ 7-

CASK EVERYONE) 
re tn1s point, we have focu~ed . on the international aspect of the Middle 
Eastern situation. Let's turn now to some dcmestic .considerations. 

Sa. I'd like you to evaluate the importance to the (INSERT CITY) area 
of investments by and trade with several reoions or oroups. For each. tell 
me whether it is very impcrtant. somewhat important or not at all impor
tant. (RECORD 8£LOW UNDER. 0· 8a -- IMPORTANCE) 

o. Ba . IMPORTANCE o. Bb DYNAMIC 
Not De-

Some- at Not Grow- ere as- Not 
Very wnat All sure ..l!!i.... Same in~ Sure 

The Arab world------------- B-l -2- -3- 4 12-1 -2- 3 -4-

Japan---~------------------ 9-1 2 3 4 13-1 2 3 4 
Western Europe-·-----------10-1 2 3 4 .14-1 2 3 4 
Latin America--------------11-1 2 3 4 15-l 2 3 4 

CFOR EACH •vERY. OR •soMEWHAT I"PORTANT. IN o. Ba) 
80. Has the economic significance of (INSERT GROUP NAMED IN o. Bal 

within the CCITYI area been growing. staying aoout the same or oecreasino? 
(f.ECORD ABOVE UNDER 0· 8b -- DYNAMIC) 

Sc. Where should the political and business leadership of the (INSERT 
CITY) area put its emphasis it it vishes to establish closer ties to for
eign investors and / or markets? (HAND RESPONDENT SHOW CARD G>. Please rank 
the countr1es/reg1ons on the card from l to 5 in descending order. If you 
don't oelieve closer ties should be sought vith one or more of them, please 
say so. 

!..!.!!! No closer ties 

a. The Arab World u- 21-1 --17- 2 b. Japan 
c. western Europe -18- 3 
o. I.at in America l~- 4 - ~o- 5 e. Arr1ca --
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·ad. from your personal experience, which of the four (READ LISTI has 
~he greatest presence in the c1vi~ and cultural life of (INSERT CITYJ7 

The Arab World--------22-1 
Japan- ---------------- 2 
Western Europe--- ----- 3 

L"at in America----·------ 
None/other/all (VOL~)---
Not sure----------------

4 
5 
6 

9. Many groups, both domestic and foreion, are perceived to have 
varying deg rees of influence in the formulation of governmental policies. 
we are interested in your views as to wno i nfluences u.s. toreign policy 
generally, who influences our " iddle Eastern policy specifically and who ha s 
special influence within the (INSERT CITY) area . (HAND RESPONDENT 
S£Lf- ADMINISTERED FORM Ill This sheet conta ins a list of groups with 
lO-po1nt rating scales next to each. using 10 as maximum and l as minimum 
influence , please circle the numbers that Dest reflect your Judgments as to 
where influence resides. 

lOa. We ' d like to know your sense of t he 'closeness of some ethnic 
groups with their • homel a nds,• actual or symbolic. For each group I name, 
whicn of these ca t egorie s best rep resents ~~ur v iew; t hey have close t i es to 
(COUNTRY/CONTINENT) a nd t hat is good f or t he U.S.; t hey have close t i e s to 
ICOUNTRUCONTINENT I and t hat is bad fo r the U. S. ; t hey d on' t ha ve close t ·ies 
to !COUNTRY/CONTIN ENT ) and that i s good for the u. s .; they don 't have close 
ties to (COUNTRY/CONTINENT ) and tha t is Oad fo r the U. S. ; or , it doesn ' t 
matter one way or the other .. 

Not No t Does 
qose/ Close/ Cl o s e/ Close/ No t No t 

Good Bad Gooc! Bad " a tter ~ 
GROUP COUNTRY 

Bbc~s Africa---------- 2 3-1 2 3 4 s 6 
Gree its Greec e - ----- ----24-1 2 3 4 5 6 
Irish Ireland----- ----25-1 2 3 4 s 6 
Italians Italy-----------26- 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Jews Israel----------27-1 2 3 4 s 6 
Poles Poland---------~28- 1 2 3 4 5 6 

lOb. ln your Jud gment , have American Jews ha d a d i s propor tionate r ole 
in the estaDlisnmen t of Middle Eastern 

Yes------- --- - - - - - -----29-1 
No-------- ----- -------- 2 
Not Sure- -------------- 3 

po l i cie s ? 

(ASK 0. l Oc: ) 
C SKIP TO Q. lla) 
(SKI P TO o.· llal 

CIF YES IN o. lOb~ ASK o. l Oc: OTHERS SKIP TO o. l l al 
lOc. Wnat have Deen t he c o nseque nc e s o f tha t r ole? What, i f any th ing, 
would you recommend be done aDo u t it? 

-----------~----------------------------=-----"'-------~------'--30-~ 
______________________ _:,_ __________________ .....;.. ____________ 31- __ . _. _ 

--------------------~-----------------------~-------------------32-__ ___ 
(ASK EVERYONE) 
lla. We woul d l ike t o know how and where peop.l e obtai n inforniat i o n 
aDout "iddle Eastern issues. I ' 111 9oi n9 to read a number ot ·sources t hat you 
may use. For each source I name, please tell me whether it is a n extremely 
valuable , somewha t va lua ble, only mi nor. or unused infonnation source for 
you personally (RECORD BELOW FOR ~CH SOURCE) 

· Extremely Somewhat 
Valuable Valu"aDle ,,. i nor 

Your local press-------- ------- - ----- --33-1 
Th~ Wall Street Journal--- --- ----- -----34-l 
Tne ~ash1ngt on Post------------~-------35-1 
Tne New York Times----------- ----------36-1 
ror~1gn newspapers and/or magazines----37-1 
General news magazines------- ---- ------38-1 
General business magazines-------~ -----39-1 
General international affairs publica-

tions, such a s Fore1g~ Aftairs-- - -- - - 40-1 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

2 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
l 

3 

Not 
Unused Sure 

4 s 
4 s 
4 s 
4 s · 
4 s 
4 s 
4 s 

4 s 
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Q. lla. (cont.inuec;i) £x.t.re111ely Some1o1nat Not 
valuable Valuao1e Minor Unused Sure 

U.S. government. publications-----------41-1 
Trade and professional publications----4~-l 
Speci~lized ousiness newsletters-------43-1 
scnolarly publications-----------------44-1 
Publications of Research Organizat.ions-45-1 
Television or radio--------------------46-1 
Travel abroad---------------~----------47-1 
Conferences, seminars and otner 
meet.ings-------~---------------------48-1 

Personal contact with people in your 
own organirat.ion i~ the course of 
your work--------------~-------------49-1 

Personal cont.act with Americans--------50-1 
Personal contact with people from 

other countries------~---------------51-1 

2 
2 
2 
2 

.. 2 
2 
2 

2 

2 
2 

2 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

3 

3 
3 

3 

4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 

4 

4 . 
4 

4 

s 
s 
s 

. 5 
5 
s 
s 

5 

s 
5 

s 

llb. Have you had occasion to talk wit~ foreign nationals , either here 
or abroad, during the past 30 days? 

Yes--~--------------------52-1 
No----------•------------- 2 
Can't recall-------------- 3 

(ASK Q. llcl 
(~KIP TO o. lldl 
(SKIP TO o. lldl 

(If YES IN llb, ASK 0· llc: OTHERS SKIP TO Q. lld I 
llc. Prom wnicn country <countries) were tne foreigners with whom you 
spoke? 

53-
--------------------------------------------------------------------54~-----

----""----------'-----------------------------------....,...--------55-___ __ 

!ASK EVERYONE! 
lld. Wi tn whom have · you discussed the Middle Eastern si tuat.ion most 
seriously? (PROBE FOR POSITION AND ASSOCIATION OF INDIVIDUAL, NOT NA~El 

56-

----------------------------------------------------..,.------------57-___ __ 

tASK o. lle ONLr WITHIN ATLANTA AREA. ALL OTHERS SKIP TO CLASSIFICATION 
SECT!O!ll . I 
lle . If you needed rel iable information about a Middle Eastern issue, 
which one of the individuals on the card (HAND RESPONDENT CARD Hl would you 
oe most"likely to seek out for an informed, trust~or~hy perspective? 

a. Wyche Fowler-----------------------------58-Y 
b. Marvin Goldstein---------------~--------- X 
c. Burt Lance--------------------------~---- 0 
d. John Lewis------------------------------- 1 
e. Elliot Levitas--------------------------- 2 
t. Dillard Munford-------------------------- 3 
g. Dan Papp--------------------------------- 4 
h. Ken Stein-------------------------------- 5 
i. Kal Suit--------------------------------- 6 
j. Andrew Young----------------------------- 7 

Other (VOL.) 8 
(WRITE IN) 

Any/None (VOL.)-------------------------- 9 
Not . sure-----------------------~---------59-Y 

Now, just a few more questions for classification purposes only. 

A. . Please tell me into which of the following categories your 
age falls. 

B. 

Under 30---60-1 
'30-34------ .· 2 
35-39------ ) 

40-44-----
45-49-----
50-54--..---

4 
5 
6 

55-59------------
60~64------------
65 and older----
Refused (VOL.)---

What is the highest level of edu~ation you have completed? 

7 
8 
9 
0 

Less than a col le9e degree---------------------.,-.-----------------.-61- l 
Undergraduate degree only------------------------------~---------- 2· 
Master's c egre~-------~------------------------------------------- 3 
~ - -rae c· ~~· · •o- • oc ·• ' Q ~~ ~n~ . •• ~ . ' - - --- - --------------- - - - -- j 
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(If OTHER THAN ·~ES S THAN COLLEGE DEGREE•) 
c. from wn1cn col1ege/un1vers1ty dld you receive your undergraduate 
deg~ee? 62-

63-
64-

CIF •ADVANCED DEGREE•) 
o. <And) where did you receive your (ENTER ADVAN~ED DEGREE>? 65• 

66-
6 7-. 

£. On matters of domestic policy (the economy, social issues, etc.), 
do you generally consider yourself to .be (READ CATEGORIES AND RECORD BELOW 
UNDER o. E -- · DOMESTIC POLICY) 

Q. E 
Domestic 

Polic;i: 

Very con.servative---------------------------68-1 
Somewhat conservative----------------------- 2 
Middle of the road-------------------------- · 3. 
Somewhat li~ral--------------------~------- 4 
Very liberal~------------------------------- S 
Radical------------------------------------- 6 
Refused/other/not s ure/ depends (VOL.)------- 7 

Q. F 
Foreign 
Policy 

0-1 
2 
3 
4 
s 
6 
7 

r. And on matters of foreign policy, do you gene rally consider your-
self to be (READ CATEGORI ~S AGAIN AND RECORD ABOVE UNDER o. F -- FOREIGN 
POLICY) 

G. 
Democrat? 
NOT ASK) 

Generally speaking, do you think of yourself as a Republican or a 
(IF RESPONDENT IS POLITICIAN AND PARTY IS lNOWN, RECORD, BUT DO 

Republican------------70-l 
Democrat--~-------~-- 2 
Independent (VOL.) --~- 3 
Oth~r/refused (VOL.>-- 4 

(SKIP TO 0· I) 
(SKIP TO Q. I) 
(ASK 0· H ) . 

(SKIP TO 0· I) 

(IF •1ND£P£ND£NT I~ O. G, ASK O. H: OTHERS SKIP TOO. I) 
H. Are you generally more 1n sympathy w1th the p rograms and policies 
of the Democrats or the Republicans? 

Democrats----------------------------------------------------71-1 
· Republicans-------------------------------~------------------ 2 
Neither/Doth/no difference/not sure/refused------------------ 3 

(ASK EVERYONE) 
I. wnat is you r religious preference? (If Protestant, determine 
denomination and record in •0enomination• colW11n . l 

Protestant-~------72-1 
Catnolic---------
Jewish-----------
"oslem/"uslim-----
Other------------
None-------------~ 

Refused-----------

2 
3 
4 
s 
.6 

7 

Denomination 

Baptist-------------------73-l 
southern. Baptist---------- 2 
Method is~----------------- 3 
Presbyterian~------------- 4 
Lutheran----------------~- S 
Episcopalian-------------- 6 
Other 7 

(WRITE IN) 

J. rrom a theological standpoint, do you consider yourself conserva-
tive or liberal? . 

Conservative----------------------------74-1 
Liberal-------------------------~------- 2 
Middle of the road/ moderate (VOL. )------ 3 
Progressive (VOL.)---------------------- 4 
Traditional !VOL.)----------~----------- S 
None/ neither/nothing <VOL.I------------- 6 
Not sure------------------------------- - 7 
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K. With wh.icn organizat.ions, if any, are you especially active? (00 
NOT READ LIST BUT PROBE fOR TYPE If · YOU ARE UNCERTAIN) 

Mr. 
HlSS 
Mrs. 

Political/social cause · organization (Sierra Club, 
. NAACP, NOW, etc.>--------·----------------------------------:----75-Y. 
Political party-------------------------------------------------- x 
~usiness/~rade association---------------7-----------------------· 0 

· Professional association----------------------------------------- l 
Chamber of commerce----~-------------------------•--------------- 2 
Service organization (Rota.ry, Kiwanis, etcd-----.:..----------.----..: 3 
Religious inst i tut ion/organization-:--,---------'"-----------------,-- 4 
At~letic/sports organization----------------~-------------~---~-- 5 
Artistic/cultural/educational organization----------------------- 6 
Philanthropic organization------------------,--------------------- · 7 
Miscellaneous o~her ------- 8 

,(WRITE IN) 

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY 

THlS IS A BONA FIDE INTERVIEW 
AND HAS BEEN OBTAINED ACCORDING 
TO OUOTA. AND ALL INTERVIEWER 

HS·~~~....,..,~~-.,,.'::".'""=::=::=:-:-=:-:-:::=-~~~~~ 
(NAME Of' RESPONDENT) 

SPECIFICATIONS. . 

Length of Interviewing Time: 

(STREET ADDRESS) 

Validated 
(CITY/TOWN) 

{STATE) \ZIP CODE) 

( ) 

AREA CODE (TELEPHONE 



Milton Himm~lfarb, director 

Information ·a·nd Research Services· 
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AD HOC GROUPS: 

NEW PLEADERS 

FOR THE ARAB CAUSE 

by Sheba Mittelman 

October 11, 1982 

56 Street New York, N. Y. 10022 9 SH COMMlmE Institute of Human Relations, 165 East ' OJC.. THE AMERICAN JEWI ' 



With the outbreak of hostilities in Lebanon on June 6, 1982, 
a ·number of ad hoc anti-Isr~el groups emerged on the American 
scene. This report identifies the most active groups, focusing on 
those that attracted national attention. Where possible, names and 
addresses of organizers and organizations are provided, since these 
often shed li9ht on the behind-the-scenes coordination that exists 
among many of these groups. In n_µmerous cases, 1 ong-time pro-PLO 
activists on the left were discovered to be operating under new 
cover names. 

These ad hoc groups engaged in a wide variety of activities-
placing large newspaper ads, distributing leaflets, holding street 
rallies and teach-ins-- all aimed at encouraging public sympathy for 
the Lebanese civilians suffering from the aftermath of recent events 
and for Palestinians. In all of their activities several issues 
were frequently stressed: 

-- Alleged atrocity stori~s and indiscriminate bombings were 
highlighted in an effort to portray Israel as criminal, inhumane and 
immoral . Although pro-Palestinian groups have for some time used 
terms 1 ike "genocide" and "holocau~t" in thei-r literature to refer 
to Israel's policy toward Palestinains, such language appeared more 
prominently in current ads and statements. For example, there were 
widespread comparisons of Beirut to the Warsaw Ghetto of 1942, the 
message being: Jews, with your history, you should know better. 

-- The US was bitterly criticized for allegedly giving Israel 
a "green light" for the attack and for continuing to supply Israel . 
with large ~mounts of military and economic aid. There were many 
demands for a cutoff of aid to induce Israel's withdrawal from 
Lebanon, buttressed by the assertion that commitments of massive 
quantities of aid to Israe1 in a time of economic difficulties here 
in the US are detrimental to American interests. 

-- The broader issue of the need t~ solve the Palestinian 
problem was consistently linked to the Lebano~ situation. Pro-PLO 
activists renewed their long-standing demand that the US change its 
policy and deal direct1y with the PLO, without waiting for PLO rec
ognition of Israel. Indeed, several _groups ~upported the idea of 
replacing Israel with a 11 secu1ar, democratic11 Palestine. 

-- Considerable emphasis was placed on the need for Americans 
to change their attitudes about Arabs in general. Some groups 
claimed that latent anti-Arab racism is responsible for lack _.of 

:American concern for the innocent victim~ ~f Israel's attacks in 
Lebanon. 

One significant dev~lopment was the increase in cooperation in 
some areas between Jewish. critics of Prime Minister Begin's policies 
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and anti-Israel groups. A distinction should be made between anti
Zionist Jews--such as Noam Chomsky> Elmer Berger and others--who 
have long been critics of Israel and who have in the past publicly 
joined with pro-PLO groups, and those Jews who remain pro-Israel 
but have now come out publicly in opposition to the Lebanon war. 

As a result of the war, and in particular as a result of the 
heavy bombing of West Beirut, there was growing cooperation among 
various pro-peace and disarmament groups and pro-Palestinian organ
izations. Some of these groups announced thei~ intention of mounting 
their own 11 commissions of inquiry" into I srae 1 's conduct o,f the war 
and its use of Americ,an-made weapons in Lebanon. 

The activities of the ad hoc groups bolstered the broad scale 
efforts of the Arab-American community to influence American public 
opinion. Mainstream Arab-American organizations shared materials 
with many of these groups, and in some cases, especially on the 
local level, coordinated the ad hoc groups. The most prominent of 
these national organizations are: 

-- The. National Association of Arab-Americans (NAAA), 
headquartered in Washington, D.C. is the registered lobby of the 
Arab-American community; its cur~ent president is Robert Joseph, 
a Pittsburgh businessma~ 

-- The American-Arab Anti-Discrimination Committee (ADC.), .also 
based in Washington, D.C., directed by former Senator James Abourezk 

-- The Association of Arab-American University Graduate~, based 
in Belmont, Massachusetts, has long advocated a "secular democratic 
state" in Palestine 

-- The Palestine Congress of North America, based i~ Washington, 
represents Palesti~ians in the US and supports the PLO 

These organizations, some of which had begun to organize the 
Arab-Amer.ican community on ·the grass roots level as long as 10 year:s 
ago, are now poised to reach out to other ethnic, church, civil 
rights and community groups in order to capitalize on what they per
ceive to be a turning point in American synipathy for Israel. (The 
national Arab-American organizations will be de~lt with in greater · 
detail in a separate study.) NAAA claims to have collected thousands 
of signatures on a National Petition to Save Lebanon. Along with 
ADC, NAAA is lobbying for passage of Concurrent Resolution #359, 
introduced by Congressman Nick Rahall II (D:-W. Va.), himself an Arab
American, which calls for a suspension of "all deliveries of military 
equipment and all military sales financing to all combatants in the 
region." 

While they have not been successful in such lobbying efforts to 
date, pro-Arab organizations now sense a greater .receptivity to their 
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ideas as a resu1t .of Israe1 's unpopular actions in Lebanon. Questions 
and doubts .about the justice of Israel's course and US support for 
its policies are being raised more frequently, particularly in liberal 
circ1es where Israel's image 'as a mora1 nation .has been badly tarn·ished. 
The ad hoc groups, promoting the image of Israel. as aggressor, have 
helped to create a new climate of criticism and ·anger about Israel's 
policies. This mood cou1d in the long run ·pave the way for a real change 
in US policy toward Israel. 

As long as Is.raeli forces remain in Lebanon and the violence con
tinues, the Jewish conununity and Israel's friends in the US can expect 
these and other ad hoc conunittees and organizations to continue their 
efforts to sway American opinion . There is evidence that Palestinian 
activists, convinced of the destruction of their military opti6h, are 
now gearing up for a major public relations campaign in the US . For 
the supporters of Israel in this country, the propaganda war is just 
beginning. 

SM:ka 
September 28, 1982 
82-970-11 



AD HOC C(>MMrITEE IN DEFENSE OF THE 
PALESTINIAN & LEBANESE PEOPLES 
P.O. Box 1499 
Ansonia Station 
New York, . NY 10073 

The Ad Hoc Committee in Defense of the Palestinian & Lebanese 
Peoples first emerged in an ad in The New Y.ork Times, June 27, 1982, 
signed by over 200 people. The list included a large number of 
professors and prominent writers, as well as several long-time activ
ists for the Palestinian cause, including former Senator James Abourezk, 
the Berrigan brothers, former US attorney general Ramsey Clark and 
Rev. Jesse Jackson . The ad headlined "Death and Devastation in Lebanon" 
conqemned "Israeli aggression," "the inhuman assault on the civilian 
population" and American supp.art for Begin's policies. The last para-

.graph urged Americans "to affirm that the national rights of the 
Palestinians are central and· indispensable to any resolution of the 
endemic state of conflict which ex.ists between Israel and the · 
Palestinian. people." 

A subsequent ad {July 11), al.so· in The New York Times·, featured 
allegations of Israeli torture of captured Palestinians under the 
heading "War Crimes in Lebanon." 

According to a report in the New Y.ork Post, July 27, 1982·,. the 
post office box in Ansonia Stati6n 1s registered to Mari~m S~id, wife of 
Prof. Edward Said, a writer and member of the Palestine National 
Council {the so~called parliament of the PLO}. 

According to ~he Los Angeles Times, July 17, 1982, Prof _Said ~nd 
Ra 1 ph Schoenman, a writer based in New Jersey, were . the organizers· 
of the committee, which has apparently never met formally as a group. 

The ads a·lso appealed for contributions to defray the advertising 
costs, to pay for medical supplies for West Beir:ut and to "launch an 
inquiry into the conduct of the ~ar and the treatment of refugees and . 
prisoners. 11 

No ads have appeared with this name since the beginning of August. 

AD HOC COMMITl'EE OF TRADE UNIONISTS TO OPPOSE 
THE ISRAELI INVASION OF :LEBANON . 
P.O .. Box 676 
Old Chelsea Station 
New York, NY .10011 . 

An ad with 150 signatures sponsored by the Ad Hoc Committee of 
Trade Unionists to Oppose the Israeli Invasion of Lebanon appeared 
on September 5, 1982 in The New York Times·. Headl 1ned ".L11bor Sp_eaks 



Out On Lebanon, 11 1t asserted: 11 as trade unionists we cannot and will 
not stand for the identification of the trade union movement ·and 
workers of this country with Israeli actions in Lebanon . 11 This state
ment was apparently a response to one adopted by the AFL-CIO Executive 
Council on August 5, 1982, which strongly suppor.ted Israel and stated 
that the Israe·li action in Lebanon was "entirely justified on security 
grounds. 11 (The AFL-CIO statement was reprinted in The New York Times 
on August 15, 1982.) 

Some members of the Ad Hoc Committee are also endorsers of the 
November 29 Coalition, which circulated the trade unionists• statement. 

The Ad Hoc Committee advertisement called for an end to US arms 
deliveries to Israel, saying that 11 at a time when unemployment is the 
highest in over 40 years, we cannot justify arms and aid to Israel 
totalling more than $7 million/day. This subsidy has made it possible 
~or Israel to carry out the destruction of major cities, schools and 
hospitals in Lebanon, while for lack of funds, our own cities, schools 
and hospitals are deteriorating and crumbling. 11 

AMERICAN JEWS OPPOSED TO ISRAEIJ AGGRESmON 
Box 49 
5825 Telegraph Avenue 
Oakland, CA 94609 

17 members of Jews Against the Israeli Massacre in Lebanon signed 
an ad . in The New York Times on August 8, 1982 placed by American Jews 
Opposed to Israeli Aggression, based in Oakland, Ca. Am·ong the signers 
of this ad were Hebert Aptheker, a member ·of the Corrnnunist Party USA 
and editor of their journal, Jewish Affairs; Noam Chomsky, Professor of 
Linguistics at MIT and noted opponent of Israel and others--incl.uding 
professors, doctors, lawyers, many of whom were identified · as members 
of the New Jewish Agenda (a national organizatfon of progressive Jews 
who support Israel but are critical of Begin's policies). The ad's 
opening copy asserted that 11 We cannot be silent" and stated that 11we are 
American Jews who are appalled by the Israeli invasion of Lebanon and 
by the fact that the killing and destruction are being carried out with 
the political support and military aid provided by the U.S. 11 The group 
rejected the assumption that American Jews support Israel no matter what 
it does and expressed solidarity 11with the tens of thousands in Israel 
who have demonstrated their opposition to th~ inhuman and brutal policies 
of their government. 11 

The ad called on the U.S. to halt s·ales and shi.pments of all arms 
11 to the combatants in Lebanon. 11 



AMERICANS CONCERNED FOR PEACE IN THE .MIDDLE EAST 
Washington, D.C. 

This name was used by Franklin Lamb, a former member of the Demo
cratic National Committee (now wanted for fraud by the FBI for . 
charging phone calls to other people's accounts.) Claiming he was on 
staff of th~ Library of Congress, Lamb .and two friends called congres
sional staffers in July offering them a .free fact-finding tour of 
Beirut. Reports omitted the fact that the trip was sponsored by the 
Palestine Red Crescent Society, an arm of the PLO, run by Yasir Arafat's 
brother. 

This group attracted attention .when a UPI story of August 7 
·reported that a 11 US Congressional de) egation charged ~srael used a 
U.S.-bOilt vacuum-bomb'l in Beirut. Lamb's group consisted of one 
Congressional staffer and had no official authorization from Speaker 
O'Neill or Senate Majority Leader Baker to go abroad. Susan Hedges, 
a friend of Lamb's who portrayed herself as an aide to Senator 
James McClure, was reported to be the source of the information about 
the so-called vacuum bpmb, which according to Pentagon officials, 
does not exist . (The New Republic, Sept. 6, 1982.) 

AMERICANS FOR PEACE 
P.O. Box 57042 
Washi ngton, D.C. 20037 

A series of ads appeared in The Washington Post and The New York Times 
the week of June 22 under the sponsorship of Americans for ·Peace. The 
post· office box is rented to Hatem Husseini, formerly Director of the 
Palestine Infor·mation office in Washington·, the official arm of the PLO in 
the U.S. (Husseini ha~ now joined the PLO's UN staff.) The ads featured 
photographs .of children and were .headlined "Stop U.S. Weapons to Israel" 
"Stop Israel's war of _genocide." 

THE ARAB WOMEN'S COUNCIL 
P .o. Box 11048 
Washington, D.C. 20008 

The Council first surfaced in June, 1982 (although it is unclear 
whether it was organized before or after the date lsrael Defens~ Forces 
moved into Lebanon). It comprises 104 women: . 24 wives of Arab Am
bassadors and 80 Arab-Americans including housewives and students . 

The president of the Council is Nouha Alhegelan, wife of the Saudi 
Ambassador to the U.S. and its executive secretary" is Ha.1 a Maksoud, 
wife of Cltivis Maksoud, the Arab League representative to the UN . 



The Council's activities have included mailings to prominent 
American women ur.ging them to "use your influence to stop the genocide 11 

in Lebanon; full page ads in newspapers around the country; a 20-city 
speaking tour including radio and TV interviews and meetings with 
political leaders; and an eight-day hunger strike in Lafayette Park 
across from the White House. 

The Council also apparently serves as a. channel for money and 
information to a group called Peace Corps Alumni for Middle East 
Understanding. (see below) 

Most of the Council's activities were coordinated by Gray & Co., 
a Washington-based public relations firm headed by Robert Keith Gray, 
a long time friend of President Reagan. Gray, who is registered as a 
foreign agent to represent the Kuwait Petroleum Company in the U.S., 
arranged meetings for· Mrs .. Alhegela.n with. Nancy · Reagan· and National 
Security Adviser William Clark, as well as wives of US Senators and 
Congressmen. · . 

COMMITTEE FOR A DEMOCRATIC SECULAR PALESTINE 
P.O. Box 32p . 
New YQrk, NY 10014 

This name appeared on a flyer d·istributed in June shortly after the 
beginning of the war in Lebanon. The text of the flyer began with the 
statement, 11 Menachem Begin has the bomb. 11 Condemning ·Israel as "a co
lonial settler state" supported by "American corporate interests" that 
fear the threat of the Iranian and Palestinian revolutions, it said 
Israel "can never be at peace ... and will always be a smolderfng fuse 
on the nuclear powder keg. 11 It ended with the demand for "No U.S . troops 
or arms to the Middle East. 11 

Nothing more is know·n about this group. 

CONCERN~ .AMERICANS FOR PEACE 
P.O. Box 5305 
Terminal Annex 
Los Angeles, CA 90054 

The origin of Concerned Americans for Peace has remained a mystery 
since the appearance of fµll-page ads under its sponsorship, published 
simultaneously on July 11 in six major newspapers. around the country. 
Headlined "The People of Lebanon, Innocent Victims of a Senseless War," 
the ad urged readers to write their Congressmen to take immediate action 
to stop the 11merci.less killing" of innocent civilians, and listed s·ix 
relief organizations to which people could donate contributions for 
Lebanon. 



The ads stirred considerable controversy when the relief agencies-
including the American Red Cross, CARE, Save the Children, and others-
announced that they had not authorized 'the use of their names in the ad, 
and publicly di.ssociated themselves from the political views expressed . 

Subsequently, it was learned that no such group had rented any 
post office box in Los Angeles . 

Newspaper reports disclosed that the ads had been placed· through 
the Bernard Hodes Agency in. Los Angeles ·for· a .client named Craig Lane 
and cost approximately $120,000. Payment for the ad was made from a 
Swiss bank and there was some speculation in the press that PLO funds 
were involved. According to The New York Times (July 14), the names 
Ralph Martin and John Kel l.~Y were submitted to the Chicago Tribune when 
the paper requested the names of officers of the group. There is no 
further available information on these individuals . 

JEWS AGAINST THE ISRAELI M~ACRE IN LEBANON 
P.O. Box 367 also 51 East 42nd Street 
Midwood Station Room 417 
Brooklyn, NY 11230 New York, NY 10017 

According to an article in The Guardian, (self described 11 independent 
radical 11 publication), Jews against the Israeli massacre supports 
Palestinian self-determination and the PLO as the representatiVe of the 
Palestinians. Five people affiliated with JAIMIL were arrested for tres
passing after a sit-down strike at the Israeli consulate in New York on 
July 31 . The protesters had demanded the immediate withdrawal of Israeli 
forces from Lebanon and the right to visit detained Palestinians. Most 
of the supporters are apparently anti-Zionist Jews from the New York and 
Berkeley areas; .their funding sources are unknown. 

This name appeared in the list of endorsers for the November 29 
Coalition March on Washingtoh. A JAIMIL flyer distr~buted endorsing the 
November 29 Coalition March on Washington identffied 11 4 Points of Unity 11 

as: 

Immediate and unconditional withdrawal of Israeli forces from 
Lebanon 

- No U.S. arms to Israel or other Middle East countries 

- Support for the Palestinians right of self-determination 

- Acknowledge the 11 Palestinian people have recognized the PLO as 
their representatives. 11 

Prof. Stuart Scharr, the coordinator of this group, is also associated 
with The National Emergency Committee on Lebanon. 



NATIONAL EMERGENCY COMMITTEE ON LEBANON 
P.O. Box 1757 
New York, NY 10027 

The National Committee on Lebanon appeared as sponsor of an ad in 
The New York Times on July 25, 1982, which asked rhetorically "After 
Dresden, after W~tsaw, after Hiroshima, must Beirut be destnoyed?" 
Twenty-nine prominent people sigr:i~d .. the ad, including actress Melina 
Mercouri, peace activist Rev. Willi~m Sloan Coffin, and Atlanta Mayor 
Andrew Young. 1 

The listed P.O. box number in New York is used by the Palestine 
Solidarity Committee (PSC), a small group which supports the PLO as the 
"chosen representative" of the Palestinians. According to informed 
sources the PSC has, in the past, received money from the PLO. A PSC 
staff member, Sheila Ryan, long ·active in leftist causes, is also the 
coordniator of the Emergency Committee . . According to the Los Angeles 
Times (7/17/82), Ryan said that the National Emergency Committee was 
formed after a rally in New York on June 24, and that various Arab
American groups, including the Palestine Congress of North America and 
the American-Arab Anti-Discriminatfon Committee, are participating. 

Several peace activists and pro-disarmament .groups have also been 
attracted to the National Emergency Committee; the July 25th ad carried 
the New York phone number of the People's Anti-war Mobilization. 

The National Emergency Committee also sponsored lectures by 
Dr. Chris Giannou, a Canadian surgeon who returned from Lebanon with 
charges of Israeli atrocities. The Committee favors a ban on arms ship
ments to the Middle East. It has circulated fact sheets on the Lebanon 
situation, identical to material compiled by the Association of Arab
American University Graduates, based in Boston, a pro-PLO group. 

PALESTINE-LEBANON COMMl'ITEE OF mE 
NOVEMBER 29TH COAIJTION 
P .0. Box 115 · 
New York, NY 10113 

The November 29 .Coalition comprises approximately 100 pro-Palestinian 
groups in the U.S., mostly on the left of the political spectrum. The 
Coalition surfaced in 1981 and takes its name from the date proclaimed 
by the UN as the "International Day of Solidarity with the· Palestinian 
People." 

Under the rubric of the "Palestine-Lebanon Committee," the Coalition 
sponsored teach-ins and rallies opposed to the 11 U .. S.-Israel Invasion of 
Lebanon. 11 One meeting in New York at the end of .July featured Zehdi 
Terzi, the PLO representative to the UN, and drew 1,500 people. A 
"March on Washington" on September 11 drew 2,800 people, according to 
The New York Times (9/12/8~), but it received very little press coverage. 



PEACE CORPS ALUMNI FOR MIDDLE EAST 
UNDERSTANDING 
Washington, D .C. 

The Peace Corps Alumni for the Middle East first emerged June 25, 1982. 
It contacted 80,000 former Peace Corps volunteers by letters, postmarked 
in Washington and carrying a meter number registered to the Saudi Arabian 
Embassy in Washington. The letters described the organization as composed 
of Peace Corps volunteers and. staff who served in the Middle East, and 
they urged recipients to "write to your congressmen, senators, White House 
and State Department and voice your outrage and opposition" to the Israeli 
"invasion of Lebanon. 11 The letters also urged a substantial cut in U.S. 
economic and military aid to Israel. 

The letters were signed by one Lili Wilson-Hishmeh, whose husband, 
George Hishmeh, is an officer in the U.S. International Communication 
Agency. 

The New York Post reported on July 23, 1982 that the office of the 
Executive Director of the Peace Corps referred callers requesting infor
mation about the alumni group to the Arab Women's Council,' which is 
headed by the wife of the Saudi Ambassador. 

Congressman Barney Frank (D.-Mass.) wrote to Attorney General 
William French Smith on August 11, formally requesting that the Peace 
Corps Alumni register with the Justice Department as a foriegn agent, 
since the group is working in conjunction with Saud1 Arabia to sway 
American public opinion. At the time of this wrtting, no determination 
has been made about whether or not the group must register. 

Li1i and George Hishmeh are active members of the National 
Association of Arab Americans, the r.egistered lobby group of the Arab 
American community. George Hishmeh was on the board of directors from 
1978 to 1981. 

35 cents per copy 

Quantity price on request 



Massarwa Must Go 
Letter Writing Campaign Instructions 

Our goal is to convince the Israeli government that it is inappro·priate to appoint a 
non-Jew . to represent the Jewish State. The campaign is not a -personal attack on 
.Muhamed Massarwa. It bears his name on)y because he is the first non-Jew appointed 
as an Israeli consul general. A press release. describing our position is attached. 

I. · If you live in the U.S.• address your 1etters to: 

Mr. Moshe Arad 
AnDassador of Israel 
3514 · International Drive Mil 
Washington, DC 20008 

If you live outside the U.S., address your letters to: 

Mr. Shimon Peres 
Minister of Foreign Affiirs 
Hakirya Romema 
Jerusalem, Israel 

2. A simple note placed in an envelope, or Written on a p~stcard or aerogral'1tle, 
saying: 

MASSA~A MUST GO 

wi 11 suffice because the Israel Erm assy and Foreign Mi ni.stry are 11i1e 11 aware of 
this campaign. You needn 1 t even sign it • .Israel will know from the different 
postmarks and handwritings that this campaign is massive. However, you may 
write a letter as detailed as you wish. Hopefully, Israel will respond to sosne 
of these letters. 

3. Send one letter to the Israeli government every week. (Mail one letter every 
Monday morning; that 1 s an easy routine to remerrber.} Our purpose is to flood 
Israe.1 with mai 1. 

Israeli officia1s have boasted that no one cares about the appointment of an 
Arab to a diplomatic past. If ·they receive just one letter a day, Israe1 win 
no longe.r be able to say no one cares. If they receive a flood of mail, they 
wi 11, at least private 1y, acknowledge their mi stake. One letter per person per 
week, cons i sting of just 3 words, will be a mighty powerful rressage. 

4. Photocopy these papers and distribute them to friends and re 1 ati ves the world 
over. Ask them to help us by writing letters 1111eekly, and by passing this on to 
their friends and relatives, together with a personal note asking them to write. 
Ask your local rabbi to announce the campaign from his pulpit and include it in 
your synagogue bulletin. Ask your local newspaper to carry the story. 

5. We would appreciate hearing from you to learn of your successes and to assist 
with any problems. Just drgp us a note or call: 

Massarwa Must Go 
P. O. Box 29614 
Atlanta, GA 30329 
404-952-3304 , 



For Immediate Release January 1,. 1988 

"MASSA~A MUST GO", SAY ATLANTA JSIS 

Atlanta - Opposition is growing .against the appointment of Muhamed Massarwa, 
an Arab, as Israel's Consul General to Atlanta • . Since taking his post in 
September, he has upset Je~s with his inability to feel the history,. 
religious, and cultural aspects of the people Israel. 

M~ssarwa says he doesn't perceive Israel as a Jewi.sh state, and sometimes 
refers to it as "Palestine-Israel 11

• 

He hopes that the ~rds of Israel's national anthem, aHatikva", will be . 
changed to reflect the existence of an Arab population within Israel and 
.that syrrbols such as the Jewish star and the menorah will be counterbalanced 
by Arab syrrb o ls. 

Massarwa is frequently invited to Jewi.sh affairs because of Israel's 
connection to Judaism. Yet, his lips do not move when Hatilcva is sung. 

Unlike his predecessor, who used every opportunity to preach Aliya (Jewish 
emigration to Israel), Massarwa claims promoting Aliyah is not the function 
of the Israeli consulate. He does not give the impression of being a 
Zionist. 

'-We are asking Jews all over the U.S. to inundate the Israel Errbassy in 
Washington with mail denouncing the app9intment of a non-Jew to represent 
Israel, 11 says Jay ·Starkman, spokesman for the "Mass·arwa Must . Go" campaign. ·· 
Jews outside the U.S. will write to the Foreign Ministry in Jerusalem.· 

"Mr. Massarwa may be loyal to the political entity of Israel, and he would 
be well qualified," says Starkman, "if Israel were a melting pot, an 
ordinary country. But Israel is a unique phenomenon -- a culmination of 
mil lenia of Jewish praying for a return to the Promised Land, as reflected 
in Israe.1 's Law of Return, which applies only to jews. As such, the 
appointment of .a non-Jew to represent Israel is wholly misplaced. 0 

As an examp'l e, Starkman cites the recent Arab rioting in Israel . He notes 
that i·t was the Jew·lsh consul, Ar-thur Koll, who issued an Israeli government 
statement on the matter. On a practical level, Massarwa has been placed in 
an ambivalent and ultimately intolerable situation. The Israeli government 
must acknowledge this. · 

The group hopes that Israel's Foreign Ministry will recall Massarwa. At a 
minimum, the letter writing campaign will make Israel's Foreign Ministry 
aware that a non-Jewish consul general is unacceptable to many Jews, and 
that makes him an ineffective diplomat. 

The campaign is not a ~rsona 1 attack on Muhamed Massarwa. lt bears his 
name only because he is the first non-Jew appointed as an Israeli consul 
genera 1. · 

Those wishing to help in this campaign should write to Massarwa Must Go, 
P.O. Box 29614, Atlanta, GA 30329. · 

; . 
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THE A Tl.ANT A JEWtSH TIMES November 20, 1987 Page 11 

At the rcccnl meeting of the · 
Atlanta Rabbinical Association. 
Consul General Mohamed Mas
sarwa dialogued with its members. 
His 09cning comments were in 
Hebrew. The question and answer 
period was in English. 

There arc two problems. Mas
sarwa said. which arc opposite 
sides of the same coin. The first i.s 
Israel's relationship to other Mid
dle East countries. The second is 
the status of Arab citizens within 
the State of Israel. ·should we 
(Israel) fail to integrate Arabs 
and Jews in Israel, we would 
endanger the integration of Israel 
into the Middle East ... Massarwa 
said. 

Massarwa pointed out that the 
Arab minority in Israel is unique. 
It bcame a minority as a result 
of a historical process: the U.N. 

Partition Resolution and Decla
ration of the State of Israel in 
1948. Until then. Palestinian 
Arabs were a _majority in Pales
tine. As of I~, those who lived 
within the Grcera Line. ,the pre· 
1967 borders of Israel bc1:ame a 
minority in their native land. 
While Arabs are a minority within 
Israel. they perceive themselves 
to be the Arab majority in the 
Middle East. 

·1sraeli law grants Arabs equal 
rights. Israeli Arabs (certainly in 
his own village) look to compare 
themselves with their Israeli 
neighbors more so th'an with 
Arabs in other nations. Arab 
citizens live. They pay taxes. and 
then they are entitled to all the 
rights of citizenship: 

·1srac1.· Massarwa affirmed. 
'"is my country. I do not perceive 

; 

it as a Jcwi.sh slate. 
-Situations have changed within 

the pa.~t two decades." he said. 
·There is a movement toward 
peace with Israel within the A"rab 
~orld. The peace treaty with Egypt 
is but the first step. Within Israel 
there is an acceptance of the 
rights of the Palestinians. Golda .. 
Meir's famous· statement some 
years ago when asked about the 
Palestinians ~aid. ·who are the 
Palestinians?'. No responsible Is
raeli leader would ask this today. -

He was asked how he psycho
logically handles living as an Arab 
citizen in a country in which the 
national anthem is •Hatikva. • 
with its statements of Jewish 
hopes and aspirations. and has 
on iL'> flag a Jewish star. a symbol 
of the Jewish People. He answered 
that he hopes that the 'day -.ill 
come when the words of·Hatikva· 
will be changed to reflect the 
el'istence of a loyal Arab popula· 
tion within Israel. and that sym
bols such as the Jewish star and 
the menorah will be counter~ 
balanced by Arabs in both as 
weli. 

The consensus with 1hc Aiianta 
Rabbi'nical Association members. 
was that the appointment nf 
Masi;arwa as consul general is an 
effective rebuttal of 1he infamous 
U.N . resolution ihat Zionism is 
racism. 

; -
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New Israeli consul 
has rare perspective 
BJ lllchael Wldlanllcl 
~ec. .......... 

IAFR KANA, Israel ·- MO. 
hammed Kha.lid Masarwa. whose 
appointment as consul general in 
Atlanta makes him tbe !int Arab 
designated to head an Israeli di~ 
lomatic mis~ion, is not qllite a 
member of Ule Israeli establish· 
nient. but he. is no stran~er to tbe 
corridors of power either. 

The lawyer was twice elected 
dlairmaD of the Local COaDc:i1 in 

· IWr Kana and is director of Wadi 
Ara Planning Commissio~ respon
sible for zoning and building per
mits for 100,000 Arabs living in H 
Gallleaa rillages and the city of 

: Um Al-Fahem. It is the largest 
planning commission serving Isra
el's 700,000 Arab citizens. 

M.asarwa. 44, a Moslem whose 
family emigrated from Egypt in 
the 19th century, will bring uncon
ventioaal views oa Palestinian . 
self-<fetermination to his diplomat
ic posting as consul general in 
Atlanta. 

"I believe that Palestine-Israel 
is the homeland of two nations 
and that both bave the rig.ht to 
live there as they see fit." Ma
sanra said in an interview with 
the Israeli weekly, Koteret Rashid. 

'"Since the Jews bave attained 
political fulfillment." he continued. 
"tbe time ba.9 come to grant tbe 
Falcstiniai;s tt..; right to fulfiii 
themselves in a portion of the land 
where they can live in a construc
tive way and in peace." 

Masarwa, a father of three. 
holds a law degree from Hebrew 
University in Jerusalem. wbere he 
led the Arab student organization. 
for three years. Fluent in both He-
brew and Arabic, Masanra is 
brushing up on his English before 
taking up his Atlanta post some-
time this summer. 

In his law office, Masanra's 
secretary .answers tbe phone in 
Hebrew, but at his home in Kafr 
Kana the ·phone is answered in Ar· 
abic. Masarwa finds DO difficulty 
balancing his .dual heritage as an 
Arab. and as an Israeli. 

"I am an Arab. part of tbe 
Arab natfon and the Palestinian 
people. and an Israeli citizen by 
choice." he said. 

"Even if I were offered the 

chance to llve in an Arab c:oantry, 
I wouldn't give ap my Israeli citi· 
JeDShip. despite the problems.. be 
added. "It's my homeland Irs a 
partner for equality and peace. 
It's a democratic society witb 
many partners for peace." 

Masarwa. who supported the 
Israeli Labor Party ia the 1977 
IDd 1981 electiom. was. the No. • 
candidate on El.er' WeiJman's Ya
bad Party ln 1984 parliamentary 

• electfom aad failed to win a seal 
When Wei.zman's party merged 

with the Labor Party a few 
months ago, Mas;nra was desig
aated for ~ 6lst place on La.bar's 
list of parliamentary candidates. 
'nlis mans that Labor wuold have 
to win an absolute majority of Is
rael's l%~member Parliament in 

• a future election for Masarwa to 
pin a seal 

Masarva bas advoated a 
form of compulsory natioaal ser
vice for Israeli Ataln who, except 
for Bedouin and Drue, are ex
empt from military conscription. 
Masanra said this proposal was 
meant to silence Jewish critics 
who claim that Arabs are aot enti
tled to fall citizenship -rights since 
they do aot serve in the army. 

Bat recently Masanra modi· 
fied bis views, commenting that 
tbe Jewish establishment must 
make a simultaneous commitment 
to spur. economic aJKf educational 
cieveiopLlent in lsrael's aegjec:ieci 
Arab community. 

Masarwa said be is looking 
forward to bis posting in Atlanta 
and sees no difficulty in partici
pating in social functiom with tbe 
Jewish community in tbe area. 
"There are social functions and 
political fuac:tioas in tbe job," be 
said: "In the social functions. tra· 
ditioaaJ Moslem tolerance will al
low me to maintain ties. 

"I see it as a mmion not only 
io the formal sense but in the 
larger sense. I see myself as a 
representative of the Israeli peo
ple, Arabs and ~ews. and my in
tention is to spur a correct and 
deep dialogue with the Jewish and 
Arab communities in the United 
States. I see this as a break
through for Arab intellectuals in 
Israel for Arab intellectuals to be 
full partoe~ in Israeli 
.institutions." 
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A Comprehensive Educational Programme 

on Arab-Jewish and Arab-Israeli Relations 

A Provisional Report for the years 1983-1985. 

Three difficult problems 

The programme we describe in this report deals with three 

interrelated ~ssues, which are difficult to resolve: 

* First are the difficult and complex relations between Jews and 

Arabs within Israel and between Israel and her Arab neighbours. 
* . 

* 

Second are the attitudes of the Israeli public, and of the young 

generation in particular, towards this reality; 

And the third i .s the question whether and how we should cope with 

these two problem_s in our schools. To t~is last question we 

shall devote the greater part of our re~ort, but we begin with a 

brief outline of the first two issues. 

Israel and the Arabs: From Polarization to Pluralist Relations 

Prior to the establishment of Israel and during its first 

generation, the relations between Arabs and Jews were characterized by 

the single keyword 'conflict' (Arab-Jewish conflict until 1948, and 

thereafter also Arab-Israeli conflict). At the. time of the British 

'Mandate relations between Jews ans! Arabs did not consist only of· 

conflict. However, during the first two decades of the State, many 

Israelis gradually came to perceive conflict as the sole relationship 

between the two people. By the mid-sixties, the relation between 

Israel and her neighbours could be regarded as one of almost complete 

polarization: closed borders without any mutual contacts betwe.en the 

people, an all-Arab consensus on the impossibility of accepting the, 

existence of Israel, and agreement, at least verbal, that the Jewish 

State should one day be destroyed. 

Now, in the mid-eighties, reality is no longer as polarized as it 

was two decades ago. Since the Six-Day-War, and more so since the 

Yom-Kippur-War, processes of change are taking place and the phrase 

~ \ 
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"the Arab-Israeli conflict" no longer describes these relations 

ad~quately as it did twenty years ago. 

At the present time · we ca.n distinguish between at least four 

types of relations: 

1) Peaceful relations. Since 1979 there is peace between Israel and 

Egypt. True, this is a peace encumbered with problems, and both 

parties have harsh complaints about its course: Israel criticizes the 

pavcity of common endeavour within the peace framework, while Egypt is 

sharply critical of what it perceives as Israel expioiting peace for 

unilateral . activities in the Administered Territories and for waging 

war in Lebanon. Nevertheless, the two basic elements of peace endure -

there are direct contacts between the parties, including direct talks 

on controversial matters, and arrangem~nt in Sinai for the prevention 

of preparations for war are respected. Over one hundred thousand 

Israelis have visited Egypt, though the number of Egyptians who 

visited Israel is negligible. One can say about ·the relations between 

the two countries that, despite the .serious problems as yet 

unresolved, peace serves long-term _national interests of both Egypt 

and Israel. 

2) Relations which are neither peace nor war. With a number of Arab 

States, Israel has relations half way between peace and war. 

• Morocco. This country hel.ped establish the preliminary contacts 

between Israel and Egypt, before Sadat's visit to Jerusalem. 

Public personalities from Israel have visited Morocco openly. 

Israeli tourist off ices openly advertise trips t~ Morocco. 

• Jordan. Direct talks between Israeli leaders and King Hussein 

have taken place for some tw·enty years. Since June 1967 the, 

bridges between the ~~o countries are open to the movement of 

Arab people and of commerce. According to some estimates several 

hundred million dollars' worth of exports from Israel pass 

through the bridges every year. Since 1970 Jordan also takes 
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good care to keep the border quiet and to prevent terrorist raids 

across it. 

Lebanon. Israel maintains direct contacts with Christians, 

ShI'ites and Druze across the frontier, to assure- common 

interests . 

* Other countries, such as Tunisia, Sudan and Oman have on several 

occasions expressed openly their support of the political process 

as ~ponsored by Egypt. 

3) Mutual relations ~ith Arabs in Israel-controlled areas. 

* 650,000 Arabs are Israeli citizens, on the legal basis of civic 

equality. · According · to Israeli security authorities, 99. 9% of 

this population, have never done anything harmful to the State 

and its security. 

minority and the 

serious problems. 

True, the mutual relations between the Arab 

Jewish majority are encumbered by several 

~ut most of these problems can be dealt with 

through the democratic processes of Israel . It is certain that 

since abolition in 1966 of Military Government over Israel's 

Arabs they changed from being passive citizens., resigned to their 

fate-, into active c-itizen.s who increa.singly realize their civic 

rights and struggle daily for their f ullfilment. 

* One and a quarter million of Arabs in the Territories live under 

Military Government since .1967. Most of them are certainly not 

happy with this situation. However-, since 1967, complex mutual 

relations have developed between this population and Israel, in 

contrast to the complete absence of any relations during the 

nineteen previous years. 70,000 Arabs from the Territories are 

working in Israel. Extensive r.elations exist al,so in the spheres 

of commerce, tourism, health and education. No matter what a 

future political solutions may be, a return to the total 

separation that _'prevailed before 1967 is hard to imagine. 
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4) Conflict relations. A state of acute conflict still endures 

between Israel and a number of Arab countries, among which Syria, Iraq 

and· Libya are outstanding. The same applies to reiations between the 

PLO and Israel. 

What are the new elements of . the present situation, · as compared 

with that which existed twenty years ago? 

First, the very change from unrelenting conflict to· a plurality of 

relations (peaceful relations, civic relations, intermediate relations 

between war and peace, conflict relations); a change that requires us 

to differentiate among different Arab countrief?, as well as among 

different Arab groups, according to their specific interests and 

attitudes towards Israel (Whereas in the past there was no need for 

such differentiation, when we grouped them all under the sole heading 

"conflict - enemies"). 

Secondly, the complexity of the present situation. This is no 

longer a reality that can be perceived in terms of . a single dimension 

of conflict. 

And thirdly, the ambiguity of this situation: What we knew twenty 

years ago was the singular certainty that we were in conflict with all 

our neighbo~rs. In the present situation we are neither at peace with 

all our neighbours, nor in total conflict with all of them. 'The 

complexity and the changing relations, both contribute to the element 

of uncertainty. 

From a psychological point of view coping with the reality of the 

mid-eighties requires an ability to grasp .more comple~ situations, as 

well as a capacity to dea.1 with ambiguous cond'itions, fraught with 

uncertainty. When we meet an Arab whom we do not know - he may be an 

Israeli citizen who speaks Hebrew and is law-abiding, or a Palestinian : 

living under Military Government and feeling nationally frustrated, or 

an Egyptia~ with whose country we are at peace, or a Syrian who is at 

war with us, or a ·member of a Palestinian organ~zation intent on 

murdering Israeli citize~s. Is it, then, surp~ising that many 

Israelis find it hard to come to terms with this situation? 
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Israeli public opinion and the reality of. Arab-Israeli ·relations 

ProbS;bly a considerable number of 'Israelis still lag twenty years 

behind, in their perception of Arab-Israeli relations. They perceive 

the present in. terms that held true twenty years ago,. but which .today 

are no longer fully adequate. Their view of reality is still 

polarized, a black-and-white perception of total conflict with all 

Arabs whoever they may be, believing all Arabs to be implacable 

enemies, dangerous and totally untrustworthy. The peace with Egypt is 

regarded as not being a true peace. The Arab citizens of Israel are 

regarded as threat to the security of the State. The peace with 

Egypt is described as a false peace. The ~ey figure in relating to 

the Arabs is the terrorist who out of nationalistic motives murders 

Jews indiscriminately - a boy kidnapped outside his home, couples 

visiting nature reserves, soldiers hitch hiking. 

Wl)at many Israelis have experienced is the reverse of the what 

could be expected. The peace with Egypt, the development of informal 

relations with several Arab countries, and the co1D1Don citizenship with 

t,he Israeli Arabs, instead of str~ngthening the sense of movement 

towards a less painful relationship, have in recent intensified years 

the patterns of fear, anxiety, hatred and distrust of Arabs generally. 

A somewhat paradoxic.al situation has evolved: people cling intensely 

to perceptions of total conflict and total polarization, as these 

organize for them a world of which they are certain. A world in which 

one knows ·that all Arabs are enemies is a world one knows with 

complete certainty; hence a world with which one feels one can cope. 

As against this, a world in which there might be some Arabs who are 

not hostile, while there are alsq Arabs who murder Jews, is an 

ambiguous world, and many find it difficult to cope with such 

uncertainty. 

'l'.bese attitudes find their expression also among young people and 

in the class. Amo~g a considerable number of young people the 

prevailing ideas about the Arabs focus in a number of negative 

stereotypes. Any educator enter~ng a class in recent ·years and asking 
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pupils .what are the first words coming to their minds in associ ation 

with the word "Arab," generally receives answers such as "dirty", 

"stinking", "primitive" , "enemy", "violent", "terrorist" , 

"untrustworthy". Only rarely will a pupil say: "An Arab is also a 

human being ." 

These negative attitudes among the young (but also among adults) 

find their strongest expression with regard to the Arabs who live 

under Israeli rule. All pupi,ls ·now in school were born since 1967. 

They do i:iot know what is the "Green Line", dividing Israel .from the 

Territories, and . for them there is no difference between an Arab 
living in Haifa end one who lives in Nablus. Most of them simply are 

not aware of the differences in status and in identity between Arab 

citizens of Israel and Arabs livi~g in the Territories under the 

Military Administration of Israel. Neither do they know that one of 

the basic principles of the State is civic equality. They often react 

with surprise and rejection, when they learn that the Israeli Arabs 

are citizens with equal rights. 

Three principal anxieties trouble young Je~s in Israel in regard 

to Arabs. First, there is the existent~al fear of Arabs as murderers. 

Since in recent years most of the victims of terrorist attacks were 

young Israelis, young people regard themselves as potential victims to 

such attacks. Many therefore project the image of murderers upon all 

Arabs . Secondly, many are concerned about the demographic balance -

that the Arabs, because of their higher birth rate, may eventually 

become the majority. And thirdly, mainly among religious youth, there 

is the - rather astonis~ing - fear of assimilation (of the majority 

1.nside ·the minortiy !) through mi.xed marriages. 

These negative attitudes - stereotypes locked on fears - lead to 

a search for simplistic , one-dimensional solutions, which wil~ put an 

end to the problem, once and for all. This is expressed in a range of 

extremist attitudes, the more ·"moderate" among which question the need 

to maintain the equa1 rights of the Arab citizens of Israel, whilst 

the more extreme ones favour Meir Kahana's proposal to expel ' all Arabs 
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(rom Israeli territory. How many young people are hold such views? In 

our estimate about one half of all young people, and perhaps more. 

This estimate is confirmed by two surveys carried out by the Dahaf 

Institute for the Van Leer Jerusalem Institute (VLJI). The survey on 

"Attitudes of Adolescents to · Democratic Values," . in Septemb~r 1984, 

revealed that only some 40% of all young people are in favour of equal 

rights for the Arab citizens of the State. The survey ~n "Political 

Views of Adolescents," in May 1985, revealed that 11% would vote for 

Kahana, whilst 42% support his views. In other words: Kah·ana' s 

approach had a considerable support even among yoµng people who 

intended to vote for other lists. 

These, in broad outline are~ the two ·difficult issues that bring 

us to the heart of the subj~ct with which we are concerned : the 

educational problem. 

Why did the educational system not deal with this issue for thirty 

years? 

For over thirty years the educational system ref rained from 

dealing comprehensively with the question: should we include in the 

educational · process elements. concerning Arab-Jewish · relations in 

Israel and· relations between Israel and her nighbours? References to 

these subjects were randomly scattered in some textbooks. But what 

characterized the educational process as a whole was that in twelve 

years of schooling - or fourteen, if we add the kindergarten years -

these subjects were not part of the ed'ucational programmes. 

· There certainly were some teachers who, at their own initiative, 

raised in the class questions which concerend the . Arab minority in 

Israel and Israeli-Ara~ relations. In 1979 a textbook entitled "The 

Arab-Israeli Conflict" was introduced in some secondary schools, as an , 

optional subjec~ for studies in civics towards the matriculation 

examination. However, the greater part of the system remained 

indifferent to Arab-Jewish relations. 
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It is difficult to answer the question why the educational system 

had never examined the question comprehensively prior to the early 

eighties. This may be partly explained by the fact that for most of 

this period -:- or at least until. the mid-seventies - we. still lived in 

almost ~otal conflict with our neighbours; We have already mentioned 

that total conflict is easier to comprehend than the ~omplex and 

ambiguous situation in which we live today. Since the view prevailing 

in past decades was relatively si~ple and uncomplex, there was perhaps 

little to teach: it was an almost generally accepted view that all 

Arabs were enemies who wanted to destroy us. Possibly it seemed that 

there was little to be taught. 

Teaching becomes nec~ssary when a certain dif fere~tiation must be 

acquired. When .all Arabs - or their overwhelming majority - ate 

perceived as enemies, there is no need for any differentiation. There 

might• however, be a need for indoctrinationa: education of the young 

to understand the aims of the Zionist endeavou~, why we established a 

State, how. the confli~t between the two peoples arose, and how it was 

conducted. At certain periods, ~d mainly. after the Yom-Kippur-War, 

anxiety was expressed that the young generation might lose its Zionist 

faith and that it was ignorant of the history of the conflict. This 

was the reason for the establishment, in those· years, of Institutes 

for Zionist Education, which were to clarify Jewish and Zionist values 

in secondary school classes, and for the preparation of the textbook 

on. "the Israeli-Arab Conflict". Today we may doubt whether at that 

time the belief of young people in "our right to the tand" had indeed 

weakened, and whether the anxieties about youth attitudes on that 
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* iss ue were not somewhat exaggerated. Be that as it may, Zionist 

education strengthened the belief in our right. 

As for the study of the history of sixty years of tbe conflict 

(191.7-1977), it encouraged the conviction that the Jewish side had 

always been -prepared to negotiate a compromise with the Arabs, who 

rejected all proposals, whether suggested by other states and 

international organizations or. directly by the Zionist organizations 

. and later by Israel. ~s th~ Arab side persisted in its refusal to 

negotiate with Israel and to accept its existence, both educational 

elements - the Zionist one and the conflict one - complemented each 

other to a considerable degree •. 

During the past decade new questions arose on two levels·: on the 

external one - as a result of the development of mu~ual relations 

between Israei and some of her nighbours, and especially since the 

Peace Treaty with Egypt; and on . the internal one - as the Arabs in 

Israel emerged from the largly passive role they had occupied, during 

the first two decades of Israel, and started to struggle for their 

civic rights, a struggle that found its first symbolic expression in 

"March 1976, with "the Day of the Land." The issue of mutual relations 

in a Jewish State, ., between a Jewish majority and an Arab mii:iority, 

gradually became one of the central problems concerning the future 

identity of Israel. A Jewish State, based :i..n, accordance with the 

Declaration of Independence, on civic equality, is one interpretation 

of Jewish identity; whereas a State in which the Jewish citizens enjoy 

• In 1974 the Institute for Applied Social Research prepared, .at the 
request of the Ministry of Education, a comprehensive survey on youth 
attitudes. The findings of the survey contained little that could 
support anxiety as to the sense of national identification of young 
people. However, in retrospect, it apepars strange that the survey 
tried to examine in great detail the attitudes of the young people 
with regard to aspects of Judaism and Zionism, but no attempt was made 
to discover attitudes on the subjects of democratic values and 
democratic behaviour. 
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superior privileges over a weaker minority - expresses thereby an 

entirely different sort of Judaism. 

An Initiative for a Comprehensive Programme 

In the years 1977-1980 the Van Leer Jerusalem institute conducted 

a project· concerni~g the Jewish identity of Israel. One of our 

principal conclusions was that the relationship between the Jewish 

majority and the Arab minority was one of the three of four critical 

issues for the future identity of Israel. The ·Institute began its 

involvement with this is~ue in 1980, when we held ~ conference under 

the heading "Every Sixth Israeli - the relations between the Jewish 

majority and the Arab minority in Israel." A year later, a book was 

published under this title. At the same time we commissioned the 

Dahaf Public Opnion institute, under the direction of Mrs. Mina 

Tsemach, to prepare a survey on attitudes of the Jewish majority 

towards the Arab minority •. The survey (1980) revealed that the Jewish 

public was divided into three groups: the moderates, whose attitude 

to the Arab citizens of Israel was principally egalitarian - they 

constituted about 15%; the extremists whose attitude to the Arabs in 

Israel was principally racist and intolerant - these likewise made up 

some 15%; and between these two, a group consdtut-ing approximately 

70%, who can be called ambivalent: those having 11ixed stereotypes of 

the Arabs - both positive and negative - and whose views were also 

inconsistent; on the one hand they wete in favour of equal rigQts for 

minorities all over the world, and on the other they were afraid of 

and even antagonistic to the application of this principle to the Arab 

minority in Israel. This division into three groups was to appear 

again in later surveys, in which the proportions of the groups would 

be changing; but the third group always remained the largest. 

In 1981 the VLJI initiated discussions on the educational 

dimension of Arab-Jewish relations. A number of institutions were 
·. 

already active in this sphere - amon·g these Givat ilaviva, the School 

for Peace at Neve Shalom, Beith Hagefen in Haifa and the Interns of 
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Peace. All these organizations were mainly involved in organiz.ing 

meetings between Jewish and A~ab pupils, as a principal educational 

effort. Each of these meet~ngs lasted .from one to three days, and it 

see~s to have been the main educational activity. on Jewish-Arab 

relations at that time. The number of Jewish and Arab participants in 

' these meetings was probably no more than two thousand annually - out 

of over one million pupils in the eudcational system in Israel. (Even 

today the number of participants in such meetings is not significantly 

larger). In contrast to these small islands of well meaning activity, 

resulting from local initiatives, the Minis~ry of Education itself had 

no ·programme of its own on how to cope with this crucial problem. The 

textbook on "The Arab-lsra·eli Conflict," which was introduced into 

some secondary schools in 1979 became outdated as a result of the 

e:?tablishment of peace with Egypt. In any case, it probably never 

reached more 'than one quarter of all secondary school pupils. Al though 

the subject "R~lations between the majority and the minority in 

Israel" did appear on the list of scheduled programmes in· civics, 

which the Curricula Department intended to develop, it had been 

shelved for several years. 

The question we discussed with officials at the Ministry of 

Education, at that time, was as follows. An Israeli pupil was likely 

to study for twelve years, without devoting a single hour to the issue 

of relations between the majority and the minority in Israel and 

between Israel and her Arab neighbour. If a subject was not taught, 

this possibly implied that it was unimportant, or that it could be· 

ignored. Was this the Ministry's intention? 

At the end of 1981, the Chairman of the Pedagogic Council, Mr. 

David Pour, appo"inted a Commission of about a dozen members, Jews and 

Arabs, most of whom were officials of the Ministry and others 

representing several bodies, including the VLJI. The Commission was 

headed by the Deputy Director General, Mr. Arie Shoval. The Commission 

held its sessions for more than one year. In the summer of 1983 it 

presented to the Pedagogic Council a Report, which the Council 
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endorsed in September 1983, subsequently publishing it as Gui delines 

on Educa.tion for Coexistence . 

On February 1, 1984 the Director General of the Ministry of 

Education, Mr. Eliezer Shmueli, issued a Circular on Education for 

Coexistence, summarizing the guidelines published by the . Shoval 

Committee. Concurrently to these act~vities, the Director General of 

the Ministry of Education requested the Van Leer Jerusalem Institute, 

to accept the task 9f helping the Ministry implement the programme. 

Since 1983, in coordination with t~e Ministry of .Education, the VLIJ 

ha.s become the centre of a whole range of educational activities, 

aiming gradually to implement the guidelines of the programme. 

The Guidelines for the Comprehensive Programme 

The first question is: "Why should it be necessary to educate on 

these issues? The answer is that this is above all an existential 

need. Arabs will always b~ part of Israeli soci~ty, and our 

neighbours across the borders will always be Arabs. In. popular terms: 

this is the neighborhood, in the world; in which we live, and these 

are our neighbours. Hence, it is inconceivable that a young 

generation will grow up who are almost completely ignorant about their 

neighbours. A generation growing up in ignorance will act towards 

their Arab neighbours on the basis of prejudices only, thereby 

compounding the difficulties of an already complex reality. Hence the 

need for an education seeking to provide the next generation with 

essential concepts that will enable them to cope better with a reality 

of wh~ch they are part. 

The next question is: What will be the aims of education in these 

fields? The Guidelines outlined thr.ee basic directions: 

* To educate for relations between Jews and Arabs in Israel on the 

basis of civic equality. We regard equal rights for all citizens as 

one of the deep values of Israel since its establishment. This 
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principle is also · repeated in the Basic Guidelines of · all Israeli 

Governments in the past decade, including the Likud Governments and · 

present the Government of National Unity . We consider this principle 

as one on which there exist an almost complete parliamentary 

* consensus. This essential principle of democracy converges with the 

ancient' Jewish code' of one law for all - the Jew and the non-Jew. 

$ To educate on how to live in Israel as a multicultural society, in 

which no cul tu re is superior or inferior. This aim extends farther 

than Arab-Jewish relations alone. ~ong Jews as well as among Arabs, 

there exist several cultures. In a world constantly becoming smaller, 

the intercultural encounte£ is pecoming an integral part of -everyday 

life. People from different urban and rur·a1 communities, orthodox and 

secular, of different faiths, and of different nationalities, are 

daily coming into contact with one anQther with increasing frequency. 

Clearly, one of the skills which future generations ·must develop is 

that of .dialogue with members of other cultures, on a basis of mutual 

respect. 

Of_ course, there is an implicit difficulty in this proposition of 

mutual respect among culture~. Most cultures were originally 

ethnocentric, believing in their own cultural supremacy in the world, 

and looking down upon other cul tut es as being inferior' barbarian. 

primitive or simply "goyim". Almost to this day, peoples of mos~ 

cultures believes that they are "a Chosen People" and that all other 

people are somewhat less civilized. The · fact that we Jews have 

appropriated t~is title explicitly for ourselves does not diminish the 

* Except for Kahana' s "Kach" movement, whose aim is to expel t _he 
Arabs from Israel and to a certain extent also the Tehiya Movement, 
which would grant equal rights t9 the Arabs, on. condition that they 
serve in the army. 
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intensity of the self-regard of 9ther peoples, who for centuries have 

- firmly believed that they and nobody else are the world centre of 

civilization. Education to live in a multicultural society - and in a 

multicultural world - must therefore cope with tensions between the 

ethnocentric view - which is common to most cultures - and the need to 

develop a new respect for other cultures as they are. 

* To educate on relations between Israel and her Arab neighbours as a 

pluralistic experience and not one confined only to conflict. The 

Ministry of Education has proposed that the term "the Arab-Israeli 

conflict" should be replaced as a central subject of ·study by the term 

"the relations between Israel and her neighbours" or "Arab Israeli 

relations." The term "conflict" indicates a single content for all 

re~ations between Israel and the Arabs. On the other hand, the term 

"relations" comprises all the pos~ibilities - from relations of peace 

and civic equality to conflict and war, together with. a dynamic 

perception of possible change from one situation into another. 

Each of the three principal goals is difficult enough to attain 

by itself. They are, of course, interrelated. One cannot deal with 

mutual Telations between Jews and Arabs in Israel separately from the 

relations between Israel and her neighbours. And it is impossible to 

educate for civic equality and pluralistic relations with neigh'bouring 

societies, without complementing it with mutual respect between 

cultures. 

How, then, can we achieve t~ree particularly difficult aims, on 

the road to which we have to cope with a complex reality, as well as 

with prejudices and deep anxieties? Such goals cannot be reached 

through a single programme. Therefore the Guideline.s specify that 

education in these subjects must become an integral part of the 

process of education, from kindergarten to university. 

At each of these stages, at the pre-school age, in the elementary 

school a~d at the intermediate and secondary levels, the pupil should 

encounter elements relevant· to the three goals . This will be 
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implemented by weaving the three subjects into different fields of 

study, such -as conversations of the kindergarten teacher with the 

children and stories she wlll ·read to them; in elementary schools 

geography lessons on neighbouring Arab and Jewish communities; 

multicultural themes in the intermediate studies; in secondary schools 

programmes in civics - on the relations between the Jewish majority 

and the Arab minority and on the relations between Israel and her Arab 

· neighbours. 

During the first two years of activities of the Van Leer 

Institute in this field, we have advanced in four main areas: 

* The first is the gradual development of a curricula, with the 

intent of eventually achieving a continuity of programmes to pe 

.integrated into the educational process, from kindergarten to 

university. 

* ·The second is the development of frameworks of teacher training in 

this new educational field. 

* The third is the preparation of: a TV Ser.ies designed for the whole 

family, on mutual relations between Jews and Arabs in Israel. 

* And the fourth is the encouragement of writers of children's 

literature to write stories and books relating to our three pr.incipal 

themes. 

From the very beginning we assumed that, as is true for every 

comprehensive programme in education, this one too would require 

several years to be completed. The optimists said five years, the 

pessimists - at least eight. We are therefore still at an early 

stage, the road, and a considerable part of our work still consists of 

learning and re-learning as we progress. What, then, have we 

achieved, and what do we still have to attain, after two years' work? 

And what are the major problems we still encounter? 
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Curricular Programmes 

Secondary education. In this field we have progressed farther 

than· on the other levels. These are the programmes we have developed 

so far: 

- The Arab citizens of Israelo This is an optional progra~e for the 

matriculation examinations in civics, developed by the VLJI in 

cooperation with the Curricula Department in the Ministry of 

Education. Its main concerns ·are: becoming acq,µainted with Arab 

society in Israel and learning to cope with the principal dilemmas of 

the relationship between Arabs and Jews. The programme was 

experimentally introduced into schools for the first time in 1982, · 

accompanied by an evaluation process, resulting in a revised edition 

published in 1984. 

"At a Crossr.oads". Thts is a programme of informal education 

(sessions with the class teacher, group discussions), parallel to "The 

Arab citizens of Israel". The programme was prepared by the Institute 

for Coexistence together with the VLlI. Its advantages are that it 

comprises a great number of modular activities which a teacher can 

· apply in a flexible way. This programme is in its first year, still 

at the experimental phase. 

Israel and her nei2hbours. This is an experimental edition, 

prepared by the VWI, of a Reader, which will be introduced into a 

number of schools during 1986. The subject is Arab-Israeli relations 

as a pluralistic experience. The Reader consists of chapters dealing 

with the following issues: the Middle East as a regional system, 

Israel and Egypt, Isr-ael and Jordan, Israel and the Palestinians, 

Israel and Syria, Israel and Lebanon. Each chapter refers to the 

historical, strategic, political and economic dimensions. The 

complex! ty of the programme poses a certain challenge to the teacher, 

and at the time of writing we still await the results of the 

experiment. 
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- · "A place on the earth". This is a Re~der of Hebrew translations of 

stories by Egyptian, Palestinian, Lebanese, and other Arab authors. 

The Reader was prepared by the VWI, and the selection of the stories 

was made jointy with the Curricula Department of the Ministry of 

Education. The Reader is intended· to serve as a expe.riential tool for 

und~rstanding different cultures of Arab societies, apart from the 

dimension of conflict with Israel (of which the pupils are anyway 

aware). The stories in the Reader are on subjects such as: family 

life, the status of women, tensions between town and village, the role 

of religion, tradition and modernity. This Reader too will be 

introduced experimentally into school's in 1986. 
"The educational encounter". This guide, published by the VWI 

together with the . School . for Peace at Neve Shalom; deals with the 

educational process involved in the organization of meetings between 

Arab · and Jewish pupils. The process has three stages: the 

preparation of the class before the meeting, the structure of the 

meeting itself (which starts with personal acq~aintance and eventually 

moves to discussion of political issues), and follow-up activiti es, 

after the meeting. This is the only publication in· Israel, which 

deals with the didactics of such meetings. As far as we know, most 

institutions in the country, which hold such· meetings, make use of 

it. 

"Beloved is the man created in the image of God". This programme 

was developed by the "B'enei Akiva" religious youth movement, together 

·with the Dep~rtment for Religious Studies at the Ministry of 

Education. It. is concerned with the attitude of Judaism towards 

minority groups. 

The Intermediate Level. For this level there exists so far only one 

exper.imental programme, called "Neighbours," prepared by Interfaith 

Committee in Jerusalem. The programme, prepared in concert vith the 

Cur-ricula Department, is being tried ·out in a number of schools. It 

consists of teaching modules which can be applied singly and jointly. 
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Elementary Education. At this stage only two· programmes are being 

developed: 

A collection of Hebrew .stories on relat i ons between Arabs and 

Jews. · The intention is for the stories to provid~ the pupils with an 

experiental element, . which will facilitate discussion of ·ideas and 

feelings associated with the stories. The programme was developed 

jointly by the VLJI and the Curricula Department. 

Acquaintance with neighbouring communities (geography programme). 

The programme seeks to promote mutual acquaintance between Jewish and 

Arab neighbouring communitj..es. A model of this programme is being 

developed experimentally in the Western Galilee, by a team of Jewish 

and Arab educators. This is a joint programme of the VLJI and the 

Curricula Department. 

The brochure "What answers?" In addition to the teaching programmes, 

the VI.JI prepared an 80-page brochure providi?lg teachers with answers 

to questions on Arab-Jewish relations which often recur in classes. We 

received more than one hundred replies and comments from schools and 

teac~ers, ·to the experimental edition of the pamphlet. These helped us 

produce the present edition, to whic~ we gave a wide d.istribution 

throughout the educational system. The booklet deals with problems 

such as: What should be our attitude to the Arabs? Is Israel capable 

of defending herself? Is the peace with Egypt · genuine? Facts about 

the Arabs in Israel; how should we react to the recent wave of 

terrorist violence? This booklet is not a teaching programme. The 

need for it arises from a situation, in which many teachers face such 

questions in class unexpectedly, without prior preparation. 

What have we not yet achieved in the field of curricul~? 

We are still far from completing .the continuity of curricula 

from kindergarten to university. To achieve this we shall require at 

least another two to three more years. 

In particular we should mention gaps in the following areas: 

* As yet we lack materials for kindergarten, elementary and 

intermediate levels. 
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* The religious schooi system is still . reluctant to accept the 

new curricula and to adapt them to its special requirements. 

* Progress in the preparation of parallel curricula in Arabic, 

for use in Israeli Arab schools, is still_ very slow. Probably 

on~y in 1986 shall we complete the first experimental 

programme in civics, on Arab-Jewish relations. The programme 

is at present being · prepared at the Arab-Jewish Centre at 

Haifa University, in cooperation with the VLJI and the 

Curricula Department. 

* We have not yet developed curricula for special pupil 

populations, whom we define as being more resistant to our 

subject than the Israeli average. We are only making our 

first steps in this area. 

Beyond. the specific programmes already developed and which 

will eventually developed, we. face yet another problem: By 

which method should the subject of Jewish-Arab relations be 

incorporated into existing curricula - such as the study of 

Judaism, history and geography. 

Teacher Training 

Before they enter the classroom, a considerable effort must be 

invested in the preparation of teachers for education in these 

themes. 

We ca~ distinguish between three groups qf teachers: 

* A minoritJ: (comprising · of several thousands) who express 

motivation to cope with these suQjects, especially in 

respnonse to the growth of support for Meir Kahana' s views 

amongst pupils; 

* A group l_thich probably constitutes the majority of teachers 

(comprising of several tens of thousand) who are ambivalent 

about this subject and therefore reluctant to face this 

difficult problem in class; 

·1 
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* And a third group of teachers (to which also thousands belong) 

who oppose the intrq.duction of the subject · into school, and 

who express, in the teachers' common rooms and even in front 

of the pupils, t .heir support of racist attitude~ approaching, 

or even identical with those of Iahana's Kach movement. 

So far, most of the· teacher training tie's been involved the first 

group. Most of this effort has been initiated by the Van Leer 

Jerusalem Institute and other organizations outside the Ministry of 

Education. The initiative of the Ministry itself was quite limited, 

and the Teacher Training Department of the Ministry has, at least 
during the first two years of the programme, not been particularly 

enthusiastic .about starting such programmes of its own. 

Several frameworks of teacher: training have been developed so 

far: 

Seminars for becoming acquainted with curricular programmes. 

Generally these last one or two days, dedicated to a specific 

programme, such as the curriculum ''The Arab Citizens .of Israel", in 

which about one thousand teachers have participated. It remains still 

uncertain how many of these teachers do actually introduce the 

curriculum into their classes. We are these days conducting a survey 

to clarify this question. 

- Annual extension studies for secondary school teachers. 

In 1984/85 the School of Education at the University of Tel Aviv held 

a course for teachers, who devoted one day each week throughout the 

academic year to this .subject. Some sixty Jewish and Arab teachers 

took part in this programme which provided them with some basic 

knowledge and didactic elements on how to cope with Arab-Jevi.sh 

relations in school. The programme ~as successful on two levels. 

First, it provided the · teachers with information and certain skills. 

Secondly, personal and professional contacts bet~een the Jewish and 

Arab teachers to developed and also between their schools. In view of 

the success of this model, similar courses have been introduced this 
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year in the Schools of Education at the Universities of Jerusalem and 

Haifa, in addition to the course in Tel Aviv. 

Introduction of the Arab-Jewish subject into training 

programmes for teachers and school principals. 

In the School of Education at Haifa University all student teachers, 

Jewish and Arab, are required since 1984/85, to take a course in this 

subject .each year. The course, of two hours .a week, consists mainly 

of workshops for the clarification of mutual attitudes and of teaching 

methods in class. As from 1985/86, the Haifa School of Education will 

include this chapter. also in its annual course for school pr.incipals 

(both Arab and Jewish). A number of teacher colleges have likewise 

begun to include the subject in their curricula, among these are the 

Yellin College in Jerusalem, the Kibbutzim Seminar in Tel Aviv and the 

Oranim College. 

~ Structured meeting between Jewish and Arab teachers. The VLJI 

has accorded a priority to structured meetings between Jewish and Arab 

teachers over meetin$s between Arab and Jewish classes. The reason is 

that~ in view of the cost of such meetings,. the investment in 

teachers' meetings is more productive than meetings between pupils. In 

the summer of 1985 we tried out three structured meetings of Jewish 

with Arab teachers. Each meeting was attended by some thirty 

teachers, one half of them Jews, the other half Arabs. Each lasted 

four consecutive days and was held at a guest house out of town. The 

meeting consisted of two parallel processes: one of becoming 

acquainted with each other ("Who am I?"), and a process of discussing 

together a common professional problems. Each meeting focused on one 

such problem: the preparation of a geography curriculum on 

neighbouring Jewish and Arab communities, acquiring the "Magic Circle" 

· method (an ' American method for developing self-expression and 

awareness of others); and the teaching of civics. There have been 

followup activities for each meeting. 

For the majority of their participants these meetings were a new 

existential framework, within which Jewish and Arab ~eachers gathered 
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for the first time, on an equal basis, to deal with a common 

professional problem. Our preliminary evaluatiQn is that ·this 

intensive process is perhaps the most effective framework for working 

with teachers. Through it, in a few days, certain achievements can be 

reached in the: cognitive and the emotional, while practical results 

were 'derived through followup activity in. schools and classrooms. We 

plan to hold at least fifteen more such meetings, .dur:in.g 1986, 

eventually hoping to reach hundreds of teachers each year. 

In-school seminars for teachers. Since 1985 we have been 

encouraging schools to form teams of teachers, who meet for intensive 

se~inars on this subject. A growi~g nuniber of schools are requesting 

this kind of training. 

Courses for youth leaders. Since 1985 the VI.JI has bl;!en 

encouraging youth movements to organize seminars for their youth 

leaders on Arab-Jerlsh relations, helping them with basic knowledge 

and didactics in this field. 

What have we not yet achieved in the training of teacher students 

and of teachers? The problems we face concern both the scope and the 

quaiity of our activities. 

As regards scope, despite the evident increase in activities of 

several types, probably no more than two or three per cent of all 

teachers in Israel have so far participated in any type of training 

activity on Arab-Jewish relations. 

The broadening and deepening of teacher training depend on the 

availability of additional resources and on the Ministry of Education 

granting priority to this effort. There are some indications that the 

Ministry m~y indeed move in that direction during 1986. 

An even more difficult question concerns the quality, or depth, 

of training activities. The measure of success is the extent to which 

teachers are subsequently prepared to initiate educational activities 
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on this subject in school and class, and the effect of such work among 

the pupil~. 

The essential difficulty lies in the teachers' own psychological 

makeup. In one of the courses, after a lecture on the outlines of 

education for coexistence, ~ senior teacher stood up and asked the 

following question: "My family ·has lived in this country for five. 

generations. Members of my family have been slaughtered by Arabs in 

the twenties and th~rties. Relatives of mine were killed in the wars 

of the Arabs against Israel . Tell me how, after all this, do I change 

myself?" One cari respect the candor of this question,_ but . one may 

also wonder whether th.is is not also a protestation: "After all this 
experience, I am not prepared to change my mind." 

Even teachers who come to the courses out of an inner conviction, 

are also still prone to uncertainties as to how to cope · with this 

subject in class. Daily reality does not make their task any easier. 

Each terrorist activity, conducted against Jews, becomes a ~ind of 

symbol negating the aims of our educational programme, a symbol 

confirming for many that in reality there is nothing but conflict, 

violence and the impossibility of developing any trust. 

One of the most difficult question is: how to work with teachers 

(and how will they work subsequently with their pupils) on the complex 

problem of fears - prejudices - and behavioural values? The question 

is still new to ·all of us, and we have as yet no well tested answers. 

At this initial stage is seems to us that where fears are concerned, 

... we should learn to focus them, rather than leave them projected over 

the entire 'Arab population. As regards pr~judices - education should 

lead to differentiation, · i.e. dismantling of negative stereotypes 

through learning to differentiate among different groups and among 

different individuals; for instance - between the few individuals who 

commit murder and the majority who do not, many of whom are probably 

critical of such act·ions. With regard to values - we expect the 

teacher not be neutral, but to represent a system of firm values which 

1 
. I 
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solutions which are acceptable and 

Another story illustrates this point. At the end of an annual 

course on Arab-jewish relations a teacher said: "What I learned 
' . 

during this .year is that the matter is very complicated and that there 

are many possible so~utions. The only thing I can do is to present my 

class with all the possible solutions." Initially, it seems that the 

teacher is right; for surely on a deeply controversial political issue 

teaching should not be confined to a single solution. Yet we believe 

that the teacher, when discussing with the class alternative 

soltitions, should examine them in the light of firm values, such as 

the principle of civic equality. A teacher who remains value neutra.l 

implictly creates a situation where any solution may appear to be 

legitimate. 

An· Educational Television Series 

At the initiative of the VWI, Educational TV is preparing a 

regular series, for families, on relations between Arabs and Jews. 

This should be a bi-lingual series, appealing in form and content to 

the widest possible public, both Jewish and Arab.· 

The planning of the series ~s raised many hard questions. The 

principal dilemma is how to produce a programme that aims to attract 

the widest possible public (and therefore should be of a popular 

character), and. yet would implicitly transmit the educational message 

regarding differentiation, , dismantling of prejudices, dissipating 

fears, and respecting the different person and his culture. 

A TV series is important to us for several reasons. Primarily, 

because it should reach a wide public. Secondly, because we hope the 

series will establish and legitimize an existential framework where 

Jews and Arabs meet on an equal basis, become acquainted with each 

other , and clarify different life problems (not only such as deal with 

the relations between the two peoples); a programme in which both 

sides treat each other with respect - and humour. Thirdly, the 
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series, which we hope will appeal to the entire family, should 

reinforce at home what pupils learn in school. 

Educational TV is still seeking a successful formula for the 

production of the series. If such a formula is found, broadcasting of 

the series will probably start sometime during year 1986. 

Literature for young people 

It is a common experience in education that literature may 

substantiate for pupils experiences in a way which purely academic 

learning does not usually achieve. This is because literature usually 
deals with specific people and their individual experiences, whereas 

academic writing usually deals with generalizations and abstract 

concepts. In the curriculum on ''The Arab citizens in Israel" we 

included several literary, or quasi-literary piece~, in the form of 

personal testimonies, which express the experiences of Israeli Arabs 

in personal terms. Even pupils with radical nationalistic a~titudes 

admitted that on reading those pieces th~y had become aware of human 

dimensions of which they had hitherto been ignorant. 

When we sought stories on interaction between· Jews and Arabs, for 

different age groups, we discovered that most of these had been 

written before Israel was established or during its first decade . The 

reality with w~ich these stories deal is in many respects quite 

different from the present situation. In many of those stories the 

Arabs - as well as the Jews - are mostly stereotypes. Such stories . 

cannot fulfil the - eudcationa.1 aims . which we have set for our 

programme. The VWI seeks, the~efore, to encourage Je'!'ish and Arab 

authors to write books and stories, for young people, humanizing the 

interaction between the two people (even in conflict situations). 

The first book written as a result of this initiative is "Nadia" 

by Hrs. Galila Ron-Feder, a best selling author of books for 

adolescents. The story concerns a fourteen year-old Israeli-Arab girl 

who attends a Jewish boarding school. Young people and adults (Arab 

and Jewish) who have read the book reacted to it in different ways, 
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ranging from empathy with the girl to criticism of her behaviour in 

different circumstances. The book can serve to initiate discussion in 

class, and a teacher's guide for that purpose is being developed. 

At the initiative of the ''Aba Productions Company," a film based 

on the book is ~eing produced. It will probably be ready for showing 

early in 1986. Almost certainly the film can also serve as 

educational material in schools. 

Other authors have undertaken to write for different age groups, 

from early childhood to adolescence. · During 1986 several more books 

and stories in our fields of interest will be published. 

The first two years: A summing up and evaluation 

A provisional r.eport must be somewhat unsatisfactory. It 

outlines the beginnings of a road, without making it possible as yet 

to evaluate the results, not even of specific projects. Two years are 

too brief a period for a solid assessment. Nevertheless, we shall try 

sum up breifly what we consider the principal ac~ievem~nts, as well as 

the principal problems, of the Comprehensive Programme as a whole. 

The first achievement is that the Ministry of ~ducation has given 

official legitimization to the subject, thereby placing it on the 

a~enda of the educational system, with a rather a high visibili~y. 

The Ministry has recently emphasized - at least on the level of 

intention~ - · that the subject . has a high priority (democracy and 

coexi stence are the central themes for education in 1986). Though 

this achievement is on the formal l.evel, without it educational 

activities could not have bee.n initiated on such a large scale, 

throughout Israel . 

A parallel achievement is t~at, together with other 

organizations, we have established throughout Israel "islands of 

· initiativ~," where relevant educational questions are asked, and where 

at least partial and provisional answers are given. The questions now 

asked throughout the system are such that have seldom been · .raised . 

until recently . 
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A further achievement is that we have given within the framework 

of the programme, a priority to educational processes having a 

cumulative effect over one time events of limited influence. In the 

past there was a tendency, in education, to deal with Arab-Jewish 

relations by ritual ·and fokloristic activities. Today there is a 

growing number of educators who understand the complexity of the 

subject - the complexity of the dif ferente Jewish and the Arab 

experiences - and the ·immens~ complexity of the resulting interactions 

between the two people. 

A core group is eme:ging of Jewish and Arab teach~rs, who have 

gone through different formative experiences in these sU,bjects, and 

who presumably will be leaders of the comprehensive approach within 

the educational system. 

A fourth achievement is that within the educatJonal system 

existential frameworks are being formed, in which Jewish and Arab 

teachers, for the first time, share common experiences on ·an equal 

basis, both personally prof essiona.lly. ·There is a good chance for an 

expansion of such activities. This evolving model of mutual relations 

between teachers may eventually serve as an example for other 

professional groups in Israel as well. 

Compared to what existed a few years ago - or rather did not 

exist - we have succeeded in establishing a rather wide network of 

educational activities. But relatively to the urgency of the problem 

within Israeli society and among the young generation in particular, 

these achievements are still limited, both as regards their scope and 

their depth. 

What, then, ·are the problems we face at the end of the first two 

years of the Comprehensive Programme? In this first summing up, we 

shall limit ourselves to an outline of several c·rucial probl~ms, for 

which we still seek solutions: 

The role of. the Ministry of Education. By entru~ting the Van 

Leer Jerusalem Institute with the implementation of the programme, the 

Ministry of Education has in effect externalized the responsibility 
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for coping with the problem. One can understand the different motives 

of the f1inistry, with some ·political considera.tions that were 

initially involved, and the hope that ~ non-government body, with 

external sources of funding, would possibly be more flex~ble in its 

act~vities and achieve a greater momentum than any internal department 

of the Ministry! undertaking the same responsibility. 

Nevertheless., it is an abnormal situation, where an outside 

organization is entrusted with the responsibility ·for the 

implementation of a programme which the senior direction of the 

Ministry acknowledge as having a priority. This might imply a certain 

ambivalence towards the subject ~m the part at least some of the . . 
senior staff of the Ministry, and an internal difficulty of changing 

priorities in the allocation of funds from the .Ministry's own budget. 

During the first two years of the programme, the role of the VLJI was 

probably , useful. But the success of the programme will eventually 

depend on whether the Ministry of Education and its departments will 

internalize the projects developed by the VLJ~, including them within 

its own budget, and whether the VLJI will within the next few years be 

gradually relieved of this responsibility. 

In the past, when other issues were acc::orded priority - for 

instance, the Heritage of Eastern Jewish communities, or Bar Mitzva 

Studies - the Ministry knew how to organize itself to attain these 

objectives and to earmark for them the necessary funds. It is true . 

that during the past few years the Ministry has experienced the 

severest budget cu~s it has ever known. Even so, sooner 9r later the 

Ministry will have to start the process of taking over the programme. 

Negotiations to this effect are c~rrently taking place, and the 

initial indications are that the Ministry will probably establish a 

budget of its own for the subject and appoint an official to take 

charge of the implementation. 

The relations with wider issues. The Arab-Jewish question is not 

an isolated educational issue. Many of its dimensions connect it with 

larger ~roblems, among which the principal ones are: 
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- How should we educate to respect other persons, even when they 

are differerent from ourselves in identity and culture? This 

may be one of the central issues in education for democratic 

behaviour. In other words: only a person who respects other 

people, regardless of differences, can also respect them when 

they are Arabs (if he is Jewish) and when they are Jewish if 

he. is an Arab. 

A parallel question is: How should we cope with the anxieties 

of teachers and pupils regarding the Arabs - and beyond this, 

the distrust among some of them, of Israeli demo~racy, a 
distrust in its capability to defend its citizens. 

Or in other words: lack of confidence on the part of adults 

and youths in our own ability to defend ourseives). 

This problem is associated with the question of Israel's 

Jewish identity. How does the Jewish majority behave toward 

the Arab minority, and what are the Jewish values on which 

this behaviour is based? Hust we behave according to the 

ancient precept ''The best of the Goyim should be killed"? Or 

according to the equally ancient precept"Beloved is man 

because he was · created in God's image"? As long as the 

educators remain ambivalent on this problem, a double message 

will be conveyed to the class. 

- Perhaps the most difficult problem is that of the future of 

the Administred Territories. How should an educator cope with 

questions concerning the equal rights of Israel's Arab 

citizens, while -for nearly twenty years Israel has been ruling 

over one and a quarter million Palestinian Arabs in the 

Territories, on a non-,.egalitarian basis? Many of the adults 

among us still regard this situation as a temporary result of 

the Six-Day-War, pending a political settlement. But for the 

young people who have grovn up in the past two decades, this 

is the only situation they know and they therefore regard it 

as permanent . Because this is the most controversial subject 
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in I.sraeli politics it is for an educator an extremely · 

difficult issue. We can und~rstand why many educators prefer 

to avoid this question altogether . But with eq~al 

justification we may ask: can an educator entirely ignore a 

problem which in the _coming years will continue to be at the 

centre of public 1.ife in Israel and at the centre of our 

relations with our neighbours? 

In our view, an educator who really wishes to cope with this 
\ 

problem should present · the principal alternatives - that of 

annexation versus that of territorial compromise 

simultaneously examining their advantages and their 

disadvantages, together with the prices attached to each 

solution, also in terms of moral values. The minimum that a 

teacher should aspire to achieve is to train his pupils to 

think about such problems in terms of alternative solutions, 

their price, in the words of the ancient Jewish precept -

"hakol tsafuy veharashut netuna" - "all can be foreseen and 

choice is permitted". 

- The problem of Arabic Studies. In this survey we have not 

touched the complex question of teaching the Arabic language 

in Jewish schools. We have refrained from this because of our 

assumption that acquiring a foreign language - especially with 

the stress on grammar - is not in itself necessarily the key 

to understanding and tolerating another people. Many pupils 

who have learned Arabic remain unchanged in their negative 

att~tude~ toward Arabs. (We may assume ·that this is the case 

too with at least some of the Arabic teachers themselves). At 

the same time it is certain that the study of a foreign 

language togethe~ with the study of the culture (in the 

anthropological, and not merely the folkloristic sense of the 

term) may help develop new attitudes towards another people. 

In other words: Let us not concentrate on the language alone, 
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but also on the people who speak it an on the ways in which 

they cope with human problems (in the fal!lily, the community, 

the society, the state). 

Today about forty per cent of the Jewish pupils are learning 

colloquial Arabic in the middle years of their schooling. Most 

of them do not proceed subsequently to learn literary Arabic, 

and by the time they finish schooi the majority forget wh~t 

they have learned. In this re~pect the ~nvestment in teaching 

colloquial Arabic appears to be probable waste of time and 

resources. As against this, the number of pupils ·who advance 

to learn Arabic of the. media and literary Arabic, to tQe level 

of matriculation examinations, is less than two . thousand a 

year. 

In consultation with the IDF and with the VLJI, the Ministry 

of Education rec~ntly appointed a senior. officer, on loan from 

the IDf, for the purpose of a thorough reorganization of the 

teaching of Arabic and its enhancement. It will be necessary 

to re-examine the premises on which the study of Arabic has 

been based until now, and proposals for several fundamental 

changes will probably be made. F9r example: it may be 

preferable to utilize the hours - appa.rently wasted in terms 

of achievements in learning spoken Arabic - for a s'tudy of 

Arab culture; or that the study of Arabic should be combined 

with a prelim.inar·y study of Arab culture. We may assume that 

during 1986 the first outline, of an overall change in this 

field will be implemented.. But overall it will take many more 

years to achieve the necessary change of direction. We may 

eventually. arrive at obligatory study of Arabic and Arab 

culture in all schools. There is some discussion at the 

Knesset ·about passing a law to that effect. But even with 

such a law it will still be a long ~ay for its aim to be fully 

realized. 
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The 'problems of Arab education in Israel. It is a basic principle of 

the Comprehensive Programme that education on mutual relations between 

Arabs and Jews in Israel must take place simultaneously in the Jewish 

and the Arab schools. There exists·, however, an evident asymmetry 

between the too , because Arab pupils are obliged to learn the Hebrew 

langu~ge, Hebrew literature and the history of the Jewish people, 

while most Jewish pupils do not study parallel Arab subjects. There 

does, nevertheless, exist a symmetry of non-action, in that most Arab 

and Jewish teachers have so far never engaged their classes with 

questions concerning the mutua~ relations between the two peoples, ~nd 

especially between the Arab and Jewish citizens of Israel. 

Just as in Jewish education an inquiry into this matter leads us 

in to wider questions than the Arab-Jewish issue so also among Arab 

educators 'difficult problems arise whenever mutual relations between 

the · two people are discussed as an educational issue. The first 

question concerns the conditions of Arab education in Israel as 

compared with Jewish education. As long as Arab educators and pupils 

regard Arab education :l.n Israel as disadvantaged in comparison with 

Jewish education, due to unequal allocation of resources, this creates 

a visible problem for the teaching of civic equality. It is true that 

Arab education in Israel is making steady progr~ss and many Arab 

schools and their pupils show impressive achievements. It is also 

true that like Jewish citizens Arab citizens too do solve some of the 

educational problems within their own communities. For example, in 

several localities they have built new school premises, without 

recourse to government aid . Also, during · the last few years the 

Ministry of Education has allocated to Arab education proportionately 

larger funds than in previous years. And yet the sense of inequality 

between the two systems still endures. 

The second problem for Arab ,educators lies in two interrelated 

fields. One concerns the extent to which an Arab teacher feels free 

to talk about civic issues in class. And the second is the problem of 

the identity of Israel's Arab citizens. The Arab teacher in Israel is 
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under strong and unavoidable tension between two opposite forces. On 

the one hand, he must appear credible to his pupils and in his 

community, with regard to the way in which he presents · the subj~cts of 

i~entity and of civic rights. On the other hand, Arab teachers fear 

that whatever they say may be ·reported detrimentally to the Shin Bet -

Israel's internal security service - with subsequent risk to the 

tenure of their jobs. A teacher caught in this dilemma often adopts a 

neutral attitude, by avoiding altogether the teaching of significant 

civic issues - for fear of being rebuked by .either side. 

To this day the Israeli educational system is not quite certain 

how to deal with these tensions and how to strengthen the Arab 

teacher's willingness to deal fairly rlth the complex problem:s of 

mutual relations between Jews and Arabs in Israel. In 1983 the 

Director General of the Ministry of Education published a Circular 

encouraging Arab teachers to take pride in teaching Arab national 

culture in their classes. We have ali-eady noted before that there 

exists sometimes a discrepancy between the Ministry's declared 

intentions .and their application in the field. And thus there stili 

remains the unresolved need to develop ways that will enable Arab 

·teachers to deal with mutual relations and civic equality, while 

maintaining a fair balance between loyalty to Israel and to their Arab 

identity. This is certainly a difficult problem, but to evade it 

would mean that these issues would not be dealt by the schools, but by 

persons who do not support the principle of fair balance. One of the 

ways to progress in this matter 1s to set up joint workshops of Ara·b 

and Jewish educators, who will develop together methods . of teaching 

civics, in both Arab and Jewish classes. 

The interaction between the educational problem and political 

issues. Thus far we have discussed the educational problem concerning 

relations between Jews and Ar~bs as a separate issue, examining 

dilemmas as they arise mainly during and within the educational 

process. It is however impossible to conclude this summary, without 
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considering the educational issue within the wider framework of its 

interaction with the political system. 

We of ten hear that . the entire educational effort in this 

difficult area · is of only marginal significance, compared to the 

i,ifluence of words and deeds in the political field. . What is the 

effect of educators and textbooks compared with the pronouncements of 

leaders, whose message often contradicts the aims of education? What 

is the influence of curricula, trying to deal with the culture of 

neighbours, as a human culture, when almost daily there are acts of 

violence, committeed for political reasons, by persons belonging to 

that other culture? What leaves a deeper emotiona.l in pact - war in 

Lebanon and a bombing raid on Tunis? Or peace with Egypt and implicit 

understandings with Jordan? 

In a sense, the daily reality of Arab-Jewish relations, as 

presented by the media, also serves as a sort of school: not 

intentionally pedagog-ical, not systematic, not always consistent in 

its message. Yet this is a school whose messages are powerful, 

occasionally deeply disturbing and to many of us even threatening. 

What shou.ld be the educator's task in light of this reality? Should 

he give up his educational responsibility and leave it in the hands of 

polit-ical leaders? Or just to the contrary, because the political 

system is not ~Y intention an educational system, and because it 

carries many contradictory messages, it is precisely the task of the 

educator to help next generation acquire some essential skills: in 

coping with this complex reality? 

The educational system is not responsible for the solution of 

political problems. But it is responsible for the education of the 

next generation to a l~ve in a complex, difficult relationship, in 

which not all problems can easily or quickly be ~olved. Therefore it 

is imperative for the teacher to deal in class with questio~s 

concerning the relations between Jews and Arabs, seeking to help his 

pup~ls develop the capacity for differentiation among different Arabs, 

different Arab States and Arab nations, and different interests, some 
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of them converging, some diverging; a diferentiation without which we 

might all regress to total conflict with all our Arab neighbours. It 

is the educator's task to discuss these questions not only in general 

or historical terms, or as bac~ground material; but also with 

reference to daily events, seeking to place them in the wider 

framework of mutual relations, common and conflicting interests, 

alternative options and th~ir prices. The problem is not only "how to 

react" to a terrorist attack, to King Hussein's speech, to a meeting 

between Israeli and Egyptian Ministers; but also how to place these 

events within a wider context, assign them a meaning that relates ·them 

to the principal frameworks and processes with which and within which 

we live. In other words: how to make of today's event a lesson for 

tommorrow. 

The immense difficulty which the educational system faces is that 

in the course of one generation many teachers - perhaps the majority -

have developed a neutral and defensive attitudes to the discussion of 

political issues in the class, including issues concerning the 

relations between Jews and Arabs. And indeed, how should the educator 

find the right balance between his own political convictions and his 

duty to ·present in class the wide range of different ·political views 

as they exist now in Israel? Educators . in Israel - and e~pecially 

those who train future teachers - will eventually have to cope with 

th.is dilemma. 

To conclude, we return to an old educational truth, that as with 

any other educational project, th~ effectiveness of the Comprehensive 

Programme, on which we have been wor~ing for the past two years 

depends on the teachers' will that it should succeed. After two years 

we still remain without answers to two essential questions. Will a 

significantly large number of teachers in Israel dare to educate the 

young generation to the complex and changing relations with our Arab 

neighbours? And will the educational system be capable of translating 

its intentions into meaningful activities, in terms of budget and 
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programmes concerning curricula, . teacher training and school 

activities? Ultimately, this is a question of leadership. 
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Who Opposes Treaty? 
Much of the current opposition to ing national or international iriter

lhe historic. Jong-awaiied progress es1s. While one can understand this, 
toward the reduction of nuclear arnrs the potential cost could be consider
comes from Jewi sh-American . able when dealing with such monu
sources. Jewish-American colum- mentally imponant issues a~ reduc
nists and others lambast Mikhail ing nuclear arms. 
Gorbachev because he has not bowed There ·s much wrong in the Soviet · 
to their demands. demonstrations Union. Mikhail Gorbachev is no 
and agitation to allow more Jews to saint. There is much the U.S. and 
leave Russia. · Russia still disagree on. But anyone 

One can understand the desire of who can •t see the improvement in the 
American Jews. But in this instance. atmosphere. and in hopes for peace. 
as in many in the past. this good cause since Gorbachev took the helm in 
should not be placed above all other Moscow. isn·r trying. 
interests. It sho.uldn •t be allowed to · The late Senator Henry Jackson. 
bar progress between the superpow- . ~f Washington. influenced by the 
ers on reducing nuclear arms. Jewish-American lobby. once s~c
. The best chance Washington has ceeded iri passing a bill barring U.S. 
to influence domestic policies in grain sales to Russia until Moscow 
Moscow is through a lessening of allowed more Jews to leave Russia. 
tension and the achieving of a better The result: U.S. farmers were 
relationship. The encouraging pmc- . hard hit; the Russians greatly re
ess now in progress between Presi- duced ·their grain purchases in this 
dent Reagan and Gorbachev offers ~ountry. They also reduced the emi-

. realistic hope in this direction. Some · gration of Jews. Our farmers and 
progress has already been made. exports have never completely re- · · 

Yet some would block an'y agree- covered from this well-meaning 
ment between the superpowers until ·folly. 
they get everything ·they demand. ·Similarly. ·we can't allow lhe 
While all Americans favor free travel unde'rstandabledesiresof any special 
and emigration. ifsnevertheless true group in America today to sabotage 
that this condition doesn't exist in the hopeful. crucially imponant nu
most of the other countries of the clear arms reduction process now 
world. It has never existed in Russia,· underway. 
nor in most other countries. One hopes American Jews get 
. Traditionally. arms agreements their way with Moscow. Everyone in 

between nations don·t include one the U.S. government has been striv
leader demanding the other change ing to help them for decades. con
his country's domestic policies. stantly prodded. But the world can' t 

But just as in dealings with Israel. condition progress on nuclear arms· 
Jewish-American interests. domi- . reduction on demanded changes in 
nant in Congress· and the media in Soviet emigration policies. y.le must 
Jhis country. sometimes elevate their strive for both. in a realistic Jl!anner. 
interests and desires above overrid-

~v ~ · M ~c, /{/ . ~-~ 1\';i1~1 
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BERT WEILAND 

January 9, 1988 

Ms. Sherry Frank 
Southeast Durector 
American Jewish Committee 
3355 Lenox Road, Suite 880 
Atlanta, GA 30326 

Dear Sherry: 

! f ~ 

~ : \ i 
::._· : .. \ 

135 Ashleigh Terrace Marietta, Georgia 30062 

Rhoda and I ·are greatly disturbed after reading the article in todays, (Jan.9, 1988), 
Atlanta Journal-Constitution . . We feel strongly that the letter writing campaign 
being promoted by one Jay Starkman, demanding the ouster of Consul Massarwa because 
he is an Arab, is absolutely demeaning to all Jews. 

For the first time in our history Israel has given we Jews a "home address". It is 
and address proudly rooted in democracy and consideration of all citizens of rsrael. 
If we, as Jews, were to refuse to accept any demonstrably loyal citizen of Israel 
because his lineage is Arab would be tantamount to agreeing that Jews should not 
be allowed to participate fully in the affairs of the United States of America because 
America is a "Christian Nation". 

We had the privilege of hearing Mr . Massarwa speak at The Temple one evening short
ly after he had assumed his position here in Atlanta. He is obviously a learned 
ma.n and we felt some special pride in "our" Israel for having the courage of her 
conviction that a loyal Israeli, trained i n the diplomatic corps, can be a good and 
useful representitive of that nation be he Arab or Jew. 

Sherry, · we will appreciate it if yau can forward e ither this let ter or at least our 
very strong feelings on this .matter to the proper authority . We feel ashamed of the 
Starkmans in our midst whose thinking remains ever small and narrowly constricted. 
They offer no ·constructive contrib.ution to a better image of Israel. 

\ 
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the fourth annual 
ERASMUS LlECTURE 

Please check one. 
__ I will attend. Please send me one ( 1) 

ticket. 
__ My guest and I will attend. Please send 

me two (2) tickets. 

Name~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Address - - -----------

City State Zip __ _ 

Joseph Cardinal Ratzinger 
Joseph Cardinal Ratzinger was in 1981 named 
Prefect of the Congregation for the Doctrine 
of the Faith by Pope John Paul II. ·He'is also 
President of the International Theological 
Commission and the Pontifical Biblical 
Commission. 

Born in 1927, Joseph Ratzinger was 
ordained co the priesthood in 1951. After 
completing his doctoral work at the University 
of Munich, he taught theology at freising, 
Bonn, Munster, Ti.ibingen and, for eight years, 
at Regensburg. In 1977 he was named 
Archbishop of Munich, and in the same year 
was created cardinal by Pope Paul VI. His 
many publications include Introduction to 
Christianity, Dogma and Preaching, The God 
qfjesus Christ, and, most recently, Principles 
q/Catholic Theology. 
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the fourth annual 
ERASMUS LECTURE 

by Joseph Cardinal Ratzinger 

"Biblical Interpretation 
· in conflict: 

170 

The Foundations and 
Directions of Exegesis Today" 

The Rockford Institute 
Center on Religion & Society 

on 
January 27, 1988 

St. Peter's Church at Citicorp Center 
AtS:OO P.M. 



You are cordially invited to attend the fourth 
annual Erasmus Lecture~ 

The 1988 Erasmus Lecture is to be delivered 
by Joseph Cardinal Ratsinger, Prefect of the 
Congregation for .the Doctrine of the Faith, 
at St. Peter's Lutheran Church at Citicorp 
Center, 619 Lexington Avenue 
(at ~4th Street). 

Because of extraordinary interest in this 
year's Erasmus Lecture, admission will be 
by ticket only. To obtain a ticket for yourself 
(and a ticket for one guest), please complete 
and mail the attached postcard. Due to 
limited seating, it is suggested that you mail 
the postcard as soon as possible. 

Friends of the Erasmus Lecture are asked to 
indicate changes of address. 
Write: The Center on Religion & Society/ 
The Erasmus Lecture/152 Madison Avenue, 
24th Floor/New York, NY 10016. 

The Center on Religion & Society is an 
interreligious research and education center 
of The Rockford Institute. Its purpose is 
to advance a public philosophy for the 
American experiment in free society by 
influencing the intellectual and moral forces 
that shape our common life. Its program 
includes research conferences, consultations, 
publications, and the annual Erasmus 
Lecture. 

Richard John Neuhaus, Director 
Paul T. Stallsworth, Assistant Director 
Peter L. Berger, Senior Consultant 

For more information .. write or call: 

The Center on Religion & Society 
152 Madison Avenue, 24th Floor 
New York, NY 10016 
(212) 532-4320 
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·,· :· nk ·ri;g·:.:Ctfrisfia nS ;~n~· . ··Mus Ii ms 
· . .'k · . , ··.. . .. ; .. ·/1:11?;.~8:-l'IS:l!f!.°(li}: A-'4~;'( , 7 t.~~}; other. powers to .save Lebanon. 8y savin! 
· ·. i . .. ,• · By·GEOkOEE.'lkA.Nt ' . · .. ?. ti~ : ~-:-._ :. :1 ·.S-A- Lebanonasawhole,theVatlcanhopestosavc 

• · ·· · •• • t • · the Christians. -So, dialogue betwee11 

T. here are today more th.ari one billlon . . . . . Christians and Muslims was and. sUll Is tht 
Musb worldwide with three million iii · O N · I a_b , · major imperative in the Church's approach k 

· the United States. The turning point in ·. ur • gn O~ • the strife in Lebanon. 
Catholic-Islamic relations came, as it.did with · Faith :., '-:. . 
Judaism, with tbe Second Vatican Council; il. : · · ·: . ,: 
and as wibi the followers of the Jewish faith, '· · · 1 

• 
When I lived in Los Angeles, i participated 

. I 

the 'Church· began its dialogue with Muslims 
with an acknowledgment of past hostilities. 

· in . the Catholic-Muslim dialogue group 
sponsored by ~e Ecumenical and Inter· 

. ~ · · religious Affairs Commission of the Arch· 
By '!'·; 1 ·::'. 'diocese of Los Angeles. A productive 

Regarding Islam, Vatican II declared that, \ " Georfte . ::·' relationship was established between 
"althoughintheco~ofthecenturies,many . \"i/J. . ~'I~· · ·-~~ ,, ·• Caijiolics and Muslims, and, as a result, 
quarrels and hostlllti!!S have arisen between . . . lr,~I ( ~~- , 1 '--'; sev~ral joint projects were U11dertaken. For 

•1Chrlstlans and Muslims, this most Sacred, =, . ... · · ~ .j . ! instance, in S~ptember, 1933 Uie two groups 
. SyriOd itrges all to forget the~ 81\d to strive ... : . . . . ' I • • •• . • • • • " , • • r. jointly. issued a document on the significance 
sincerely for mutual undersfaridlng." conunonalltlt!s Of the two fallt!s. :· of mar:riage in Islam and Roman_ Catholicism. 

· • • 
1 

• . More recently, Muslims and Catholics were 
Since then, CJu:lstlans and Muslims have Ten years ago, I . left Lebanoi:i for Europe . discussing the impact of the U.S. Constitution · 

been meeting and clarifying the common and the United States. The Land of Cedars has on religious freedom in America. 
ground ~tween the two l_Vorld religions: . . ' been plagued by violence for the 'ast 12 years. ·. 
morally, bOth are opposed to. materialism;, · Before the war, Christi~ and _Muslims in. ,. It ls my hope that such a dialogue can be 
dOctrinally, both believe in tH_e Same ~. . Lebanon had ~ved peacefully for more than a established in Albany. Both communities 
Creator of heaven ~dearth: ooth recogniZe · century. The Vatican bas Sl~ays perceived have a lot to offer: and, this dialogue, if ever 

' · Jesus as a great prophet, Mary is his Moth~r. · ._ ~banon to be the •eurnple; of. ~tence inStituted, could serve as an excellent 
... and ' Josei;tt• ·tis'· MarfS · esU!e~ed "~~.d . ·. J~ong thHollowft9•ot·dlff~renti bellefS. · · ' .complement to the beautiful, and-AxempW,:-y 

(Issa, Maryam and Yussuf·"are ... c~0n . ;~··:~ .. ·: ... ~ .<.''" ~ ·,.~~ '#'.1v:~ .""' ·~· .... · ~: .-· 'tielationship .. between the Diocese ohMbany 
::.MJ.i.slim nameJJ) . . : . . .. 1· •. . • Many··countr1es 8ndvsoc1eties ·&re losing aitd the Jewish conununity. · · · · · tr-···• · ~ ~ , . WJA';Y'thetr1ftfmogeft~uscharactert6become 

A spectacular impetus was 1 given to the heterogeneous "melting ~·" For instance, 
dialogue in August, 1986 when Pope John Paul in countries like France, we have a new type 
II visited Morocco. This was not the first time of citizens who are French by birth but who 
the pontiff had visited an Islamic country. He also speak Arable and are Muslims. These are 
had been to Turkey (1979) and Pakistan ·the children Of the Nor.th African immigrants 
(1981), and, subsequenUy, he would meet who came to France in the colo~lal era. 
Muslims in Ghana and the Philippines. But . . 
Morpcco was special and the King, who bears . The ~e occUfl'ed lit Germany with the 
the title "Commander of the Faithful," was Turkish workers who · came to seek jobs in 
the ideal choice i,n the Pope's quest to improve Germany. There, too, a new type of citizen 
the Church's relations with Islam. came out. He was not anymore Protestant or 

· Catholic, but a Gennan of th~ ·Muslim faith. 
Addressing a crowd of 80,000 young Muslims 

in Morocco, Pope John Paul stressed the 
religious and conclllatory nature of his visit. 
The Pope emphasized the dangers created by 
fundamentalism and highllghted the 

Both Pope Paul VI and John Paul II 
believed that Lebanon could be the ideal 

· example of co-existence. Since 1975, the 
Vatican has relentlessly sought. the help of 

· Finally, as a Chtistian who came from the 
Middle East, a dialogue between Catholics 
and Muslims could be of great help. First, the 
fate of ten million Christians stlll living 1n the 
Middle East could become less precarious. 
Second, American Catholics could act as a 
credible bridge between Muslim and Jewish 
communities. Finally, the Children of 
Abraham could prove through dialogue what 
they failed to achieve through the sword. 

(Editor's note: The author was born In 
Lebanon and teaches political science at the 
College of Saint Rose in Albany. He Is the 
author of "Tbe Papacy and tbe Middle East: 
·Tbe Role of the Holy See ID tbe Arab-Israeli 
CoDfllct: 1962-1984. ") 
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for the awry of O'Nelll's colorful life, 
which, although much of It was spent in 
public office, is little known. 

He does not let readers tno far into hie 
own house, corrunendably shielding his 

Playing papal politics in the Middl,e East 
family, as he did throughout his career, The Papacy and the 
from public attention. Novak. who per- Middle JEasti 
pet.rated other "autobiographies" of Le_e The Role of the l(oly See 

. Iacooca an~ the Mayfl?wer Madam, obvi- In...... Arab-Jara II eonm~ 
• <Jr ouidy d.cies not press his subjects.. ~e . e .. '"'!' 

Happily for O'Neill, h.istnry will com· 1~1984 · · · ..... · 
parehimmostoftenwithRonaldReegen, By George E. Irani . 
another genial Irishman, with whom he .. : Notre Dame Pre88 224 pages · 
fought iJu:eseanUy mim 1981 to 1986: . ' ' 
Hardly a single Reagan decision -on the $22.95 
federal budget, taxes, anne control, the Reviewed by JOHN M. SWOMLEY 
contras-went unchallenged by O'Neill. 

The two men were as opposite as two 
.human beings can be. Reagan was the 
dashing former Hollywood personality 
riding in from the West tn clean up Wash
ingtnn, and O'Neill was caricatured as 
the big-city, bleeding heart, big-spending 
pol who was crippling the United States. 

O'Neill won - although he was fre
quently handicapped by craven House 
members, whose institutional indepen
dence he had fought for in the 1970s, and 
which backfired in the 1980e when they 
voted with Reagan. 

The strongest section of this light
hearted romp through politics in Con
gress end the M8888chueetts legislaturi! 
focuses on O'Neill's rise through the 
ranks. A Bostnn College graduate with 
an ability to make friends and keep them, 
O'Neill contenda that he wee ideally 
suited for the House. 

O'Neill sounds most proud of his ability 
to get along with people whose politics he 
opposed. Sam Raybum'e introduct.ory les
son to the freshman representative from 
Cambridge in 1952 waa, 1'o get along, go 
along," and O'Neill rarely forgot it. 

But to assert that loyalty is the best 
policy, as he often does here; is to en
courage the benign conspiracies that 
greased the wheels for O'Neill and other 
urban Democratic m!lchine politicians 
- the deed voters, straw candidates, 
hidden scandals, bribes and blackmail. 
They make colorful anecdotes, but poor 

IN THE Middle East, Catholics ere a 
minority In a region dominated by one 
Jewish and various Islamic et.ates. The 
Vatican's interest, which is first and 
foremost the protection and welfare of 
Catholics, must take account of certain 
facts: 

• The Second V etican council's "Decla
ration on the Relationship ofihe Church 
to Non-Christian Religions," which re
pudiates anti-Semitism and· requires a 
new respect for and dialogue with Jews. 

•The presence of substantial church 
poeseaeions, which include land, church 
buildinp, achoo ls and0monasteries in Arab 
lands, es well as institutions in Israel 

•The Vatican's location in Italy, where 
it must function in the context of Italian 
foreign policy and economic interests. 

•The continuing state of war, refugee 
camps and national riValriea. 

•The overwhebning presence of Mus
lims and therefore the neceSBity of di
alogue. 

• The existence of Israel, which ie a "na
tion with a religious mission." 

ln this complex situation, George Irani 
has engaged in a pioneer study of papal 
goals and diplomacy, using Middle East 
resources because Vatican an:hivea were 
not readily available. Irani, director of In
ternational Student Advisement at the 
University of Southern California and 
author of numerous articles on Middle 
East topics, hes divided hie book into 

John Swomley is a professor emeritus 
Jim McManus is NCR8 Washington of social ethics at St. Paul School o(The-

Bureau chief. ology in Kansas City, Mo. 

12 National Calhoflc Reporter 
Novetnber27, 1987 

three sections, the first of which is the "Is
raeli-Palestinian Disp1,1te." 

The Vatican, in order to maintain ·& 
Catholic presence in Israel, has to have a 
strong institutional connection with the 
Holy Land. l t has, therefore, created two 
important institutions, Bethlehem Uni
versity and the Pontifical Mission for 
Palestine. It haa not, however, recog
nized Israel, other than to acknowledge 
ita right to exiot. AB Irani notes, It must 
take into account the views held by ite re
lated churches in the Arab countries, the 
Greek Catholic, Maronite and Coptic, 
among others. It also does not want dip
lomatic relations so long as the ·war con
tinues, the fate of the Palestinians has 
not been settled and the status of Jeru
salem and the Holy Pieces is uncertain. 

fn the second section, Irani discll888B 
the Holy Places and Jerusalem. He writes 
that the papacy proposed the interna
tionalization of Jerusalem in order to 
guani.ntee access to the Holy Placea. How
ever, when it appeared that a majority of 
the members of the United Nations "were 
from the non-Catholic Third World," the 
papacy dropped that proposal and called, 
instead, "for a special status with inter
national guarantees." Jewish leaders saw 
this as a rebuke to lsra.eli sovereignty. 
Israel's chief rabbi said, "We are as
tonished by the fact that the Vatican 
never issued the slightest protest when 
the Holy Places in Jerusalem were in Jor
danian hands" and when they "refused ac
ceSB to Jews . . . . " 

The third section discusses papal ac
tion with renpect to the Lebanese war 
that began in 1975. The war is a result of 
a complex mixture of Christian militias, 
Syrian and Israeli forces, a large Pales
tinian presence, the exclusion of the 
Soviet Union from the peace process, the 
shatteri~ of Arab unity by the U.S. 
peace initiative that produced the Camp 
David accords and the Egypt-Israel 
peace treaty and the U.S. military Inter
vention in supportoflerael and Christian 
forces in Lebanon. 

The Vatican's position was dictated by 

its desire "to seve Lebanon as a sovereign 
entity in order to save the Christians" as 
a major presence in Lebanon. The Chris
tian groups were divided, and there were 
allegations "that the Holy See odvised 
the Mamnite monks to fund the training 
of the militiu through the Phalangiet 
party." The pope sent intermediaries to 
Lebanon to try to unite Christian groups, 
to try topreventpartltionofLebanori and 
to encourage Chrietian-lelarnic coeide· 
tence. 

Irani reports that the Vatican sought 
support from the American Catholic 
hierarchy. He quotes a Vatican official in 
Lebanon ae saying in 1983 that a report 
issued by Cardi.nal Terence Cooke "had 
great influence in getting the State De
partment perspective on the right track. 
It shaped ~eir policy to a greet extent 
and the policy of Congre.ae." 

Although the Vatican may have suc
ceeded in influencing the Reagan admin
istration, it failed to unite the Christians 
in Lehluuin or to preserve the Christian- . 
lelamic dialogue. In fact, many Lebanese 
Christians felt drawn into alliance with 
Israel against the Palestinians and the 
Arab world. 

One of the greet tragedies of the 
Lebanese war was the massacre of Pales
tinian civilians in the refugee camps of 
Sabra and Shatile by Christian militias 
with Israeli support. The pope publicly 
condemned the massacre, but very little. 
appears in the book about the Vatican 
connection or leek of connection with the 
Christian militias and the Phalangiete. 
Irani says that "the Holy See's apostolic 
nuncios were forced to play an active role 
In the internal political process" that led 
to "miaw\deretandlnge"with "some of the 
Lebanese protagonists," but this is not 
amp lifted. 

This book provides en excellent insight 
into Vatican diplomacy, its idealism 
mingled with partisan interests, and ii.lo 
limitations as a religious force in th• 
midst of political and military · rival 
riee.11 
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and Third World development in both the United 
States and the Arab world. In 1977, shortly after 
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat made his his
toric trip to Jerusalem, Hagopian was one of sev
eral prominent Arab Americans invited to the 
White House by President Carter, who hoped to 
develop support among Arab Americans for the 
Sadat initiative. Two years later, she was chosen 
by UNF.SCO to develop a specialized guidance 
and counseling system for a Palestine Open Uni
versity feasibility study. Planning for the Open 
University, which was going to be located in Bei
rut. ended in 1982 when Israel invaded Lebanon. 

Changing Views on the Middle F.ast 

Hagopian thin.ks that the AAUG has modified 
its position on the Arab-Israeli conflict since the 
1970s, when, she says, "it argued in favor of a 
democratic, secular state for Jews and Palestin
ians, and for the Arab states too." But then, "real
ity hits you in the face." she says. "Both the Jews 
and the Palestinians need to go through a period 
of 'national identity,' when they can feel secure in 
their own nation. I would accept the two-state 
idea (a Palestinian state in the West Bank and 
Gal.a next to Israel) as the minimal solution to the 
Mideast conflict Later, when things calm down, 
Israel, the Palestinian state, and the Arab states 
may all want to join together in a mutually benefi
cial economic federation." 

AAUG members and other Arab Americans are 
not the only ones who appear to be ~valuating 
their views, Hagopian says. Over the past 10 
years there appears to have been a major trans
fonnation in how the dispute is viewed by some 
non-Arab Americans. "They're now more likely 
to favor a policy which recognizes Palestinian as 
well as Israeli national rights. And people in the 
peace movement are starting to realize that to be 
against nuclear war means dealing with the fact 
that Israel has a nuclear capability." 

She's encouraged that individual American 
Jews and groups like New Jewish Agenda have 
been willing to criticize Israel's occupation of the 
West Banlc and Gaza Strip. "They have become a 
new Jewish conscience by returning to the liberal 
tradition of the Jewish people, who were in the 
forefront of the anti-war and the civil rights 
movements," she says. 

Hagopian insists that Americans do not have to 
forget about Jewish suffering and the holocaust 
in order to bring the Palestinians into their con
sciousness. "We don't want to create hatred of 
'the other' --0f the Jews or the Israelis. It's time to 
promote a rational voice for sanity on the Middle 
F.ast We just can't go on with this historical cycle 
of destroying one group of people to right the 
wrongs committed against another." 

Andrea Barron, a Ph.D. Clllldidate in intemational rela
tions at American University in Washington, DC, is a 
member of Washington Aroo Jews for an lsroeli-Palestin
ian Peace (WAJIPP) and New Jewish Agenda. 

Book Review 

The Papacy In the Middle 
East · 

By George E. Irani Notre Dame: Univelsity of 
Notre Dame Press, 1986. 218 pp. $22.95 (cloth). 

Reviewed /Jy Rosemary Radford Ruther, 

·-·-·-----·, The arcane language of 
; n..~~ o.. 1 Vatican pronouncements 
; ~.~! i and the secrecy which 

-~-;;:: ! surrounds their formula· 

laJ
. ..:~.,,..,, . ..,.,, j tion discourages most 

: · i . Americans from seeking 
· I to understand Vatican di

; plomacy. Nevertheless, 
George Irani argues in his 

recent book on the subject, all who are con-
cerned about justice in the Middle F.ast may 
have an unexpected ally in the Vatican. 

Irani focuses on three primary areas: Pal· 
estinian national rights and the state of lsrae~ 
Christian shrines in Jerusalem and the status of 
the city; and the Lebanese civil war. In each 
case, Irani demonstrates there is consistency in 
Vatican positions, but at the same time they 
have evolved over three decades of changing 
realities. 

Vatican Reaches Out to Jews 

During the Second Vatican Council, the Cath· 
olic Church attempted to make amends for past 
anti-Semitism by rejecting any Jewish collec· 
tive responsibility for the death of Jesus. The 
Pope also appointed a Commission for Rela
tions with Judaism to remove anti-Jewish refer
ences from Catholic liturgical and catechetical 
materials and to pursue on-going dialogue with 
Jewish clergy and laity. The present Pope John 
Paul II has also been particularly active in ecu
merJcal outreach to Jews, visiting ~'le death 
camps in Poland and the synagogue in the Jew
ish quarter in Rome. The Vatican's relationship 
to the state of Israel is, however, vastly compli
cated by sustained Jewish criticism of alleged 
papal passivity in the face of Nazi persecution 
of Jews before and during World War II. Re
cently Pope John Paul II was also strongly criti
cized by Jews for agreeing to meet with Aus
trian President Kurt Waldheim. Some Jewish 
spokesmen have proposed that the Pope make 
amends by extending Vatican recognition to 
the state of Israel. 

From the Vatican point of view, this demand 
constitutes a highly inappropriate confusion of 
the Vatican's relationship to Judaism as a world 
religion and its relationship to Israel as a na
tion-state, which, by not defining its borders, 
has not complied with an elementary require-
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ment for diplomatic recognition. The Vatican 
bridles at Zionist insistence that Jewish iden
tity is, simultaneously, religious and national, 
and that the two cannot be separated. 

Palestinlan Rights Stressed 

Irani outlin.es Vatican steps over the past 20 
years, culminating in a declaration of support 
for Palestinian sell- determination. The Vatican 
has set up Bethlehem University to help main
tain an educated Palestinian community on the 
West Bank. It also established a Pontifical Com
mission for Palestine, which oversees humani
tarian aid to the Palestinians. Pope John Paul U 
also met with chainnan Vasser Arafat in Sep
tember 1982, a meeting which in effect consti
tuted recognition of the PLO as the national 
representative of the Palestinian people. 

A second area of Vati<;an diplomacy-the 
status of Jerusalem and its Christian holy 
places-has become increasingly tied to the 
first issue of Palestinian national rights. In the 
1940s, the Vatican maintained the view that, 
more than Jews, Muslims, or other Christians, 
Catholics had a primary right to the city and its 
shrines. This has changed to an ecumenical 
view that regards all three monotheistic reli
gions as having equal rights. The focus has be
come the internationalization of the city, and 
international guarantees of the religious and 
civil rights ci persons and institutions of all 
three faiths tltere. The Vatican has thus come to 
oppose any one religion, or a nation-state 
representing one religion, dominating the af
fairs of the city. Pope John Paul rt in particular 
has stressed the idea of making Jerusalem an 
example of peaceful coexistence by all three 
faiths. 

Vatican's Role As Peace Broker 

Concerning the Lebanese civil war, the Vati
can has three main goals: support for the Leba· 
nese experiment as a model of Christian-Mus
lim coexistence; opposition to partition of 
Lebanon into separate Muslim and Christian 
states; and protection of the rights of Palestin
ian refugees. This has Jed to conflicts with Mar
onite Christians who had expected Vatican 
backing in Lebanon's civil war. The Vatican has 
strongly opposed the Maronite alliance with Is
rael, which it saw as harmful to Christian-Mus
lim relations throughout the Middle F.ast 

Irani depicts the Vatican as an important 
player in Middle f.ast politics, supporting the 
moderation and universal justice that must un
derlie Middle f.ast peace. Irani, an advocate of 
secular, pluralistic systems in which will enable 
people of differing religious backgrounds to 
live together peacefully, suggests that the Vati
can has become an effective ally in this quest 

Rosemary Radford Ruether is a professor at Garren 
Theological Seminary and Northwestem University in 
Evanston, Illinois. 
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A:'. Ouster Of ISraelf ~llVoY ill Atlallta SOUght 
. Al an Arob: ·he~ should~{ · ·1sra'e11 EmbassY In Washfn'gtbn with ·· · fight.~' Massarwa ·sa.ld~ ·:·;'All.· ·~t u~ · . ':rid he ' ,_ · mail denouncing Massilr.wa's ap· will destroy ourselves and our na· ·11 

1w t post, wtte~ 8£9' pointmenl . ., . : lions If we continue to swim wJth· , 
! . : ·. . . : : . : "That's ~he whole problem. It's· .. the st~am of hatred. and t>l~~e4, 
: ··By Deborah Scroggins "·"". :' .,, never anythmg personal with these ·· and violence. · · .. . ··. : . ·''·'' • .J. 
: · · ~1affWri1er · people," Massarwa said. "But lsra· "I think it takes a.kind of wls· 
: 'The n~v'er ·easv c~W:S·e of'¢o~n·~: .: ens a· democracy;. an absolute .de. l dom to .sW~fl? · ~~.ins~ JR.~ .,.fJream,"· · ~ •. 

_,. • , · , •t.1:. mocr~cy, · and ·that .Includes· room t Massarwa s~td. :: ; ··:, · . ·. · · :.. · , 
swlJlg mo~er~hon In the ~l~dle for people with all kinda ·of ideas." · ·. Representatlv~s'·or the· Ameri· 
Ehl Js turnl11g in~ a ~Jgh·wJ~ ~al·i1 · · . He .aald the violence , ln the I ean''Jewlsh Coinmittee;· the Atlanta 
anc:l.ng acl for Atlanta .s.1sraell con·. ·West Bank and Gaza Strip troubles .! Jewish Federation and· other Jew- · 
sUt, fdohammed Khalid Mass~"-, · him far more than1 the letter-wrU· . isb leaders said they like Massarwa . 
Mien appointed. In Februa11.: .h~,; hlg campaign:. ·, " 1 : • .. .. " and oppose bis removal · 
bdcame the first Arab to head. an . · ·uw II I d •t kno .... I , · · · 
Istaell diplomatic: mission. · ·:·.~"'.. · e .- we •· on w w.y 0 1 feel terrible for Massa~a.~: · 

• . . . .1 · . . , . 1 •. • say we - I .. have .no part of that said She!Tf Frank, Southeast d1rec- · 
• As news_ of ~oUng m Israel 5 ~-·· . anymore.· 11 am very sorry about the · . tor·forr·tbe · A!Deric;an· Jewish Com· · 

cic>led temtor1es has:engulfed the violence, 'about the teenagers . mitt.ee ''The Arabs must not koow 
cqnsulate, the 44·year-old former··1 . thro!"lng atones, and I wrote,, the. "Whal G;.do with hirn, a11Ct ,JI .small ~ 
la~er ~~s become. t!te.target of a~. '. · foreign minister about that, heu group of .Or.ttiodo¥ :Jews .doesn'\ . 
Atlania .letter-writing campaig_n : ·said, "because we must keep order · know what to ·do-with:b)m either '!. - • 
sttking his removal because he .lS.·1 and we must express our ideas in a · M d 't'- ~ th t t,h 
nqt Jewish., , ..... · . . . . , ... 1• peaceful way}' . . . . .. . '. . . a~sarwa. a. mt .~,,. . . a . • e !.' 
·: "It's nothini personal against .: ... Yet . Massarwa' Is optimistic ' ~ab commumty .. had rece_1ved· hu~ . 

hi11t/~ said Jay Starkman, the Atlan· ; about the outcome of the distur- · with some .. ,con~~eri:uthol\. ·· fie 
tai accountant· who has organized.' i , bances,. which· he · hopes will show . )aµgh~ as ~e .told.~f ~.1~ .first m~~.l:. ~ . 
tne "Massarwa Must Go'1 campaigil. ;: Israel, . Pal~stinlan . leaders . and : 1~ ~~th a P.al~sUp•,~1! •i;i A~I.~~~\!,: .1 J 
"'fe Just th~nk it·is totally lnappro-w . ,!\rab nations that they cannot delay . , , . ~'He Just stflred· at me, hf) was : I 
Ptiate for an 'Arab. to be represent.~ ·! in negotiating a ·solution for the in' shock, 'How can this be?.' 1' Mas .. -: · 
i!J Israel." . , . .. :' . · . · . . . ; ,;1 g~verpance' .of ·the occupi~ territo- . ·. s~rw~ recalled. "But ·then• 1·· askedt \~I 

, .Starkman said.several hundred,. ~ r1ea .. 1 • • · . , . _1, , ·'.i · ·· . ........ , ' ' h1m;i. 'Well, ·what would you· .. rather ;. 
Otthodox and Conqervative Jews· 1 "Although the conflict contln· • have us do, .Jive our .own ·Jives,. on· 1~· 
htve jolr,ed him Jn. asking Jews ues between my state and my na· our. own land In Israel;- o~ becoine· ! 1 

, . - · IUllA~ Ul.f. :world to inundate·the= tloq,. someo.n«nPuftt.;.b.oJl!~ll the:· · re~gees ·in QtherAra~ co~~trles~·!r• \"I 
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Charles R. Crane's lcrusa.de fer the Arabs 1 1919-39 

"T • 

CHARLES R. CRANE 

ap·tly nicknamed Harun al-Rashid, 

affect! o.nately" 

-The Arab Awakening, 
1/ 

Ge "rge Ant11mius, 1938' 

~ 
I 
I 

Charlss Crane* was the Americ.an s,-:nbol of friendship and 

support for the Arab cause 1~ the Near East during the inter-war 

period. He achieved .this stfl,tus in 1919 a3 c~-nead Gf tne Cermnission 

of Inq~iry which President wiisen, while at the Paris Peace CDnference

sent to the region in erder directly ta ascertain the political 
. -2/ 

wishe3 ef the . farmer Turkisb . subjects. The C3mrn1ss1on str:mgly 

endersed the Arab nationalist view that France should be kept out 
3/ 

af the Levant, and t'hat the Zionists shauld be curbed in 'Palestine. 

Altht)ugh its rep~rt· was shelv#and not made public:, even u11 .Dfficially, . . 

until late ~9~ the very de~patch of the Commissien was seen by many 

as indicating American approval of the Arab struggle for self• 

deterrninati~n. Fer example, so•n after the ccmpletlen Df the 
_jJ 

CDrnmissitmf s werk~ Crane received a letter frem "the President of 
: 

the Arabic AssDciati~n ahd t*e Delegate ef Palestine" whi~h stated: 
I 

The Arab inhabitan~s of Syria ahd Palestine will never 
fDrget your kind d~eds, fer presen~ing t heir rights to 
the American natieri and changing to goDd the general idea 
::>f t b.e West •: c ~ncerrhng · eur cause •••• we are sure- that yau 
still are struggling for our cause. 

-iH858-i939 
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Crane, indeed, cont inusd "to struggle n f ')r the Arab cause. 
_]} 

As a private, independently wealthy citizen, he cultivated his 

relati3ns with the Arabs thr~ughQut the ~ext twe decades by 
8/ 

spons•ring an active pr~gram of "practical philanthrapy," wh•se 

m•st impressive result was the disc~very ~f 311 in eastern Arabia. 

With the advent ef Eitlarian Germany, Crane, in what was to be a 

final burst ef energy, w•rked in Europe and the Ne~r East to organize 

a purpeseful eff•rt by the Vatican, the Arabs, and Germany tD ceunter 

the 0 Jewish menace" t:> the Christian and Islamic worl~ Despite 

his denial t~ Secretary •f State C•rdell Hull, he probably did 

finance arms purchases in 1938 by the Grand Mufti ~f Jerusalem, wh9 
!QI 

was tnen leading a revelt against British rule in Palestine. Earlier, 

in 1922, when pepular anti-French tjem~nstra~ions erupted during 

Crane's visit t~ Damascus, he was accused by tne French of prsveking 

and financing rev3lt in Syr~ 
Crane exercised an imp~rtant influ~nce an the p9rsDnal attitudes 

toward the Middle ~ast of many leading Americans, such as Barnard's 

Virginia Gildersleeve, wh• would take an impartant part in efforts 

sf the 1940's to persµade the U.S. Gtvernment to favDr Arab DVer 
w 

Zi~n1st g~als in Palestine. 

Crane's f~~us nn Arab affairs came relatively late in his 

r ·emarka.ble career, which als • c ancentrated, in its internati:>nal 

aspects, ~n two ether great branches ef the human family, the Slavs 
lY 

and the Chinese. ?resident Wils9n tried unsuccessfully fDr a full 

year, 1913-14, to convince him to go as U.S. Ambassad~r to Russia, 
IL/ 

waich he had been visiting and studying fer decades. After the 

Belsheviks came intc pewer in Nevember 1917, Crane played a key 

role in Wilsen•s fateful decision, ~f August 1918, ta intervene in 
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Russia in $rder "to rescue" Czech tr~~ps there; it wa3 he wh• 

int~•duced Thanas Masaryk to Celenel H~use and the President in 

June 1918, and wh1 w~rked witb that future President tG overceme 
. .!21 

Wils~m's hesitancies. Masaryk's siJn, Jan, weuld write Crane on 

August 7, 1928, that the Masaryk family referred tt nim as the 

"gcdfather »f Czechosl3vakW.... Charles ( sen, Richara, was the 

first u.s. Minister tQ that country. 

Crane was twice appointed U.S. Minister to China, w~os~ interests 

he · cnampioned·, particularly a! agaitlst Japanese designs. The first 

appointmeDt was in 1909, by William Heward Taft; h•wever, th&t 

Presideut recalled his euts~aken Minister even befere he cculd 

arrive at pe~ Crane did succeed in serving as President Wilson's 

Minister in P~king, 1920-21; and, in 1931, he was efficially appeinted 

by the Chinese as "Hon erary Aav is or te t Re Nationalist G i>vemme.W." 

In demestie affairs, to~, Crane was a familiar p9litic~l and 

cultural figure at both the r.ational and lecal levels. In addition 

t~ having been W~~drow Wilsen's Deputy Finance Chairman for his 

two ~residential c&mpaigns, he was Chairman of the Mayor 9f Cnicage•s 

CGromissiDn an. Unempl~yment and served as an &fficer in beth the 

Municipal ~leter~ •· League and Sena.tar Robert LsJl'cllette' s National 

Progressive :qepublican Lsaguc. Fall.ewing the l&ss l)f clese family 

in a m'vie house fire, Crane spensored the Freeman Rep~rt, which lee 

te the p1ssage of the country•s first theater fire laws at the turn 

of the century. Other notewerthy activities included: anQ•wicg a 

serni~1al·, pitneering program tf' Russian studies at the Uaiversity 

sf Cni~.ag•; serving as a feundi11g directer af the Marine Eieltgical 

Lab~r~tory at weeds Hale, Massachusetts, and as a Trustee for the 

tw~ Arneric~n Pr1testant mis~i•nary o•lleges at C&nstantineple. He 
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received hDn9rary dtctorates fr~m Harv,rd and Wiscensin. Am»ng 

Crane's many, sustained f'riendships were, t:> limit the illustrative 

li~t to Americans: Henry F•rd and Gearge Westinghouse; Charles W. 

~llet and A. Lawrence Lowell; John Dewey and Alexander G. Bell; 

Jane Addams and Lillian Wald; Ntrman HapgDed and Ida Tarbell; 

Leuis D. Brandeis and Ac~lph ochso He was an henerary pallbearer 
' 19/ 

at Woedr ew Wilsen' s :'uneraI'. 

In sUin, Ctarlss Crane was ~ significant Am~rican figure, whese 

impact on nis world has left a discsrnible legacy Dn eur . swn. The 

purpose ~f the present paper is to provide a basis f~r systematic 

examinati~n and evaluatien ef Crane's w~rk, with particular ref-

erence t9 matters impinging on Near Eastern affairs. 

II 

When Crane returned t~ Damascus fDr a visit in 1922, be naturally 

received an enthusiastic recepti•n by the lecal Arab leaders, whe 

teak the 1ccasi&n tB arganl&e mass pr~tests aeainst France, which 
20/ . 

had farcibly occupied Syria in 19"2'0'. Crane was swiftly and eiscre~tly 

ushered out ef the area. Shartly thereafter 0 he learn~d from ~ 

Ce.ir0 source that the French rnili tary a.ut.b ori ties were accusing him 

9f having ?r•vided funds t& ~ne of tho leading Syrian nationalists, 

Shabenoar, ror use in financing the vi~lent demenstrati~ns; a~d, that 

there were reports, ftrmally denied by the French, that he had been 

3entenced in absentia t~ twen t y years' imprisonme~ Th~ episBde 

did net hur t his image in the Levant as a stau~cb defender ef 

Arab rights. 

It w~s .:· durlng the cDurse !)f this 1922 visit that Crane received 
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an invitation from Emir Abdullah ~.f Trans-Jordan, •ne ef the sons 

ef the leader s.f the Arab wartime re belli en against Turkey, JC1ng 
. . 22/ 

H~ssein 0f the Hejaz, ~~ visit hls r•t~er tat Jidd~. This was 

accomplished ~n 1923, at which time Crane was sltawn Hussein's 

(doctsred) .version •f nis 1'am•us c0r respsndence, in Arabic, with 

Sir Henry McMah~n; at the time •f the cerrespandence, 1915-16, 

McMahon was Britiah High Cemmissioner in Egypt. This V9rsi~n had 

it tbat McMahDn expressly included Palestine within the territory 

•f the independent Arab state(s) whicn he said the Bri.tish Gevernment 

would suppert, if Haasein were to lead an effective revelt against 

the Ottoman 'fur ks. Crane subsequently ws.s tit use this ma. terial t 11 

make the case in the United States that England had premised Palestine 

to t&e Ar~bs a full two years before the Balf sur Decl&rati~n of 
23/ 

Ntvember 2, 1917. A'.iB• --:.1f interest is a letter h9 wrote Anttnius 

on Sept8mber 22, 1936: 

I have just had a visit with one wh, kn1ws Near Eastern 
affairs very wsll and also British N~ar Eastern P•litics. 
Ee says that the Foreign crrlce has n9 co~y ef the pa,ers 
and pr~mises sent tB Hussein. I suppose the eriginal has 
been stolen and probably every effert in the w~rld w'111 
be made tra ge·t b.Dld tf Hussai.n• s copy. This ma.n- crmfirmed 
Hussein's statement to me af the G•vernment•s effort, through 
LRwrence, te get back Hussein's papers •••• it is mere 
imp1rt~ntr· than ever tha. t the pbet i>s ta tic c ttpies be as 
widely and as wisely distributed as pessible •••• 

Of course, whon Great Bribain in 1939 finally did publisk the 

actual c&rresp•ndence, it was at varia.Rce with Hussein's version and 

was s ufficiently ambigutus as t:> permit t~e Englisn tD centend that 

Palestine was, indeed, excluded fr0rn the independent Arab state{s) 
~ . 

envisaged by McMahon. 

A final nDte 3n Crane's cantacts with the .Hussein family: as 

late as 1929, when he was ~ver 3eventy years of age, Crane undertosk 

what was, for a nan-Arab~ a near unprecedented, ardueus DVerland trip 
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I'rcru Bagbdad int& the Wahabi desert to visit King Abdul Azis ibn-

Saud. In Baghdad, Crane was the guest of h~nor of Iraq'~ King 

'Peis~ a friend since 1919 and .another Df King H·:.lssein's s~ns. 
The Saudi and Hus~ein families were "· .. lcng bitter enemies, and ibn-

Saud a few . year~ earlier had succeeded in displacing Hussein from 

the Hsjaz. During the course of his trip, while near the ~uwaiti 

berder, Crane'~ party was attacked, evidently by an iadependent 

band ef tribesmen, and his travelling c~mpa~ion, the Reverend 

Henry Bilkert, was shDt dead; Crane himself escaped unhurt but 

cut shart h.is trip and left tbe .-area. S ••n thereafter, •n Fe?rua:nr. 

20, 1929, he received a message fr&m Ibn Abdul al Faisal expressing 

Saudi distress that, "tbe friend •f the Arabs sh•uld nave been 

attacked in Arabian lands" and blaming- Iraq far having allewed 

the attack t D ~ccur. 

III 

Cr.ane•s personal, direct contacts with the leaders ef the Yer:ien 

and Saudi Arabia began ~n the late 1920•s, when neither was diplema

tically recognized by the United States. In 1927, he served as 

"un offici&l intermediary" for the U.S. representative at Aden, 

J. L~oer Park, in an attempt t~ elicit from Yemen's Imman Yahya ~ . 
£21 . 

a request f•r a treaty o.f friendship and c omrne_rce. While· Washingtan w 
quickly squashed Park's initiative as premature, Crane did devel•p 

a goed relatisnship with .t~ . Imman and initiated a series tf per-
?:2/ 

senally financed public warks praj.ects and minerals surveys. In 

1931, Crane personally met ibn-Saud, whe accepted bis effer to 
?:11 

fina~ce a sur~ey fer water resources. Accordingly, K.S.Twitchell, 



as American eRgineer who had been conducting ~he Crane-financed 

surveys in Yemen, was dest:iatoheo te Saudi Arabia, where he s:nn 

peinted out to the King the likeliheed that there were substantial 

oil depesits in eastern Arabia. Ibn-Saud autharized Twitchell t~ 

seek out ca:mmercial arrangements, as a direct result ef which ibn-

Saud · signed his first oil expl~rati~n centract, in May 1933, with 

Standard Oil of Califernia. Impressively, Crane, while allewing the 

data. collected at his expense ta be used freely by standard Oil and 

ethers, steadfastly declined lucrative "affers of participati~n" in 

ths commercial arraageme~ts they had wit~ Saudi Arabia; he e~plain9d 

that ais interests from the start were purely philanthrepic and w~uld 

remain tbat 11way. This led Twitchell, in his 1947 wtrk, Saudi Arabia., 

tD write his dedication as fDll~Js: 

T:. the memory of CHARLES R. C~A.?~E the great Americal'.! whose 
practical philanthr~py was the f Dundaticn 9f the present 
devel1pment sf the king~om of his esteemed friend, K!mS 
Abdul Azis ibn-Saudi 

Crane's relations with b•th .·: the Irmnan and the 1Cing enabled him 

te play a mediating role in the territorial clashes between the two 

whicb, in 1934 1 threatened to expand into full-scale war. His appeaJ 

t0 Arab solidarity apparentlY: was · 3f st>me infl~enctt in the successful 

de-fusing ef the confr~ntati~n, as suggested by the substantive and 

appreciative report sent t~ Crane by the King on the details ef his l2./ . . 
settle~ent with the Imman. 

Of course, tne Palestinian pr~blem figured im~artantly in the 

discussi~ns Crane had with the Saudi kingo During his March 1931 

visit, witn Antonius serving as interpreter and recDrder, Crane 

stated that, "Russia. was really in tbe gidp of Jews and fGreigners •••• 

toe King ••• added that he had realized for sone time that the Jews 
31/ 

were p•werful' in Russii." In 1933, ·the :King•s 1-!inister ii'! Cairo 
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participated in a "Muslim C;:,mmi ttee!• that Crane was 9.ttempting 

tD •rg~m!:ze there wita a view ta its ent~rfng inte f~rmal dis-

cussions Nl th the Vatican r"'G:> the purpese of carrying ''.lt a pr8gra.m . 

the C • .......... uni· stic, ""t""•istic ""'nslaug
12111 

ef "cooperative action ••• against u~· ~ u~ ~ ~ 

Crane, in N~vember 1933, advised his seven-man organizing group, as 

rec~rded by Antonius, that 

~he endeavor •n the part ef the Jews to return to Asia 
after an absence cf nearly 2,000 year~ ••• was but another 
phase of /8ii arganized campaign against faith and 
relig11n7: ••• About a f9rtnight agD ••• he had a conversatiBo 
with the Papa~ Secretary /Cardinal Pacelli, the future Pipe 
Pius XII/. He found the latter very receptive and intsrested 
in the i ea •••• He ,LCardinal Pacelli 7 went as far as to 
suggest that the Grand Mufti might meet the Latin Patriarch 
in Jerusalem and initiate conversati,ns. 

Ant&nius gDes oa to report that the Muslim representatives 

assured Crane that they would "appoint an auth&ritative ctnnmittee ti:' 

gt inte the matter and initiate cenversations with the Catholic 

Chur·ch.u 

Following his return to RGme fr~m CairG, Crane held furth&r 

meetings at the Vatican, where he had na day with the Nunoi• whe was 

going d>wn t3 Egypt, Palestine and countr:!..es nearby, and his im1truc

tiens were .to get in touch with this Muslim Committee and work out 
33/ 

seme practical methods Bf prGceeding." There is n ·,, evidence in the 

material available to the present writer that this Muslim-Vatican 

dialogue ever actually got started as a direct cDnsequence of 

Cran.et s efforts. 

Crane met with Reic~hancaller Hitler in Berlin Dn October 6 as 

'.:a preliminary step to his meetings in Rome and Cair1>. The 9esii1?_JI 

was arranged fDr him by U.S. Ambassador William D~dd, a fermer 

Prefessor ~f History at the University ef Chicage, pur~uant to 

Crane's request c~ntained in a letter of September 17: 
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J. have im~ortant engagement! in Rome the latter part 
::>f October with the highest Prelates there ~n "tha 
.rewi·s h proble!ll.:J and inc ld0ntal matters. Be.f 0!9~ g:>ing 
there I wi~h very much the.t I could have a heart to 
heart talk quietly witb Mr. Hitler. · 

In a letter which apparently crossed with Crane ' s , Ambassad or 
ll±I 

Dodd had written him on September TO that , 

When I have ~ccasi•n t::> speak un officially t o eminent 
Germans, I have said vsry frankly that they had a serious 
problem but that they did not knew h'w to salve it. Tha 
Jews had held a great many more ef the key pit~itiDns in 
Germany than thslr numbers ~r their t alents en titled them 
ta •••• 

On N•vember 5, 1933, Crane wrote I;owell that Dtdd "arranged fitr 

me t~ have a f ull free talk with the Reichschanceller. 11 Follewing 

his meeting with Hitler, Crane made highly complimentary remarks ta 

t&e press ab:mt him, including that his "gestures and poiAt bla.~k 
35/ . 

statementg remind me Qf The1td1tre RooseveIT." 

Crane w'u ld be a repeat guest of Dodd's ~t Berlin. F or example, 

he wrote on June 18, 1934: rtor. Dcdd has asked me to come s.nd stay 

with hirn ••• and has pro?rJised st»me gt>::>d interviews." On J uly 24, 1935, 

he wrote Dodd:- •tr am espeic ially indebted to you fer the·.;nice 

lunche~n party and the c~rdial talk with Dr. Schacht •••• I think ";hat 

Germany is njw well ar1.rnnd the corner with her morale higher than 

tne msrala of any pther pe~ple in Eur•pe.n That D~dd had an extra-

curricula interest in Cran~'s 9hilanthr~pic activities is evident 

in a letter the AmbassadGr wr9te him an S~ptember 19, 1935, asking 

~n a private and confidential basis that he consider endtwing a 

chair at tb,e University ef Virginia f,r the teacbing af "ebjective" 

U.S. and werld history. 
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.. IV 

As in the case of Crane's discussi~ns with ibn-Saud, his 

ixcbanges about Palestine with the Grand Mufti ~f Jerusalarr, 

Raj Amin al-Husseini, and Dth.er Arab leaders in the Levant, as 

recorded by Antonius, turne·d on the general agreement that there 

was., in 1931, 

a real menace directed at Islam and Christianity, and 
that it was essential that the aims and motives ef the 
S av iet leaders be made kn own and unders t9 ed.--~ .f!Jrana 
went on tD say that? in the particular case oI' Palestine, 
this question toak-sn a particular significance, because 
•f the fact that the Jews who had designs Bn Palestine 
were ol•sely in sympathy with the subversive aims Bf the 
S eviets. 

In 1933, Crane told the Mufti that, 

it was a matter of cornmen knowledge (which the experience 
of Russia had amply demDnstrated) that the political Jews 
everywhere aimed at the eventual dest'!'uction ef religious 
life. The only Churcn in the West which seemed to him 
t~ be fully alive to that danger, and to pessess the 
necessary p~wers and organization to deal with it, was the 
Catholic Church •••• 

As late as July 20, 1938, when the Mufti was clandestinely 

leading an armed revolt against British rule in Palestine, Crane 

wr0te Ant:mius: 0 r enclose a little check for the Grand Mufti which 

please give him to use ~s he thinks best~" Despite this action, he 

wiDuld on October 6, 1933, write Mr3. C&>rdell Hull: '"Pleas~ also tell 

. C:>rdell that ••• my relations with [_iy Moslem frie·ndy have bean 

entirely peaceful and c ;.ll tural (water works, bridges, r ~adways ,etc.), 

and I have never spent a penny for any kind of military equipment." 

On the basis ef this ~vidence al•ne, one w~uld have to be skeptical 

about the truth of ather denials by Crane that he financed illegal 

arms purchases - fir the Syrian, Shabendar, in 1922, as noted above; 

and, fer the anti-B0lshevik Cessack General, ~alidin, in 1917-18, 
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9.S was "the s us pie ion a r.rnng American afficials then serving in 

~ Rus.s a." 

v 

The . st her s id.e of Crane's Near East coin, and which gave his 

wDrk in that .region much of its csntext and . energy, was his profound 

cencern about the "Jewish me~acs" to the established, religious

based civili~ati~ns of the wo~ld, with the Angle-Saxon peepl• at 
JJ) 

the center. 

It is n itt a ques ti~n 3f whether, but t G what extent, Crane 

was actively engaged in the dissemination ~f antisemitic materials, 

generally •f the kind mast cle~ely assecia.ted with the output ef 

Tsarist Russia. Even prier tc the period ,f the Russe-Japanese 

war of 1904-5, when the pr•ductipn of these materials fltwered 

with publication ef the gr~ss forgery, The Pretac•ls of t~e Elijers 
~ 

of Zion, Crane is known ·to have distributed "Yiddish literature", 

as ackn:)wledged by his friend and f .uture Secretary ef the Interior 

under Taft, Walter L. Fisher, who "greatly enjoyedn it. By 1910, 

Crane had latched Qn to the Prot~cel 1 s core idea, that there was 

a millenia-old Jewish-Freemasonry conspiracy to aominate the world. 

This is brought out most clearly in a letter t~ him af August 27, 

· 1910, from his good fri 'end, the British writer and Ambassador, James 

Bryce, who was about t~ .depart o·n a trip t~ Latin America: 

I will d~ my best t~ make inquiries ·and ascertain anything 
I can with regard to the s~ngular ma.sonic movement. , From 
time tb time I have·:·heard ·things about its influence in 
Eastern and Southern Eur3pe, b~t never~ sa : far, in Latin 
America. Some ttf the other facts .you· tell me, espaci~.lly 
regarding .the Jews, are quite n.ew· to me. I suppose fihe 
masonic mevemen,!7 has everywhere a string anti-clerical · 
and in g3rne cases e~en anti-religi~us charactero The 
Roman Church, ~f course, everywhere opposes it. 
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Not bashful about his views, Crane directly wrGte President 

Wils3~ en Fehr11ary 10 1 19131 that, except for Brandeis, 1•a11 af the 

other important Jews are first Jews and -then Americans and do net 

hesitate to sacr~fice real American intere~ts at any time for vhat 
:JJI 

t~ey conceive to be Jewish ones." In writing this, Crane presumably 

had most in mi~d Jaceb Schiff, wh~, since at least ~ l909, had b~en 

his bete ceire. He blamed Schiff for his recall by President Taft 
1lQ.,I 

as U.S. Minister to China. That action, he felt, was t~e result ef 

a Japan9se - Jewish cabal against him, because he bad been an 

outspeken defender &f Russia and an opponent of the 1905 indemnifi-

catien award t o Japan by- mediator The~dore Reasevelt; and, because 

he defended Chinese inte~ests against the cembined efforts of the 

Japanes8 and J ewish _New York bankers, s uc h as Schiff, t~ raid that 

country's resourceso As Cran9 en J une 13, 1933, would write 

C~llDnel Hause: 

I seemed to be the only out!poken friend tne Russians had ••• 
anti-Semite , - it ought to be a tit l e &f honor ••• ft'aft7 was 
hypn tttized by Teddy• s d&ctrine of giv ing the Jews af'""'1.east 
all they wanted •••• 

Also, soen after the incident of the recall itself, Crane wrote 

his associate and adviser oa Chinese affairs, Tht9ma~ I'. Millard, t'na.t 

1 t Wfls the Scb.iff/Warbu1"g [;~:>up of '~amburg J8ws,.. which get Taft to 

fire him; Millard fully agreed, perhaps in part because it waa with 

his guidance tha t Crane had given an imp1litric speech in New York an 

the China question, a speech which csntributed te Taft's disillus i ~n 

with him. Still a.gain, on April 5, 1916, Crsne wrote tb·at the 

German Jews 

with Mr. Schiff at th~ bead •• ohave for a l~ng time 
contr•lled the bridge between Russia and America and 
s 1t the 98 milli.::m Christians here have had no relations 
with the 170 million over there fthe U.S. having had 
breken relations with Russia under President Taft as 
a result of Tsarist discriminati~n against American Jew~. 
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Crane maintained that the Bolshevik RevDlution represented w 
"net a revol'..lti~n but a conquest" o.f Rus~ia by the Jews. From 

the time 9f that ~ •vent, he would see the Jews as a mon~lithic 

group: "The right wing of fine Jews which cnarrt. our intellectuals 

cut n3 ice in the organizati~n (even in Palestine), the left wing 

running right over ~t as it d~es everything and everyone else, 
w 

but the right wing has to keep mum, hewever much it disapproves." 

In a remarkable dis play sf idetlagy everriding what had hi thert.• 

been a warm friendship, Crane also could Dl1W say •f Lillian Wa~ 
that she 

played a very impartant role in bringing ab~ut the Russian 
Revalution. Tretsky was always in teuch with her and 
fellowed her orders. She always ceuld get any amDunt af 
money from the Schiff-Warburg family, and the night before · -
Tratsk-y sailed fer Russia, he and Jabab Schiff had a secret 
meeting at Miss Wald 1 s, and Schiff turned over fifty thausarld 
dollars ta Tratsky to use shepherding his fl3ck to Russia. 

Interestingly, this stery is similar to that::. contained in a 

{forged) d~cument =, published in 1919 by a monarchist journal at 

R estev-9n-the-Dan_, whidt was attributed to ttthe American Secret . 

Service" and allegedly proved that the B~lsheviks received a large 
44/ 

subsidy fr~m Schiff to carry out the revelution. Going back even 
45/ 

further, Pretacols f9lklore includes the my~ that 

The Russian Government had learned that at ·meetings ef the 
B'nai Btrith in New York in 1893, Jacab Schiff had been 
named chairman of the Committee on the revDlutionary m~vement 
in Russi~·· 

~he distinct - and intriguing - p~ssibllity sh~uld n•t be ever

loeked that the "American Secret Service" source sf the Russian 

m9na.rchist article is the very same as the "State Department Secret 

PDlicen source that Cra·ne, :in a letter ~f February S, 1921, µsee as 

tlile basis ,··fDr the above-cited st3ry of Schiff giving Triatsky t'ifty 

thausand dslla.rs. In fact, a certain u.S. Army Intelligence •fficer 
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based in New Yerk late in the war~ Harris A. H~ught3n, ~.D., is 

generally dred i te d with having publis haci tbe first A~11erican ed i ti D!'l 

of tbe Pr•toc~ls, under the title The Jewish Peril; he did .. se, 

anonym~usly, i~ 1920. Roughton had ebtained the :material during the 

war from an ex-Tsarist agent, B~ris Brasal, and, in 1919, s~ught 

support f~r its bread dis~eminati~D; he alse conducted a press 

briefing on it en February 9, 1919, in New Yark. 

Crane at that time we.s in the city and, particularly given his 

own interests, may well have kn~wn of B~ught3n•s efforts. Msreover, 

he and H0ught~n had several mutual acquaintances• Par example, they 

betn knew Maurice Leon, wh• was a Jewish lawyer in New YBrk wh9 helped 

Bras al, H oughtl!>n a.nd 1 later 1 Henry Ferd to identify "German Jewish 
. U.7 I 

traitors" te tae ~.; and, they lmaw c.c. Dani~ls, the brr,tther of 

Wilsen' s Sacretary 9f tae Navy, J. Daniels - c·~c :. net only had Houghton 

as b.is family physician but als·o helped Crmie•s friend, Ferd, carry . ·. Ml 
~ut his antisemitic campaign as a paid staff-member. Given these 

facts, amd ·recalJl.ing tha.t Crane was intiroately involved in lCalidin' s 

anti-B~lshevik cause, which was based precisely in the Cessack region 

where t~e monarchist j•urnal was publish~a, sne cang~t disc1umt the 

like lih irod that he and H 81l·ghton c sopera.ted in having Pr st ocel material 

"as widely and as wisely distributed a.s pessibw." Their commen gos.1 
-

was to alsrt the U .s. t _:> the true significance of the Belshevik m\we-

ment in Russia and the need aati vely t e oppr>se it o 

Finally, it should be n~ted that even in 19a6, when 
50/ 

Amerioa.ns haa Ieng rejected Ford's a.nt.1sernitic campaign, 
Si/ · 

self was on the verge cf disowrii~g Tr, Crane on N~~ernber 

many leading 

and F~rd aim~ 
~ending h-im 

18 was still / 
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additi~nal pro~aganda, "thinking that it might possibly be of 

interest to y~u er to your editor. » 

VI 

Prier te the Bitlshevik Revelutisn, Crane was able to s!)1eak in 

pas~tive terms about .individual Jews and even about a werld Jewish 

palitical role f~r the Jewish peiple, such as their serving as a 
52/ 

"natural ·br i dge between Eurape and As ii." This tinge of pre-

Zionism was consistent with Crane's Septembsr 30, 1914, rec~unting 

&f nis recent convsrsation with P~esidant Wilssn: 

I discussed ••• the situation ef the Jews sf the world a.nd 
what ~e shguld try to do fer them wben peace c~m8s. This 
I had · gone ever with Mr. Brandeis {t'ne head of the Amer lean 
Zi~nists7 en my last visit with him.·;: -.:He is fast bec~ming the 
m::»st impertamt Jew in the w erld ••• ipspired wi ta .l:mging tD 
serve bis race and especially the poDrest -and most down
tredden •••• 

This drawing of distinbtions, ~ as ; ~as been Roted, erid~d with 

the Rev•lutien, and, by tho time ef the First Administrati•n ef 

Franklin Raesevelt, Crane would write Fartune magazine 3n May 30, 

1933, t~ citmplain absut "Felix Frankfurter - the ve.ry efficient 

eyes and ears ef Brande is - right in the center of e V«:'rytn1ng •••• " 

Similarly, he would write to Colenel Hsuse an February 4, 1933, that 

It le9ks as though Franklin has rallen entirely int• 
/jewish7 hands. With Felix Frankfurter in the c~nter ef 
the Administration, as a . sert of Benes, the really last 

·worq will csme from tne supreme Ceurt /I.e., Brandais7 
and the race's enarmous capacity f i>r m'tschief will be 
exercised everywher8 without a. wnisper •~ an eppesing 
gesture from us. 

The issue D~ tr.s. immigration law~ was a maj9r fecus ~f Cranets 

attenti'n during the 192Q•s and 1930•s. H~ feught for tightening 2J./ . 
those laws: 

If there wer~ a Jewish quBta, as there should be, the 
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nWl'lbers ~f course w0uld ~e very small, but th9y evade 
the letter af the law by c~ming in under national namos. 

In the 1930 1 s, he warned against Jewis h e ~f orts to c~ntrcl 

the ~ffice ~f the Lab~r Se cretary "on account ef its influence on 

irr.migrati~n On January 28, 1936, he wrete the Vresident 11n the 

subject ttf 

a movement underway to bring s~m~tning like a 100 1 000 
J..ews l 1mt 11f Germany •••• Tnere a.re 100,000 toe many people 
in PalestinG already and ••• tho Jews n•w ewn most ef the 
valuable land. Tne place 9t all places fer tbe Jews to 
g:> is Russia. 

In a letter af May 24, 1933, publis~ed by the New Ytrk Times, 

Crane wrote that 

1
: ·;,.... The Germans are the best infarmed about conditions in 

Russia •••• A'b.e. Nationalist GtV9rnmeng is going -to b_l~ck 
the Cammu~Tsts •••• Palestine is wide Gpen to Cammun!st 
refugees. 

A maj•r disappeintment to Crane was R••se~eltts 1933 diplomatic 

recegnition af the S eviat Union - &JI'.: act which Crane dubbed "Jewish 
55/ 

rec~gnition." He w~uld write Lowell an Ntvember 29 of that year: 

"It seems t3 me th.at Germany has practically tRken ever tbe moral 

leadershi.P er· the world." · However, in J ·une 1937 1 f tllowing a v lsi t 

tt tne u.s.s.R., Crane remarkably changed nis tuns. He new 

pren~unced that the Russian pe•ple had regained central of their 

country; Russia, he wr~te RDesevelt on October 24, 1937, has a 

"new permanent wave which I think will set quite a fashien in the 

next 1'.Dr·ty er fifty years.'' 

Knewingly ar nat, Crane, by this reversal ef p1siti3n, prepared 
f •r aim, 

ta~ ground f3r what otherwise would have beenlhad he lived a bit 

ltnger int0 1939, a · tetal disaster: the Moletov-Ribbsntrep Paot. ::· 

Here was a vivid justific!ltion, if ene can be found, r.r .. ·Virginia 

Gildersleeve•s aalling Crane a ttgenius~~ if an "unusual and eodentric" 
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one. In . this ins ta.nee,, wit~ Ei tler in 1939-41 embra.c ing n3t rmly 

tbe RusRians but al~o the Grand Mufti, the feresightful Crane, had 

he bean able to &bserve tnsse events, cauld Dnly nave basked in 

the delusory gl~ry of seeing the ap parent fulfillment of nis fondest 

dreams: the drawing t9gether of his beloved z:tussian peeple witG. those 

of Germany and the Arab world as a c~re Chris~tian-Muslim cealition 
.. 56/ 

against the all-pervasivs fQrces of the Jewisn-Freemas~n c~nspiracy. 



FOOTNOTES .;" 

1. This work is generally still acceptaa as the standard Englis~

}Qnguage history gf tha Ar~b nationalist movement. For example, 

T he High Walls of Jor'usalem,RSander3' 1983, p. 683 : 0 A::s ftr tbe 

Sherif Hussein, the Hejaz, and the Arab rev~lt, the standard 

wgrk is Antonius.~ A Christian Palestinian Arab, Ant~nius ¥as 

net &nly a writer but, as peinted eut by RLncey in his ~ingd~m, 

1982, R significant acto11 in his own right in this mDvement. Re 

~epved after the war as Secretary to General Gilb•rt Clayton tf 

the Brit~sh Oocupatign Administratidn, and be was the Secretary 

t o the Arab Delegation at t~e 1939 neg~tiatiens ic L~ndan. It 

should alst be noted that Antenius was in the employ tf Charles 

Craoe; fer example, see Crane's letter of January 24. 1934, and 

Ant&nius' letter of April 3, 1938. 

The Harun £.1-Rashid in the dedication was the patron ·Of a brilliant 

perisid lif culture at Baghdad. tVGildersleeve ! s Many ~ .GitBd Crusade) 

2. The C~mmissiDnts sther leader was Henry 0. King, President or 
Oberlin c~llege. 

3. Tha text of the rep;rt is c:mtained in Tne P~r~s Peac8 Ctnference, 

U .S., State Department, Vol 12, pp 745ff. 

4. As explained by William Phillips, Assist ant Secretary tf State, 

in a letter to Crane of Oct~ber 30, 1919~ nr nave read every 

~nless otherwise indicated, all unpublished seurces 
lis t ed herein are to be .found in The Papers Df Charles 
R. Crane, at tbe Baktllnetev Arcnives of tbe Ca!umb!a 
University Library. 
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w~rd of your r~~ort, which, by the way, is a masterly decument. 

I do not believe, however, that there is the s.lightest ~H>ssibility 

of you~ conclusiJns being adopted by the Senate." 

5. In a letter to CRC of July 6, 1922, ex•President Wilson 

auth~rized RSBaker' s making "pu·blic the report ~n Syria. Indeed. 

I think this is a very timely mom~nt for its publicati.on • .,. Tb.e 

text ~f the re port appeared in Publisher a.rig Ed~ "t!:>r, Dscember 1922. 

6. This 1919 letter (day/month unspecified) was from Abdel-Koder 

Masaphen. The r~cornmenciatiens of the ICing-Crane Commissio.n were 

~ standard feature sf Arab appeals to the West to curb Zionism. 

Fer example, see ibn-Saud•s . 1938 111essags to President Rooseve·lt, 

a.nd the Arab Office (Washington) publicatien, Palestine: The 

S el4ti :m, 194 7. 

?. The ChicagG-based Crane Company, which is still in existence, 

maufactures metals. Especially after ~irreconcilabl8w. pslicy 

disagreements in 1890 with his father; as a rasult sf which he 

"retired f'r1>m bu3ir!ess," Crane largely was fr~ed ef day-te-day 

office burdens and was granted a liberal financi~l arrangement. 

(For 9Xample, CRC letter of May 11, 1890). However, he continued 

to have business interests and, in 1898, was instrumental in 

helping George Westinghouse obtain a $4million contra.c t with the 

Russian Gevernment f~r installation of airbrakes on the Trans-

S iberian Railroad - a landmark in U.S.-Rus3i an CDmmerdial relations. 

8. For "practical philanthrepy," see the ·dedication in Saudi Arabia, 

KSTwitchell, 194 7; and, Section III in the present text. 
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9. See Secti:m III in the text. 

10. See Secti~n IV in the text. 

llo See Secti~n II in the tsxt. 

12. F~:r example, J.1&.l:lY a Good Crusade,op c.:.t, pp 17lff and l+07ff, in 

the 1980 editien; and, American Protestantism and a Jewish State, 

HFishman, 1973, p BS. As did Crane befors her, Gildersleeve 

· sorved as Chairman sf the Board of Trustees of the Am9rican 

Cellege for Girls at Constantinopleo 

13 . Crane's selection~ af these off-the-bea.ten-pat\1 -: lands fellDWQd 

naturally from the impulse behind his inveterate travels: as a 

y~ung man suffering from 0 mela.nchely" and "nervt:>us illness", he 

began to travel "n•t ft)r tourism or study, but f~r excitement." 

.- ; ::_ 1 

lh. The Papers ::>f W~•drow Wilson, ASLink, ~d., 51 V~lumes, to dateJ> 

Val 28, p 353 and Vol 30, y 46. 

150 Ibid, Vel 48, p 273; V~l 49, p 154. Alsa, The Making o~ a 

State, TGMasaryk, 1969, pp 273, 275. 

16. Jan was then married t~ ~ne of Crane'~ daughters, Frances. 

17. Taft acted, bec~use of Crane's "inability t~ curb his tongue in ' 

p~blic and his neadstr~ng desire to shape rather than execute 

policy." (Will·iam Howard Taft ,DAnderson, 1969, l' 245} 



180 Telegr.am .to CRC f'rom the. Chinese Govermnent, January 16, 19)1. 

19. CQminunication from Mrs. W. Wilson, February 23, 19~4. 

200 CRC Merneirs (unpublished), ~ 343. 

21. Letter to CRC, June 11, 1q22. 

22. CRC letter , January 8, 1923. 

23. Far example, lette:!' to C t:'ngressman Fish, Jr., May 19, 1933. 

24. For the autharitat_ive text 3f the c•rresp~ndence, and the 

respective views of tne British Gli>ver"lr'lent and the Ar.ab 

Delegation in London at the time, see UK F~reign Office: 

Miscellaneous Papers #3. ·(1939), CMD 5957. F'Jr a comprehensive 

overvlew of the contraversy surrounding _the Hussed:n_-McMahsn 

correspondence, see Sch~larship and the Diploreatiq P3ots Df 

Jsrael, by Frank W. 3recher, in Jewish Social studies, Spring 

1985. 

25. CRC letter, Januar-y 4, 1 q29. Crane had been a g~ od friend of 

Faisal's since their l919 meet·ing in Damascus, and he kept a 

bust of that leadei-• in his h.eme. 

260 Papers Relating to the F~reign Re1ations of the United States, 

U.S., State Department, Vel III fer 1927, p 825, telegram fr~m 

Vice ·-c:)nsul Park, March 15, 1927; also, letter to Crane frem 

Park, July 27, 1927. 
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27. Ibid, pp g26-7:: the State Department advised PS.Pk ~ on May 

20, '1927, that the U.S. ::.s "net yet ·=· prepa.red to acc ord f9rrnal 

rec3gnition to the native states ·111r,ich have been established in 

t\'rn Arabian peninsula since the Warld War," because ~ unsettled 

political condi ti1ms and "the unimportance of Arr.erican' interests." 
continue to 

On ::;'ebrua.ry 10, 1931, the U.S. decided to/decline to recognize 

Yemen, but, es regards t3 Saudi Arabia, tbe State Department 

informed the U.K. that, "tbere appears t:> be no reason, hewever, 

why this G•vernmsnt should n•t recognize the Gevern?ll!nt of King 

Ibn Saud, pravided that it is ptssible to obtain certain 

assurances frem that Government,'• such as Ml>S t Favored Nation 

ec onemic tr·eatmen t and jus tic~ fer f ereignel's. (Ibid, . v el II for 

1931, pp 547-50). Recognition was extended in May 1931, and 

~ne can rea~onably conclude that ·crane played a facilitating 

role in this development. It was not until February 1940 that 

the u.s. appointed an Arebassader to Saudi Arabia, alt~~ugh 

re~ident in Cairo. (Ibid, V~l IV fe~ 193q, PP 824-8) 

28. Letter from Imman Yahya of Yemen, December 27, 1927; and, 

KSTwitchell's Saudi Arabia~ ~p cit, passim. 

29. After his 1931 visit, Crane described the ~ing, as £~llaws : 

"a fine type, much like Father Crane, Edi~an, Ford , Westinghouse -

the great natural human brain entirely unspailed by educatitm 
s OU!'CeS of the 

except the aducat:ion &>f vital experience." FGr the/text's dis-

CU!!Si3n ef Crane•·s philanthropic w1trk in Arabia, see Saudi Arabia, 

op cit, pp 143ff. 

30. CRC letter, June 18, 1934 . 
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31. Antonius' n3tas :m Crane's trips Gf the 1930's to .Saudi Arabia 

and the Levant are separately filed in GRC Papers. 

32. CRC letts~, May 13, 1933; and, Ant~nius' · report of December 20, 

1933, :m Crane's Caira meeting. of November 24, 1933. The seven

man group which met with •Crane included, in additi::m t~ the 

Saudi repre~&ntative, al-Sabiq, Rashed Rida (newspaper editor), 

Shaflk Pasha (Oriental League), al-Bakri treligi3us leader}, 

Wall Pashi tex-Cabinet Minister), Abdel-Rezek (tbe~lBgian), and 

al-Marghi (past and future recter ef Al-A~har). 

33. CRC letter, January 31, 1934. 

34. · Drid9' s . view ?n. the power of tt)e Jews in Germany was remar~a.bly 

similar to that of President Roesevelt, as reported by David 

Wyman, wh_ e refutes the alleged facts underlying that view. 

--•(The Aband1mment ttf the Jews, DWyma.n, p 313 sf th13 1985 Pantheon 

edition). 

3 5. As reporte ~ in an obi tua.ry en Crane p.ublis had by the New York 

Herald Tribune, February 16,- 1939. 

36. 11It-_ w_as. ·the sus·picion among American officials then serving in 
•' . . , 

_ .. ·:· .. ~ussia _. th-at~-Mro" Crane hiniseli' was at ~.hat time giving private 

fina~cial suppert t :o Ka1idin."· (S~viet-American Relati:>ns,_ 1917-

192_0, _. GKenan, 1956, V~1 I, pp 176-7). Ktitna.n g:>es en te. say that, 

:· ''it weuld net be unreasonable. to .. suppC)se that Crane, too, urged 
' • . -· ~ .. 

. · .. ·. · · ... · ..... . . j_f'J ~- s;J gevernmental suppert . to the Kalidin-Alksyelv m"'-'ement •••• tr; 

1 ·· 

..... 
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and, that such p~~vate sup?or t as Crane's lacked "legal 

e.u tho·r iza ti ::rn. n 

37. Crane, himself, was n::>t concerned ab:m t the dogma of any partic

ular religiJn 3r denominati3n (ha was by family backgr9und a 

Presbyterian), but rather abJut "the great spiritual m.9v·em8'At~ 

:if the w~:>ld. n (CRC letter, November 10, 1926) 

38. Warrant f::>r Genecide,NCohn, 1969, passim. It should be nsted 

that neither here nDr in a!ly of the follow.ing references t@ 

published material concerning th~ ~rJt~cDls, ~ord's antisemitic 

campaign, etc,, is Crane's name mentioned. 

39. The Papers ~r \·roodrsw Wilson, op cit, VIDl 27, pp 107-8. 

40. CRC letters of November 26, 1909; April 5, 1916; December 12, 

1923. Also, letters fro~ Th~mas F. Millard of Oct~ber 25, 1909; 

and Charles w. Eli&t :if January 12, 1915. 

41. CRC letter to President Co~lidge, October 22, 1926. Si~11arly 1 

in a spesc~ of F~bruary 2, J_q22, at the Nati~nal war CDllege in 

Washington, he maintained that Jews were the "proprietors ~f tbe 

Far Eastern Republicn and the ttbackbonen :if the Soviet's central 

government and its machinery. Many other examples are available 

of Crane's affort to equate the Bolsheviks with the Jews, who 

represented a threat to d3minate ' ~he werla and, therefore, should 

be actively oppased by the U.S. and the world's civilizati::>ns. 

42. CRC letter, February 21, 1931, reportin& on what he had iust 

t:ild Arab leaders in Jerusalem. 



43. CRC letters of February 5, 1921, and December 14, 1934. Ddspite 

this, he C':>uld still write Wald a m:>st friendly Jetter ~n February 

8, 1935, in which he confesses that, "I ha\·e felt very definitely 

':>Ut of the world for several years and not very muoh intsrested 

in it." In ane of fate's coincidences, Crane in March 1917 

happened tD take the same ship from New York as did Trotsky, 

b3th heading, ftr opp:>site reasons, t ~ post-Tsarist Russia; 

Crane frequantly drew on his alleged direct observati~ns ef 

Tro:>tsky and his f:riends d~.lring this voyage (Trtatsky was taken 

off the ship at Halifax by the British, wh~ retained him far 

a few weeks) to buttre•s his criticisms .of the Bolsheviks, 

whom he regularly referred t:> as "New York Ea~ t Siders." 

44. Warrant for Gen9cide, op cit, p 126. 

45. Tbe Truth About the Protoc"Jls ~.f Z.icm, HBernstain, 1935, p 38; 

the author n:>tes that, "Seniff was never an off"icer ~r chairman 

3f any Committee of the B'nai B'rith.n 

46. Ftr material on Haughton, see Ibid, passim; and, the press clips 

in the file on Hanry Ford at the American iewish Ccmmi ttee library, 

particularly the series . by NHs.pgoe>d in Haarst 1 s International, 

J ·une-N"vamber, 1922. 

470 Ibid, and, re the Crane-Leon connecti~n, see Gottheil letter to 

CR C , J ul y 5, 1 913 • 

48. AJC files, op cit. 
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49. · saction II of the present text, the quotation regarding 

Crane's view ~f the Hussein-McMah0n correspendenc~. 

SO. On January 16, 1921, r.iany leading Americ':lns, including President 

Wilson and Henry c. King, signed a press statement objecting to 

Henry Ford's antisemitic campaign. Crane, s 1; the time, was in 

China. Upon his return, he de '1eloped e cl::>ser re'lation3hip with 

Ferd, wh 9 re pL'rted ly said of him (CRC le ttar of January 2·5, 1926} 

tha.t 11I was the only one who really understo;>d him." Crane, in 

1922, failed t~ get EliBt to invite the Fsrds for a visit, Eli~t 

explaining, in an August 3 letter t ::> Crane, that, among •th er 

3bjections, "I shBuld feel rather queer inviting £.f.he Pord~7 t3 

come over to see me ••• his anti-semitic campaign has seemed to 

me. positively pernicious." or course, in the 1920•s, Hitler 

decorated Ford and incorporated the ~~otecols inte his ~wn writings. 

Sl. He did so in a 1927 letter to the American Jewish Committee under 

the pressure of a law suit by the above-mentioned HBernstein. 

52. CRC letter, Ma~ch 2, 1916. 

53. CRC lotter to Saturday Evening Post, November 18, 1926. 

54. CRC letter, December 2, 1932. 

55. CRC letter, October 21, 1933· 
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S6. In the 19301 3 1 Crane frequently gave it gs his view that 

London and Washington had alPeady been captured by the Je~1 ; 

and, that Pales tine was nc lo~ger a "British mandate~ but 

a 0 Jewish mandate ." 

I - . 




